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1. Introduction

This thesis is concerned with semantic theories for concurrent systems.
In particular, open systems made up of autonomous, distributed, mobile
computational entities. In order to reason about such systems, we propose
a semantic framework in which we model and analyze their behavior. To
develop the semantics, we take process calculi as a structural method for
describing systems. We then develop two kinds of operational semantics:
one based on presheaf semantics and another based on automata. The
first kind provides an abstract treatment bringing forth a rich theory from
category theory and algebra, whereas the second kind extends ordinary
automata with names and symmetries in the states and transitions of the
automata. This extension of ordinary automata conveniently model all the
typical mechanisms of the formal system description languages for mobile
systems, Nominal calculi, such as name generation and name deallocation.

These latter semantic models based on enriched automata, originated in the
work of Montanari and Pistore [31], and can be seen as concrete realizations
of the first kind of models. Moreover they have the added value of being easy
to implement in tools for automated verification. This type of model has
further pleasing property that standard minimization procedures (partition
refinement) can be adopted from automata theory to reduce the number of
states of the automaton.

As our leading motivating examples, we take π-calculus with its several vari-
ant notions of equivalence, and also the recently introduced FOλ∇ logic of
Miller and Tiu [28]. In π-calculus (or any nominal calculus) the notion of
names plays a most prominent role: names are used for communication
channels, and at the same time they are the entities that get communicated.
In fact, together with a mechanism to generate new names, a few control
mechanisms is all you need to model mobile computations. Here names
are understood as proper names (constants) and all the existing models of
names [40, 18] treat them as such.

To wit, consider set-valued functors Λ over F. F is the category of finite
subsets C ⊂ A of a given enumerable set A of abstract symbols (“variable
names”) [18, 21]; here, the datatype of untyped λ-terms is the functor
Λ : F→ Set, ΛC = {t | FV (t ) ⊆ C }. Morphisms between objects of the index
category describe how we can move from one stage to another; in F,
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morphisms are any functions σ : C → D , that is any variable renaming,
possibly with unifications. Correspondingly, Λσ : ΛC → ΛD are the usual
(capture-avoiding) variable renamings.

Different index categories lead to different notions of “allocable entities”.
The notion of name, particularly important for process calculi, can be mod-
eled using the subcategory I of F of only injective functions. Thus, stages of
I can still be “enlarged” by morphisms (which corresponds to allocation of
new names), but they cannot be “contracted”, which means that two differ-
ent symbols can never coalesce to the same. This view captures the notion of
names as they are used in the early and late semantics of π-calculus. There,
in the course of behavioural evolution of aπ-calculus agent, the set of names
of the agent can grow, but no two names can coalesce to the same.

While this view handles the early and late bisimulation of π-calculus, it fails
to handle open bisimulation. Open bisimulation requires not only closure
under the transition relation, but also closure under all substitutions that
respect name distinctions, i.e., it requires a renaming that is injective on dis-
tinct names, but arbitrary for others. It is this mixture of injective renaming
and arbitrary renaming that renders I and F separately insufficient.

Thus, deciding the semantics of names as constant at the time of their in-
troduction is a shortcoming of the presheaf model of names [41, 17]. To alle-
viate this problem, we propose a category theoretic model where both vari-
ables and names, usually viewed as separate notions, are particular cases of
the more general notion of atoms. The key aspect of this model is to con-
sider functors over the category of irreflexive and symmetric finite relations
over atoms. Atoms are abstract symbols intended to represent variables and
names. The models previously proposed for the notions of variables and
names can be faithfully embedded in the new one, and initial algebra/final
coalgebra constructions that have been used to model abstract syntax of
variable binding [18] and models of name passing calculi [17] can be trans-
ferred from the formers to the latter.

Moreover, the new model admits a definition of distinction-aware simulta-
neous substitutions through a monoidal construction. A substantial appli-
cation example is presented in Paper A: the first semantic interpretation of
open semantics of π-calculus, and in Paper B the first denotational seman-
tics of Miller-Tiu’s FOλ∇ logic.

In summary, the category of presheaves over subcategory of Rel, introduced
in this thesis, provides a suitable semantic universe for modeling abstract
syntax of programming languages with binding via initial algebra construc-
tions, and a semantic model of various notions of equivalence of Nominal
calculi via final coalgebra constructions. The internal language of this se-
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mantic category also provides a model of first order logic extended with self-
dual quantifiers, for example FOλ∇, and nominal logic [36].
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2. Background

Concurrency theories are about the behaviour of distributed, open, mobile,
concurrently communicating systems. While concurrent systems include
many different paradigms, here we have an eye to a particular kind of con-
current systems, namely mobile systems. These are systems that change
their topology of connection as they evolve. The system can be a program,
communication protocol, and so on. In order to analyse the functionality
of these complex systems, it is essential to develop a rigorous mathemati-
cal model. Having a mathematical model, proof of correctness is often con-
ducted through the use of behavioral equivalence, where the specification
and the implementation of the systems are typically modeled in a process
calculus, and are checked for equivalence, that is, we check whether the im-
plementation has the same behaviour as the specification.

Briefly, a model of concurrent processes consists of a certain mathematical
structure, or a formal system description language where a process is mod-
eled by an expression in the formal language. The model provides a frame-
work for the specification and verification of the system. In this thesis we use
formal languages for mobile systems: name-passing or nominal process cal-
culi. We look at two kinds of operational models of such nominal calculi: one
based on presheaf semantics and another based on automata. The first kind
provides an abstract model, but it enjoys a well developed body of mathe-
matics, whereas the second one is more concrete and notable for its suit-
ability for automatic verification. The automata model, History-Dependent
Automata or HD-automata, originated in the work of Montanari and Pis-
tore [31]. It can be seen as concrete realizations of the first, and moreover
this model has the added value that it is easy to implement in automated
verification tools. An efficient procedure of state space minimization can be
easily adapted from the standard techniques of partition refinement [13].

Before we proceed to the presentation of the models based on presheafs and
automata, we first recall the term model. Concretely, we review some of the
main ingredients of nominal calculi relevant to this thesis. For ease of pre-
sentation, we categorise the models as follows.

• Syntactic models (term models). In these models a concurrent system is
represented by a term in a formal system description language or process
calculus. Examples include CCS [29], ACP [7], π-calculus [30], and Fusion
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calculus [43].
• Graph oriented models. Here a concurrent system is represented by a pro-

cess graph, or state-transition diagram, also called automaton. A state is
represented by a vertex in a graph. In this thesis graphs are constructed
on either named sets or as coalgebras over presheafs. There are, of course,
other models, but these are the once that are dealt with in this thesis.

In the sequel, we provide a brief background to the models. Our usage of cat-
egory theory is light and informal, but we supply sufficient reference where
needed. First we shall, briefly, introduce π-calculus as a representative of
Nominal calculi.

2.1 Brief introduction to Nominal calculi

Nominal calculi, or process calculi with primitive mechanisms for
local name generation, name exchange and scoping rules, have been
successfully applied to specify and verify properties of global computing
systems. Names provide a suitable abstraction to describe a variety of
different computational phenomena such as mobility [33], localities [3],
distributed object systems [45], security keys [1], session identifiers
(nonces) and so on. The π-calculus has been exploited for modelling
and verifying a finite instance of the Handover protocol of the Public
Land Mobile Network [32]. Several properties of cryptographic protocols
have been naturally expressed through spi-calculus specifications [1].
The spi-calculus is an extension of the π-calculus with primitives e.g. for
encrypting and decrypting the values communicated. Nominal calculi also
provide a basic programming model that has been incorporated in novel
programming languages (see e.g. [11, 6]) and workflow languages for Web
Service coordination [9, 23]. In the following section we describe, briefly,
the π-calculus.

2.1.1 The π-calculus

The π-calculus of Milner, Parrow, and Walker [30] is a mathematical model
of processes whose interconnection changes as they interact. In π-calculus
(or any nominal calculus) the notion of names plays the most prominent
role: names are used as communication channels, and at the same time they
are the entities that get communicated. In fact, together with a mechanism
to generate new names, all you need to model mobile computation is a few
control mechanisms.
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In π-calculus, processes are represented by an expression in the formal lan-
guage generated from the syntax of π-calculus. We provide an example that
shows the main aspect of π-calculus, namely dynamic link reconfiguration.
Let’s assume that there are three processes S, C , and P , where in the orig-
inal configuration S shares a private local link with process P denoted by
the name x, and another link with C denoted by y . However this private link
between S and P can be communicated to C along their common link y .
All this is formulated in π-calculus as follows. The process S that sends the
private x along y is y x.S′, and C that receives some link along y to use it for
further communication is y(z).zd .C ′, where z is bound and acts as a place-
holder for the name received over y . The name x is declared local to S and
P by (νx)(S | P ). The dynamic interconnection is illustrated by the following
transition.

(νx)(y x.S′ | P ) | y(z).zd .C ′ τ−→ S′ | (νx)(P | xd .C ′′)

When x is received by C , it replaces the place-holder z, and the scope of x
changes to include xd .C ′′, where C ′′ is C ′ with x substituted for z. The label
τ indicates that the transition was due to internal communication.

S sends x to C

Figure 2.1: dynamic reconfiguration

Having exposed the theory of π-calculus informally, we turn, briefly, to the
notion of bisimulation. The concept of bisimulation was a major innova-
tion as a method of proving equivalence of process. While this concept is
fairly simple as introduced in CCS [29], it becomes more intricate in process
calculi with variable binding, π-calculus in particular, as a variety of differ-
ent possibilities exist. The simpler ones, such as early and late bisimulat-
ion [30] suffer from not being congruences. Open bisimulation [38] on the
other hand is a congruence but is complicated by the fact that the bisimulat-
ion relation must be closed under not only transitions, but also certain sub-
stitutions, and these substitutions vary from process to process. This makes
the overall definition rather more complex and subtle than the definition of
early and late bisimulation.
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Before we go on to give the definitions of bisimulations, we present a brief
discussion of the variety of operational semantics for π-calculus. Notice that
like any other process calculus, the operational semantics of π-calculus is
given by a labelled transition system of the form P

α−→ Q for some set of
actions ranged over by α (where α depends on the type of semantics [33]).

For example, an input prefixed agent A = a(x) .P has a labelled transition

a(x).P
a(x)−→ P , which means A can receive some name along a to replace x

in P . Basically x represents the places in P where the received name will
appear. In parallel with an agent which can perform an output, e.g., ay .Q,
the name y will replace x: formally, ay .Q | A

τ−→Q | P {y/x}.

We present the two standard definitions of behavioural equivalence, late
and early bisimulation. We write bn(α) for the bound name(s) of an action
α, and fn(P ) for the free names of an agent P .

In the late variant of bisimulation, each input action must be matched by
an equally potent action, where the resulting agents bisimulate regardless
of the name received: the input name is chosen late.

Definition 2.1.1. (Late bisimulation) A late bisimulation is a symmetric bi-
nary relation R on agents satisfying the following: P RQ and P

α−→ P ′ where
bn(α) is fresh implies that

1. If α= a(x) then ∃Q ′ : Q
a(x)−→Q ′ ∧∀u : P ′{u/x}RQ ′{u/x}

2. If α is not an input then ∃Q ′ : Q
α−→Q ′ ∧P ′RQ ′

P and Q are late bisimilar, written P ∼ Q, if they are related by a late bisi-
mulation.

An alternative treatment is to use the weaker requirement that for each
name received in an input action, it is matched by an input action for that
specific name: the input name is chosen early. This can be formulated by
simply swapping the quantifiers in the requirement:

Definition 2.1.2. (Early bisimulation) An early bisimulation is a symmet-
ric binary relation R on agents satisfying the following: P RQ and P

α−→ P ′

where bn(α) is fresh implies that

1. If α= a(x) then ∀u : ∃Q ′ : Q
a(x)−→Q ′ ∧P ′{u/x}RQ ′{u/x}

2. If α is not an input then ∃Q ′ : Q
α−→Q ′ ∧P ′RQ ′

P and Q are early bisimilar, written P ∼e Q, if they are related by an early
bisimulation.

In the case of early bisimulation, we can use a different rule for input prefix,
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a(x) .P
au−→ P {u/x}, which allows us to treat input actions uniformly with the

other actions, using the second clause of Definition 2.1.2 for all actions.

We provide a simple example (from [33]) to highlight the difference between
early and late bisimulation.

P1 = a(x).P +a(x).0 P2 = P1+a(x). if x =w then P

P1 and P2 are early bisimilar as all transitions of P2 can be simulated by P1,
and vice versa. But the third summand of P2 makes the difference for a late
bisimulation as it requires that the derivatives bisimulate after each input
a(x)−→ and then again after each instantiation. Here when P2 has chosen the
third summand, P1 has no transition to match this for all instances of x:
liberally speaking, when choosing a transition, it doesn’t know if P2 received
w or some other name. We refer the reader to [33] for detailed discussion.

A noteworthy difference between early and late bisimulation is that while
early bisimulation conforms to our operational intuition (we need to receive
the name before we mimic the transition) with a less complex definition, late
bisimulation leads to more efficient verification in automated tools.

Early/late bisimilarity are not congruences as they are not preserved by in-
put prefix. For example:

a|b ∼ a.b+b.a

But
c(a).(a|b) 
∼ c(a).(a.b+b.a)

When the left-hand agent receives b over c, the resulting agent b|b will have
a τ transition, which the right-hand agent will not have. This shows that
bisimilarity is not a congruence. However, the largest congruence included
in late/early bisimilarity is obtained by closing under all substitutions at
top level: P is (late/early) congruent to Q if for all substitutions σ, Pσ is
(late/early) bisimilar to Qσ. This is to be contrasted with the closure under
substitutions at all levels of open bisimilarity, Definition 2.1.4 below.

Open bisimilarity, originally defined by Sangiorgi [38], is finer than the early
and late bisimilarities [30]; differently from these it is a congruence, and al-
though its definition may seem more complex, it has an “efficient” charac-
terization exploited in automated tools (e.g. [44]).

Open bisimulation is defined as a set of relations indexed by distinctions,
used to express permanent inequality of names.

Definition 2.1.3. A distinction is a finite symmetric and irreflexive relation
on names. A substitution σ respects a distinction D if (a,b) ∈ D implies
σ(a) 
=σ(b).
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The distinctions are used to record the names extruded by bound output
actions; these names must be kept different from all other names, as they
are local names, and therefore no process that receives one could identify it
with any other free name (technically, there is no π-calculus context that is
capable of identifying the extruded name) and thus respectful substitutions
may not make them equal.

Definition 2.1.4. (Open bisimulation) A distinction indexed set S = {SD } of
process relations is an open bisimulation if for each SD and for each σ which
respects D, whenever (P,Q) ∈SD ,

1. if Pσ
a (x)−→ P ′ with x 
∈ fn(Q), then Q ′ exists s.t. Qσ

a (x)−→Q ′

and (P ′,Q ′) ∈ SD ′ , where D ′ =Dσ∪ {{x}× fn(Pσ,Qσ)};
2. if Pσ

α−→ P ′ with bn(α) 
∈ fn(Q) otherwise, then Q ′ exists s.t. Qσ
α−→Q ′

and (P ′,Q ′) ∈ SD .

P and Q are open D-bisimilar, written P ∼D Q, if there is an open bisimulat-
ion S s.t. (P,Q) ∈ SD for SD ∈S .

As a simple motivating example, consider the processes

P = x .0 | y .0

Q = x . y .0+ y . x .0

P0 = (νx, y)z x . z y .P

Q0 = (νx, y)z x . z y .Q

where clearly P 
∼ Q, since P {x/y}
τ−→ P ′ but Q{x/y} 
 τ−→Q ′. However, P0 ∼

Q0, since there is no possibility of x and y ever being identified in any π-
calculus context. This information is recorded in the distinction index of the
open bisimulation relation; after the first two bound outputs z (w) and z (y),
we only need to verify that P ∼{(x,y)} Q, thus ruling out all substitutions iden-
tifying x and y . Without the information in the distinction index, the process
would be considered different although their behaviour in any π-calculus
context is the same. For further examples and motivation see e.g. [39, 38].

2.2 Presheaf models

2.2.1 Presheaf Models of Syntax and Semantics

The aim of this section is to show how a category of presheaves, set-valued
functors of the form Σ : C → Set for small category C , can be used to
model the syntax of variable binding via an initial algebra for a suitable
endofunctor [18, 21], and various kinds of operational models of nominal
calculi together with their associated notion of equivalence via a final
coalgebra for a suitable behaviour endofunctor [17, 19].
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In this dissertation, we have studied a presheaf category over D (category
of distinction relations and monotone functions) as model of syntax and
semantics of process calculi, and its internal language for giving a denota-
tional model of first order logic extended with self-dual quantifiers, such as
FOλ∇ (see [27]).

Models of Binding Syntax

The study of programming languages or process calculi begins by modeling
its syntax. The following are some of the reasons why we need to model the
syntax of programming languages or process calculi.

1. Concrete syntax is too concrete. In concrete (raw) syntax, we often see
terms like λx.x and λy.y or a(x).xb and a(y).yb. The only difference
between these terms is the choice of the bound variable. Hence they
are equivalent up-to renaming of bound names; such terms are called
α-equivalent. Consequently, concrete syntax gives rise to a quotient
datatype , and working with quotient datatypes is difficult as it requires
us to pick the canonical representatives effectively, or to work directly
with equivalence classes.

2. Reuse. We often want to use an existing programming language or au-
tomated tool to study or reason about another programming language
or process algebra. For example, we may want to study properties of π-
calculus (object language) in the theorem prover Coq (metalanguage).
In order to do that, we have to first model the syntax in the language of
Coq. The semantic models of syntax with binders provide general meth-
ods for representing formally (encoding) languages up-to α-equivalence
in these metalanguages. See [12] for further detail.

3. Integration. There is a vast amount of work in a domain theory in a cat-
egory theoretic form. In order to take advantage of this established body
of work, we need to model our syntax categorically.

Having pointed out the importance of modeling the syntax of a language,
we turn to a formalism that allows us to define α-equivalent terms without
having to define a quotient. There are several formalisms such as De Bruijn
indexes or nominal sets based on FM set theory, but here we focus on the
framework of Higher Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS) [34, 20],

HOAS aims to extend the paradigm of initial algebra semantics to languages
involving variable binding. HOAS represents the syntax of programming
languages in a variable-free way by avoiding explicit treatment of
object-level variables [21].
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Initial algebra models of a syntax gives us exactly the terms of the language
upto α-equivalence1. As we explain below, the initiality of the algebra ex-
actly captures the essence of abstract syntax i.e. abstract syntax is indepen-
dent of notational variation. But first we recall the definition of initial alge-
bra.

Initial Algebra: An algebra I is initial in a class C of algebras iff for every A
in C there exists a unique homomorphism hA : I �� A . An important
property of initial algebra is that if I and I ′ are initial in the class C of alge-
bras then I and I ′ are isomorphic [20].

For the purpose of illustration, we first consider a simple language without
binding operators, using the familiar category of Set – the category of all sets
and all functions. Then we consider a more sophisticated language (lambda
calculus) which involves binding and requires a much richer category, a so
called presheaf category [18].

Consider the language of natural numbers given by the signature Σ = {s,0}
consisting of a unary function symbol s (for successor) and a constant 0. To
provide an initial algebra model, first notice how the signature determines a
functor Σ∗ : Set→ Set, defined as follows. For a set X , define

Σ∗(X ) �
∐
f ∈Σ

X r ( f ) (2.1)

where
∐

denotes the disjoint sum, and r : Σ→N is a ranking function which
assigns a natural number r ( f ) to each f ∈Σ. A Σ∗-algebra for 2.1 consists of
a tuple (X ,α : Σ∗X → X ). (N,α) is one such Σ∗-algebra, where α : N+1→N
is defined as follows:

α=
{

n+1 for n ∈N

0 otherwise

Theorem 2.2.1 (Barr [4]). (N,α) is the initial algebra of the endofunctor 2.1
and it is a colimit of the following ω-chain, where ! is the unique function
from empty set (denoted by 0) – the initial object of Set.

0
! �� Σ∗(0)

Σ∗(!) �� Σ∗(Σ∗(0))
Σ∗(Σ∗(!))�� . . . (2.2)

What about a language with binding operators, such as untyped λ-calculus?
Can we model it by an initial algebra for an endofunctor F over Set as in the

1See [25] for a comprehensive survey on the use of Σ-algebras in programming languages.
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above? To wit, we shall follow the same procedure as in the above and see
where it fails.

Consider the functor λ : Set→ Set defined as

λX � X +X ×X +X → X (2.3)

Where, as expected, the summands represent λ terms constructed from a
variable, or from two already constructed terms (an application), or by a
function space (an abstraction).

The initial algebra for the functor 2.3 should give us the terms of the λ-
calculus, i.e., terms upto α-equivalence. But the functor 2.3 on Set is not
continuous, or put simply, X ∼= X → X has no solution in Set. Hence by [4] it
doesn’t possess an initial algebra. Then we ask (i) is it possible to model the
terms of untyped λ-calculus using an initial algebra? (ii) What is the appro-
priate category in which the endofunctor must be defined on?

HOAS answers the above questions positively. For a language with binding,
HOAS intuitively tells us to consider a family of terms indexed by the set of
free variables (also called context, or stage) they are defined over, rather than
defining a set of raw terms and then quotienting them by α-equivalence.

Allowing renaming of variables in contexts means contexts form a category
C and then terms should be given by a functor Σ : C → Set. Typically
(e.g. [17]) C has been chosen to be either F, the category of finite sets and
all functions, or I, the category of finite sets and injective functions.

The morphisms in the index categories specify the kind of operations al-
lowed on these abstract symbols, and hence ultimately the notion they rep-
resent. F allows for unifications, and is used to represent variables; whereas
I, where inhabitants of a stage cannot be unified at later stages, is suited for
representing names.

The category of F, which is the free cocartesian category on one object, may
be understood as being generated from an initial object (the generic abstract
empty context) by an operation of context extension, _+ 1, and a generic
abstract context with one variable 1. Consequently, the category of F comes
equipped with the coproduct structure

n
oldn �� n+1 1

newn��

where oldn and newn are left and right injections. For further structures of F
see [18].
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For all objects n,m of F, define L(n) = {t | f n(t ) ⊆ n}, and for every arrow
ρ : n →m in F define L(ρ)= {t {xiρ1/x1, . . . xnρn/xn}} such that

L(i dn)= i dL(n), L(ρ′ ◦ρ)= L(ρ′)◦L(ρ)

for all n,n′,n′′ ∈ F and for all ρ : n → n′ and ρ′ : n′ → n′′ in F. In this vein,
we can see L is an object of the presheaf category [F,Set] which serves as a
suitable universe for our types.

Having set up the right universe of types we turn to modelling the signature
of untyped λ-calculus by an endofunctor Λ : [F,Set]→ [F,Set], whose initial
algebra gives us terms of λ-calculus up-to α-equivalence.

The functor Σ∗ : [F,Set]→ [F,Set] defined by

Σ∗(X )= X +X ×X +δ(X ) (2.4)

whereδ is the so-called differentiation operator defined byδ(X )Y = X (Y +1)
i.e. in context Y , δ(X ) are simply the elements of X in the context Y + 1
containing an extra variable – the variable to be bound.

Lemma 1 (see e.g. [5]). The initial algebra of 2.4, Λ(X ), exists and it is given
by the least solution of the isomorphism

ΛX ∼= X +Λ(X )×Λ(X )+Λ(X +1)

Intuitively read Λ(X ) as the set of α-equivalent λ-terms with free variables
in X . The third summand represents abstractions, i.e. terms built over a dis-
tinguished free variable which then becomes bound and hence disappears
from the context.

Models of Semantics

One way to give an operational model of Nominal calculi is to use coalgebra
over categories of presheaves. In fact, the main insight in providing fully ab-
stract models for π-calculus in Fiore et al. [15] is the use of presheaves to
index the sets of process/states by the names that they may use.

A coalgebra over SetI, where SetI is the category of functors from I to Set
and natural transformations, has been used for modeling early and late se-
mantics of π-calculus with its associated early and late bisimulations. The
domain for late semantics of π-calculus [17] can be defined as the final coal-
gebra of the functor B : SetI→ SetI

BP �℘ f (

input︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×P N +

output︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×N ×P+

bound output︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×δIP +

τ︷︸︸︷
P ) on SetI (2.5)
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For X in I, we have

(BP )X =℘ f (X × (PX )X ×PX�1+X ×X ×PX +X ×PX�1+PX ) in Set

A coalgebra for an endofunctor B consists of a tuple (P, κ : P
.−→ BP ) where

P ∈ SetI and κ (the dynamics of the coalgebra) is a natural transformation.
To understand the above definition, consider a component of the natural
transformation κX for X ∈ I. κX maps a process P X to (BP )X its possible
evolutions, a set of processes.

Nondeterminism means there are many possible evolutions and hence the
presence of the power type functor ℘ f ◦_. Each of these possible evolutions
consists of the observable action and the resulting process. For example, for
a process p ∈ PX , κX (p) assigns a set of one of the possibilities specified
by the shape of the functor B . If for example p is an input process, then

κX (p) = {(a, f , p ′)|p a?()−→ f , p ′}, where (a ∈ X , p ∈ PX , f ∈ (PX )X , p ′ ∈ PX�1).
I.e. an input process will have a set of transitions for all the free names in X ,
and all the resulting processes lie in the same stage (i.e. their free names lie
in X ), and one transition for all the fresh names where the resulting process
lies in an extended stage (PX�1).

Fiore et al. in [17] showed that a coalgebra for P ∈ SetI induces an early
transition relation for a behaviour endofunctor B defined as above. This,
as shown in [17], successfully models early semantics of π-calculus. Notice
that the naturality of the coalgebra structure mapκ ensures that the induced
transition relation is invariant with respect to injective renaming that exist
in I.

The open semantics in π-calculus on the other hand, is more complicated
than early and late semantics, because open bisimulation is closed under all
distinction-preserving renamings. Coalgebra over SetI can not handle this,
as the context I does not allow arbitrary renaming, nor can SetF handle it,
since F does not preserve name distinctions. Thus, in order to model open
bisimulation in π-calculus we move to a new indexing category D.

The category D. The category of D has objects pairs (n,d) denoted by d (n)

where n is a finite set of atoms and d is a symmetric relation d ⊆ n×n such
that for all i ∈ n : (i , i ) 
∈ d . A morphism f : d (n) → e(m) is any monotone
function f : n →m, that is a substitution of atoms for atoms which preserves
the distinction relation (if (a,b) ∈ d then ( f (a), f (b)) ∈ e). In other words,
substitutions cannot map two related (i.e., definitely distinct) atoms to the
same atom of a later stage, while unrelated atoms can coalesce to a single
one.

In Paper B, we provide all the necessary type constructors on D, and on
the presheaves SetD. SetD provides rich type constructors. Among others,
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it has a constructor for atoms denoted by A, and two dynamic operators δ−

and δ+. Both δ− and δ+ add in an extra element, and δ+ adds in extra dis-
tinctions. Using these constructions, we can define the behaviour functor
Bo : SetD→ SetD suitable for open bisimulation in π-calculus as follows. No-
tice that, although similar in shape, Bo is not the lifting of the functor B of
strong late bisimulation in SetI (Equation 2.5), nor can be defined on SetI.

BoP �℘ f (

input︷ ︸︸ ︷
A×δ−P+

output︷ ︸︸ ︷
A×A×P+

bound output︷ ︸︸ ︷
A×δ+P +

τ︷︸︸︷
P ) (2.6)

As in the case of late semantics above, a coalgebra (P, κ : P
.−→ BoP ) for

P ∈ SetD induces a transition relation over the state space given by the cat-
egory of elements of P denoted by

∫
P = ∑d∈D P (d). The objects of

∫
P are

given by a pair (D, p) where D is an object of D and p ∈ PD . A natural trans-
formation κ gives us the stepwise evolution of a system. Notice also that the
fact that the coalgebra is over presheaves means that the renaming struc-
ture is built into the states, and the naturality of the structure map κ ensures
that evolution is invariant under these renamings - distinction preserving
renamings in this case. Please see Paper A for details.

2.3 History Dependent Automata

As already mentioned, one way of proving correctness in process calculi is
through the use of behavioral equivalence, where the specification and the
implementation of the systems are typically modeled in the process calculi
and are checked for equivalence, that is, we check whether the implemen-
tation has the same behaviour as the specification. One way to carry out
automatic verification is to model an agent via an automaton. Automata
are handy for automatic manipulation; a variety of algorithms for different
purposes exists, e.g. for minimization. Ordinary automata are unsatisfactory
operational models for Nominal calculi as a simple agent gives rise to an in-
finitely branching LTS.

In π-calculus, agents can perform transitions that generate new names, e.g.
the OPEN rule in π-calculus:

OPEN
P

x y−→ P ′, if x 
= y

(νy)P
x(y)−→ P ′

establishes that an agent, (νy)P , can create a new name and can extrude it.
The OPEN rule introduces infinite branching in the automata correspond-
ing to agents that perform such transitions since, by α-conversion, y can be
freely replaced with any name which is not free in (νy)P .
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One approach to giving operational models of Nominal calculi that is bet-
ter suited for automated verification via behavioural equivalences is pro-
vided by History Dependent Automata, HD-automata, of Montanari and Pi-
store [13, 31]. HD-automata, a syntax independent representation of pro-
cess behaviour, aims at giving finite representations of otherwise infinite
LTSs. Similarly to ordinary automata they consist of states and labeled tran-
sitions, however, states and transitions of HD-automata are equipped with
local names which are no longer treated as syntactic components of labels,
but become an explicit part of the operational model. This permits mod-
eling of typical linguistic mechanisms of name passing calculi, such as cre-
ation and extrusion of names. Moreover, they define symmetries over the set
of names in order to allow for compact representation of agent behaviour by
collapsing states that differ only for renaming of local names.

We shall, briefly, recall the main ingredients of HD-automata. In Paper C we
extend HD-automata to deal with more sophisticated semantics of Nominal
calculi, such as hyperbisimulation in Fusion calculus and open bisimulation
in π-calculus. Moreover, standard techniques from automata theory can be
transfered to HD-automata, for example algorithms to find minimal repre-
sentations of automata. This is useful both from a practical point of view,
since smaller state spaces can be obtained, and from a theoretical point of
view since equivalent systems give rise to the same minimal realization upto
isomorphism.

Various families of HD-automata have been introduced in the literature [13,
31, 14]. Roughly speaking each class of HD-automata corresponds to a class
of process calculi or different behavioral semantics of process calculi [14,
26].

We give a simple example to illustrate the generation of HD-automata for a
π-calculus agent, but details can be found in [13, 26] and Paper C.

Given a π-calculus agent

P (a, y) � (νx)ax. if x = y then τ. (2.7)

An HD-automata with distinction corresponding to 2.7 is:

Figure 2.2: A HD-automaton transition

Recall that states of HD-automata consist of a set of local names, and a
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symmetry and a distinction relation defined on the set of local names. The
source state of the above example has {0,1} for local names. They encode the
free names of P i.e. we represent a with 0, and y with 1. The symmetry and
distinction relation is empty in this case. On the other hand the target state
has {0,1} for local names and an empty symmetry relation, but {(0,1)} for
distinction relation (denoted by the zigzag line) recording the fact that 0 is a
unique name generated along the transition. The correspondence is repre-
sented by an arrow going from the local names of the destination to the local
name of the source state. It is worth noting that name 0 in the destination
is mapped back to ∗ to represent the fact that 0 is a freshly generated name.
We refer the reader to Paper D for detailed discussion.

We use a coalgebraic framework as a vehicle to organize and transfer tech-
niques from coalgebraic theory, for an example we use terminal sequenc-
ing [46] to generate minimal representations of automata. HD-automata
have nice coalgebraic representations over a category of named sets. Infor-
mally, a named set is an enriched set where elements have names together
with a symmetry relation on the names associated with them. The main dif-
ference to the traditional named sets introduced in [35] is that named sets
with distinctions are further enriched with distinction relations. Thus the
previous named sets are simply a particular case of the new named sets
where distinctions are empty. The main insight in Paper D is to introduce
a distinction relation to states of HD-automata in order to model open bisi-
mulation in π-calculus.

We show in Paper D that named sets with distinctions and named functions
form a category, denoted by DNSet. This allows us to define HD-automata
as a coalgebra for a suitable endofunctor on DNSet.

Definition 2.3.1 (The category DNSet). The category DNSet has named
sets with distinctions as objects and named functions as morphisms, and has
initial and final objects, and finite powerset.

Definition 2.3.2 (HD-automata). For a fixed named set of labels L, a HD-
automaton over L is a coalgebra for TL(D) = ℘fin(L⊗D), i.e. a tuple (D,k :
D → TL(D)), where D is the state space and TL(D) assigns for every q ∈D its
possible evolution.

Presheaf categories and HD-automata. Here we sketch an outline for relating
an abstract representation of the operational semantics of open π-calculus
(see Paper A), coalgebras over presheaf categories and HD-automata (Pa-
per D) leaving the details for future work.

The first step towards this investigation is to establish the correspondence
between the category of DNSet and D, the full subcategory of SetD.

Theorem 2.3.3. The category of DNSet is essentially equivalent to D.
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Having established the correspondence between DNSet and D, and follow-
ing the proof given by Fiore and Staton in [16] in the case of Sh(Iop ) and
traditional HD-automata, we can see that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between HD-automata with state in P (where P is in D) and D-LTS.
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3. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied two kinds of operational models of name-
passing calculi: one based on coalgebra over presheaf categories, and an-
other based on enriched automata.

We develop a coalgebraic semantic framework based on a presheaf cate-
gory over D. A coalgebra for an endofunctor B over SetD consists of a pair
(P, α) where P ∈ SetD and α : P

.−→ BP is a natural transformation and B
is a suitable behaviour endofunctor. This coalgebra induces a transition re-
lation with state space given by the category of elements of P denoted by∫

P =ΣD∈DPD . Its objects are all pairs (D, p) where D is an object of D and p
is an element p ∈ P (D). The fact that the coalgebra is over SetD means that
its states has a built in renaming structure, and the naturality of the coalge-
bra structure guarantees that the evolution of state through structure map
is invariant under all the distinction preserving renamings which are mor-
phisms of D.

This is precisely what is required in order to model open semantics of π-
calculus and thus open bisimulation. Open bisimulation in π-calculus re-
quires not only closure under transitions but also closure under arbitrary
renamings that preserve name distinction. Thus free names in open bisi-
mulation acts as variables subject to renaming, but extruded (freshly gener-
ated) names should be treated as constant and guarded against renaming.

The novelty in this work is to consider a category theoretic model where
both “variables” and “names”, usually viewed as separate notions, are partic-
ular cases of the more general notion of atoms. The key aspect of this model
is to consider functors over the category of irreflexive and symmetric finite
relations. The models previously proposed for the notions separate of “vari-
ables” and “names” embed faithfully in the new one, and initial algebra/final
coalgebra constructions can be transferred from the formers to the latter.

Moreover, the new model admits a definition of distinction-aware simulta-
neous substitutions. As a substantial application example, we give the first
semantic interpretation of Miller-Tiu’s FOλ∇ logic [28].

HD-automata is a syntax-independent operational model introduced for
dealing with history-dependent formalisms [31, 35, 13]. This kind of en-
riched automata, where states, transitions, and labels are equipped with
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names and symmetries, have been successfully applied for modeling early
and late bisimulation in π-calculus [17] and hyperbisimulation in Fusion
calculus [42]. However, current HD-automata are not adequate for model-
ing open bisimulation as they are not capable of representing distinctions,
while open bisimulation is closed under all possible name substitutions re-
specting name distinctions.

In this thesis, we tackle the problem by integrating in the definition of
named sets the notion of distinction: names can coalesce if the distinction
allows to. Then, we use HD-automata over named sets with distinctions
for modeling the open bisimulation of π-calculus. Finally, we discuss the
relationship between named sets with distinctions and their HD-automata,
with the categorical counterparts based on presheaf categories.

3.1 Related and Future work

This thesis has its roots in the work of Fiore et al. [17] where they provide
the semantic models for name-passing calculi with late and early interpre-
tation, and HD-automata of Montanari and Pistore [35, 13] which aims to
give operational semantics of name-passing calculi. They provided, among
other things, HD-automata for early and late semantics of π-calculus. Pis-
tore in [35] provides models of asynchronous π-calculus, and also of open
bisimulation in π-calculus for which he introduced “negative transitions”.
The idea of negative transitions is to capture redundant transitions that arise
from the symbolic semantics of open π-calculus. Our approach in this the-
sis is to extend HD-automata with distinctions in their states and defer the
process of removing redundant transition to the minimization process. This
way we don’t need to introduce negative transitions, which obscure the def-
inition of HD-automata.

Another related work is πθ of Bruni et al. [8] where they extend π-calculus
with a new unary binding operator to explain the mechanism of name cre-
ation. They exploited πθ to give a coalgebraic description of early bisimilar-
ity, and also introduced θ-automata as a representation of finitary process.

In Honsell et al. [22], late bisimulation of π-calculus is modelled by using
the LF metalanguage to encode syntax in order to avoid explicit handling of
all the side conditions such as freshness of names, and then modelling the
operational semantics as a final coalgebra for a suitable functor over a cate-
gory of C l ass∗, i.e. , its objects are the classes of the universe of Z F−o (U )X1

and functional classes.

A further related work is the indexed labeled transition system of Cattani
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and Sewell [10]. In order to account for name substitution of π-terms they
considered name-sets and renaming functions on the set of states. Then
they axiomatize the key properties of the transition relation with respect to
this indexing structure. For example, they considered F-LTS – labeled transi-
tion systems indexed by F (category of finite sets and functions). This equips
the state space with renaming structure, and by constraining the transitions
their model satisfies the basic properties of transitions in the π-calculus,
e.g. , invariance under injective renaming.

Fiore and Staton in [16] studied formally the relationship between three op-
erational models: coalgebra on presheaves for early and late, F-LTS, and HD-
automata for early semantics. Among other things, they showed the cat-
egory of finitely supported named sets with symmetries are equivalent to
Schanuel topos Sh(Iop ), which is the main step in relating internal transi-
tion systems of a sheaf P and I-LTS over sheaves in Sh(Iop ). One of our plans
for future work is to finalize the formal comparison and relation between
the coalgebraic model over category over D, D-LTS, and HD-automata with
distinctions.

On a more theoretical side, there are several points to understand
and extend. Our most pressing concern is to understand the universal
property (intuitively, defining uniquely upto some isomorphism) of D

or its subcategories. A characterization of the distinction contexts by
means of a universal property would lead to an axiomatic approach as in
Power [37]. There, Power uniformly captures several kinds of contexts, such
as Cartesian, linear and bunched contexts, as free pseudo-monads over Cat
at 1 (the category with one object). The presheaf category for [C ,Set] is then
given by a fundamental construction, namely as a free colimit completion.
Then Power gives, at this level of generality, an axiomatic account of
substitution which is a fundamental structure for modelling binding. It
would be interesting to understand if this approach can be extended to the
distinction contexts considered in this thesis.

Further future work is to study the structure of a pullback preserving sub-
category of SetD. This will help us to understand what kind of logic we can
model. For instance, if it turns out to be a boolean topos, then we can model
classical logic.
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Summary in Swedish

Relationer i modeller av kalkyler och logiker med namn

Denna avhandling handlar om semantiska teorier för samverkande system,
speciellt öppna system som byggs av autonoma, distribuerade, mobila be-
räkningsenheter. För att kunna resonera om sådana system föreslår vi ett
semantiskt ramverk där vi kan modellera och analysera deras beteende. För
att utveckla semantiken använder vi processkalkyler som en strukturell me-
tod för att beskriva systemen. Därefter utvecklar vi två typer av operationell
semantik: en baserad på förkärve-semantik och en baserad på automater.
Den första typen ger en abstrakt behandling, med en rik teoribildning från
kategoriteori och algebra, medan den andra typen utökar vanliga automater
med namn och symmetrier i tillstånd och transitioner. Denna utökning av
vanliga automater modellerar behändigt all typiska språkliga mekanismer
hos namnbaserade processkalkyler, såsom generering och avallokering av
namn.

Dessa senare modeller som baseras på de ovan beskrivna utökade automa-
terna går tillbaka till arbeten av Montanari och Pistore [31] och kan ses som
konkreta realiseringar av den första typen av modeller. De har också förde-
len att de är enkla att implementera i automatiserade verktyg för verifiering.
Modellerna har också den trevliga egenskapen att standardmässiga meto-
der för minimering (baserade på uppdelningsförfining) kan anpassas från
automatateori, och användas för att minska antalet tillstånd i automaten.

Som motiverande exempel använder vi genomgående π-kalkylen med dess
olika varianter av ekvivalens, och dessutom den nyligen introducerade
FOλ∇-logiken av Miller och Tiu. I π-kalkyl (och alla namnbaserade
kalkyler) spelar namn en speciellt framträdande roll: de används för
kommunikationskanaler och samtidigt som de värden som kommuniceras.
Tillsammans med en mekanism för att generera nya namn behövs bara
ett fåtal kontrollmekanismer för att modellera mobila beräkningar. Här
ska namn förstås som konstanter, och alla existerande modeller för
namn [40, 18] behandlar dem som sådana.

Betrakta till exempel funktorer med värden i en kategori av mängder, Λ
över F. F är kategorin av ändliga delmängder C ⊂A av en given uppräknelig
mängd A av abstrakta symboler (“variabelnamn”) [18, 21]; här ges
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datatypen, otypade λ-termer, av funktorn Λ : F→ Set, ΛC = {t | FV (t ) ⊆C }.
Morfismer mellan objekten i indexkategorin beskriver hur vi kan gå
från en nivå till andra; i F är morfismerna funktioner σ : C → D , dvs
omdöpningar av variabler, även med sammanslagning. På motsvarande
sätt är Λσ : ΛC → ΛD de vanliga substitutionerna som inte fångar bundna
variabler.

Olika indexkategorier leder till olika former av “allokerbara enheter”. En-
heten namn, som är speciellt viktig i processkalkyler, kan modelleras med
hjälp av subkategorin I av F, de injektiva funktionerna. Därmed kan nivåer
i I fortfarande utökas genom morfismer (som motsvarar allokering av nya
namn) men kan inte “förminskas”, dvs två olika symboler kan aldrig slås
ihop till samma. Detta synsätt fångar egenskaper hos namn som de används
i “sen” och “tidig” semantik hos π-kalkyl. Under utvecklingen av agenter i π-
kalkyl kan mängden namn växa, men två namn kan aldrig göras till samma.

Medan detta synsätt alltså fångar “sen” och “tidig” bisimulering i π-kalkyl
fångar det inte “öppen” bisimulering. Öppen bisimulering kräver sluten-
het inte bara under transitionsrelationen, utan också under alla substitu-
tioner som respekterar distinktion mellan namn, dvs den kräver substitu-
tioner som är injektiva på distinkta namn, men är godtyckliga för övrigt. Det
är blandningen mellan injektiva och godtyckliga substitutioner som gör att
I och F var för sig är otillräckliga.

Att bestämma semantiken hos namn att vara konstanter från deras tillkomst
är alltså ett tillkortakommande hos förkärve-modellen för namn [41, 17]. För
att hantera detta problem föreslår vi en kategoriteoretisk modell där både
variabler och namn, vanligen sedda som olika enheter, är särfall av den mer
generella enheten atomer. Kärnan i denna modell är att betrakta funktorer
över kategorin av irreflexiva och symmetriska ändliga relationer över ato-
mer. Atomer är abstrakta symboler avsedda att representera variabler och
namn. De tidigare modeller som föreslagits för variabler och namn kan på
ett precist sätt bäddas in i den nya, och konstruktionerna för initial algebra
och final koalgebra som använts för att modellera abstrakt syntax för vari-
abelbindningar [18] och modeller för namnbaserade kalkyler [17] kan över-
föras från de tidigare till den nya.

Den nya modellen tillåter också att flera samtidiga substitutioner, som re-
spekterar existerande distinktioner, definieras genom en monoidkonstruk-
tion. En omfattande tillämpning presenteras i artikel A: den första seman-
tiska tolkningen av öppen semantik för π-kalkyl, och i artikel B den första
denotationella semantiken för Miller-Tius FOλ∇-logik.

Sammanfattningsvis ger den kategori av förkärvar över subkategorier av Rel
som introduceras i denna avhandling ett passande semantiskt universum
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för att modellera abstrakt syntax för programmeringsspråk med bindning
via konstruktion av initial algebra, och en semantisk modell för diverse ekvi-
valensbegrepp hos namnbaserade kalkyler via konstruktion av final koalge-
bra. Den semantiska kategorins interna språk ger också en modell för första
ordningens logik med självduala kvantifierare, t.ex. FOλ∇, och nominell lo-
gik [36].
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Abstract

We apply the recently developed techniques of higher order
abstract syntax and functorial operational semantics to give a
compositional and fully abstract semantics for the π-calculus
equipped with open bisimulation. The key novelty in our work is
the realisation that the sophistication of open bisimulation requires
us to move from the usual semantic domain of presheaves over
subcategories of Set to presheaves over subcategories of Rel. This
extra structure is crucial in controlling the renaming of extruded
names and in providing a variety of different dynamic allocation
operators to model the different binders of the π-calculus.

4.1 Introduction

The π-calculus was introduced by Milner, Parrow and Walker [MPW92] as
an attempt to extend previous paradigms for distributed and concurrent
computation with structure to reflect the locality of information. Thus, in
addition to the usual combinators of process algebra such as prefix, paral-
lel combination, nondeterministic choice, input and output, the π-calculus
contains processes of the form (νx)P which should be thought of as the pro-
cess P with local information x. Crucially, the operational semantics of the
π-calculus allows the topography of this locality information to evolve dy-
namically so that information which is local at some point may become

∗Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Leicester, University Road, Le-
icester, LE1 7RH, United Kingdom.
†Dept. of Information Technology, Uppsala University, Box 337, S-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden.
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global later. This phenomenon, known as extrusion, is the central innova-
tion of the π-calculus. The π-calculus allows processes to change their con-
nectivity over time. Hence it is called a calculus of mobile processes.

One of the key advances of research in process algebra was the concept of
bisimulation as a method of proving equivalences of processes. While this
concept is fairly simple as introduced in CCS [Mil80], the concept becomes
more sophisticated in process algebra with variable binding as a variety of
different possibilities exist. The simpler ones, such as early bisimulation and
late bisimulation [MPW92] suffer from not being congruences. Open bisim-
ulation [San96] on the other hand is a congruence but is complicated since
the bisimulation relation must be closed under not only transitions, but also
certain substitutions and these substitutions vary from process to process.
This makes the overall definition rather more complex and subtle than the
definition of early and late bisimulation.

The success of the π-calculus, and the variety of different bisimulations it
supports, makes it an ideal case study for some exciting recent develop-
ments in program language semantics, in particular for higher order abstract
syntax (HOAS) [FPT99] and functorial operational semantics (FOS) [Tur96].
HOAS aims to extend the highly successful paradigm of initial algebra se-
mantics to languages involving variable binding while FOS seeks a uniform
framework in which to reason about the relationship between operational
and denotational models. Hence we aim at a treatment of open bisimula-
tion in the π-calculus by using the following strategy:

• Since the π-calculus contains variable binding, we follow the HOAS ap-
proach and model the syntax of the π-calculus by the initial algebra of an
endofunctor over a category of presheaves.

• The observations one can make of a process are given by a language of
prefixes which is modelled by a copointed endofunctor over the same
category of presheaves. This endofunctor is called the behaviour func-
tor. Transition systems are the coalgebras for this behaviour functor and
bisimulations are given by coalgebraic bisimulations.

• We model the operational semantics as a distributivity of the syntax over
the behaviour from which we derive compositionality and full abstrac-
tion results.

The contributions of this paper are therefore:

• We give a clean presentation of open bisimulation and derive results like
compositionality and full abstraction. This is achieved by using abstract
ideas such as coalgebra, naturality and indexing to avoid the various
technical side conditions concerning free and bound names which
appear in the standard definitions [SW01].
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• The sophistication of open bisimulation arises from its closure under
varying classes of renamings. The novelty of our approach is that we
capture this feature by moving from presheaves over a subcategory of
Set (as in [FT01]) to presheaves over a subcategory of Rel which we
call relational presheaves. In this paper Rel is taken to be the category
with relations as objects and monotone functions as morphisms. These
relational presheaves offer more dynamic allocation operators to model
the binders in the π-calculus than are usually available.

• As we comment on the conclusion, this extra power of relational
presheaves seems exactly what is needed to treat other sophisticated
bisimulations such as hyperbisimulation in the Fusion calculus.

Related Work: This program of research has been applied to the π-calculus
in [FT01] but only to early and late bisimulations. However, the sophistica-
tion of open bisimulation means that these methods could not be applied
— our solution of using relational presheaves seems to be exactly what is
required in terms of providing appropriate extra structure. Open bisimula-
tion has been written about extensively in the concurrency literature [SW01,
PS01]. Interestingly, in these papers, some constructions are indexed by re-
lations as proposed here while others are not. Thus our idea of building our
semantics around relational presheaves fits in with, and extends, a trend
in the mainstream treatment of open bisimulation. But the fact that one
then sees connections with other bisimulations such as hyperbisimulation
makes a strong case for moving to our more abstract setting.

This paper will appeal to those coalgebraists who are interested in HOAS
and FOS as, in order for this theory to fully mature, more complex examples
need to be treated. This is precisely what we have done. For example, we
wonder whether the relational presheaves we consider here fit into Power’s
axiomatics for FOS [Pow03b]. In addition, two of the present authors work
in the area of concurrency and came to this subject as they were interested
in the possibility of more abstract treatment of their subject. Given the pro-
liferation of different process algebras and the numerous associated bisim-
ulations, this is certainly a growing area of interest and we expect other con-
currency theorists to be interested in this work. In summary, there are both
good theoretical and practical reasons for the development of open bisim-
ulation within the higher order functorial operational semantics framework
that we have provided.

The paper is structured as follows: We provide the concrete syntax and
semantics of π-calculus in section 2 followed by abstract syntax of the
π-calculus in section 3. Section 4 contains the associated behaviour functor
and the key results on the compositional and fully abstract semantics of
the π-calculus. We finish in section 5 with some conclusions and ideas for
further work.
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α ::= a(x) (Input)

ax (Output)

a(x) (Bound Output)

τ (Silent)

P ::= 0 (Inaction)

α .Q (Prefix)

Q+R (Summation)

Q |R (Composition)

(νx)Q (Restriction)

[x = y]Q (Match)

!P (Replication)

Figure 4.1: Syntax of π-calculus

4.2 The π-calculus

In this section we recall the syntax and semantics of the π-calculus and the
definition of open bisimulation equivalence. As this is standard material, we
refer the reader to standard texts for some of the technical details, eg [SW01].

We assume an infinite set of names N ranged over by lower case
a,b, . . . x, y, . . .. These represent the communication channels and the values
sent and received.

Definition 1 (The π-calculus) The set of raw π-calculus processes, ranged
over by P,Q,R etc, and prefixes α are defined inductively by the rules of Fig-
ure 4.1.

0 stands for the empty process which can do nothing. The process α .Q can
perform the relevant input, output or silent action and then become the pro-
cess Q; Q+R is the nondeterministic choice of Q and R; Q |R is the process
Q and R running in parallel; (νx)Q is the process Q where x occurs locally
and is bound in Q; [x = y]Q is the process Q if the names x and y are equal
and otherwise is 0. Finally !P is the replication operator which can be seen
as unlimited copies of P and can be used to encode recursion. The prefixes
generate the observable behaviour that processes exhibit as they evolve. Ob-
servations vary depending upon the bisimulation one wants to study but for
open bisimulation there are four, namely i) a(x) represents the input of an
unknown name x on channel a; ii) ax represents the output of a global name
x on channel a; iii) a(x) represents the output of a local name x on channel
a; and iv) τ represents a silent internal action. In the actions above, we call
a the subject of the action, and x the object.

The input prefix and the restriction operator are binders (the bound
output prefix a(x) .P is short for (νx)ax .P ). Thus there are the obvious
notions of free and bound names in a process or prefix, denoted
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PREF
−

α .P α−→ P
RES

P α−→ P ′

(νz)P α−→ (νz)P ′
if z 
∈ n(α)

SUM
P α−→ P ′

P +Q α−→ P ′
PAR

P α−→ P ′

P |Q α−→ P ′ |Q
if bn(α) 
∈ fn(Q)

MATCH
P α−→ P ′

[x = x]P α−→ P ′
COM

P u(x)−−−→ P ′, Q uy−−→Q ′

P |Q τ−→ P ′{y/x} |Q ′

OPEN
P x y−−→ P ′

(νy)P x(y)−−−→ P ′
if x 
= y CLOSE

P u(y)−−−→ P ′, Q u(y)−−−→Q ′

P |Q τ−→ (νy)(P ′ |Q ′)

REP-PREF
P α−→ P ′

!P α−→ P ′ | !P
REP-COM

P uy−−→ P ′, P u(y)−−−→ P ′′

!P τ−→ P ′ | P ′′{y/x} | !P

REP-CLOSE
P u(y)−−−→ P ′, P u(y)−−−→ P ′′

!P τ−→ (νy)(P ′ | P ′′) | !P

Figure 4.2: Transition rules for π-calculus

fn(P ), fn(α),bn(P ),bn(α); we write n(P ) and n(α) for the free and bound
names in a process or prefix. The binders then induce the obvious notion
of α-equivalence on processes, and the terms of the π-calculus are the
processes quotiented by α-equivalence. Having defined the syntax of the
π-calculus, we turn to its operational semantics.

Definition 2 The family of transitions P α−→Q is the least family satisfying
the laws in Figure 4.2, where symmetric rules for SUM, PAR, COM and CLOSE

have been omitted.

Open bisimulation, originally defined by Sangiorgi [San96], is finer than the
early and late bisimulations [MPW92]; unlike early and late bisimulation,
open bisimulation is a congruence and, although its definition may seem
more complex at first sight, it has an “efficient” characterization exploited
in automated tools [San96, VM94]. Open bisimulation is defined as a set of
relations indexed by distinctions which are used to express the permanent
inequality of names.

Definition 3 A distinction is a finite symmetric and irreflexive relation on
names. We may write {(x, y)} for {(x, y), (y, x)} etc, omitting symmetric pairs.
A substitution is a function on names which has obvious actions on pro-
cesses and distinctions. A substitution σ respects a distinction D if (a,b) ∈D
implies σ(a) 
=σ(b).

Distinction relations are used to record the names extruded by bound out-
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put; these names were originally bound and hence must be kept different
from all other names — the use of distinction relations allows us to consider
only those renamings which keep extruded names distinct.

Definition 4 A distinction indexed set S = {SD } of symmetric process rela-
tions is an open bisimulation if for each SD and for each σ which respects D ,
whenever (P,Q) ∈SD ,

1. if Pσ
a (x)−−−→ P ′ with x 
∈ fn(Q), then there is a Q ′ such that Qσ

a (x)−−−→Q ′

and (P ′,Q ′) ∈ SD ′ , where D ′ =Dσ∪ {{x}× fn(Pσ,Qσ)};
2. if Pσ

α−→ P ′ with bn(α) 
∈ fn(Q) otherwise, then Q ′ exists s.t. Qσ
α−→Q ′

and (P ′,Q ′) ∈ SD .

P and Q are open D-bisimilar, written P ∼D Q, if there is an open bisimula-
tion S s.t. (P,Q) ∈ SD for SD ∈S .

As a simple motivating example, consider the processes

P = x .0 | y .0

Q = x . y .0+ y . x .0

P0 = (νx, y)z x . z y .P

Q0 = (νx, y)z x . z y .Q

where clearly P 
∼ Q, since P {x/y} τ−→ P ′ but Q{x/y} 
 τ−→Q ′. However, P0 ∼
Q0, since there is no possibility of x and y ever being identified. This infor-
mation is recorded in the distinction index of the open bisimulation rela-
tion; after the first two bound outputs z (w) and z (y), we only need to verify
that P ∼{(x,y)} Q, thus ruling out all substitutions identifying x and y . For
further examples and motivation see e.g. [SW01, San96].

We shall see later how these technical conditions concerning bound and free
names etc are subsumed within the HOAS set up to provide a more pleasing
definition.

4.3 Abstract Syntax

The problem with the concrete definition of the syntax of the π-calculus
as given in section 1 is that it is presented as a quotient datatype. Reason-
ing with such quotient datatypes is notoriously difficult as one either has
to effectively pick representatives for the equivalence classes or work di-
rectly with the equivalence classes themselves. Consequently, it was some-
thing of a breakthrough when it was discovered how to present not just
the raw terms, but also the α-equivalence classes of terms as free or initial
datatypes [FPT99].
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The approach may be summarised as follows: rather than defining a set of
raw terms and then quotienting them by α-equivalence, one defines for
each set of free variables, the set of terms definable in that context. These
contexts are also called stages. Thus for each context or stage we have a set
of terms. Allowing renaming of variables in contexts means contexts form
a category C and then terms should be given by a functor C → Set. Typi-
cally C has been chosen to be either the category of finite sets and all func-
tions [FT01] the category of finite sets and injective functions [FT01]. Our
central insight and the novelty of our approach is that to tackle more sophis-
ticated situations such as open bisimulation in the π-calculus and hyper-
bisimulation in the Fusion calculus, more structure is required of the stages
and in particular that stages form subcategories of Rel.

Open bisimulation is closed not just under transitions but also renamings
which must be injective on the names which have been extruded. Thus each
stage should not consist only of a set of free variables but should include a
relation which says when names cannot be renamed to be the same. Thus
our presheaves will be over certain subcategories of Rel and not Set. For
open bisimulation, this subcategory is the category of distinction relations
which we now define.

4.3.1 The Category of Distinction Relations

To interpret open bisimulation we use stages which consist of distinction
relations. Thus π-calculus-terms will form a presheaf D → Set where D is
the category of distinction relations. The category D is defined as follows.

Definition 5 (The category D ) The category D of distinctions relations is
the full subcategory of Rel whose objects are distinction relations, i.e., rela-
tions which are irreflexive, symmetric and have a finite carrier set.

Thus morphisms between distinction relations (n,dn) and (m,dm) are func-
tions f : n →m which preserve the distinction relation. Intuitively, a distinc-
tion relation is a set and a relation such that related elements are thought of
as definitely distinct which must never be renamed to be the same. As we
argued earlier, finding a mathematical formalism to ensure that extruded
names are renamed injectively while other names may be renamed non-
injectively is the key to understanding open bisimulation.

As mentioned above, the main insight here is that we work in the presheaf
category SetD. Much of the required structure of this presheaf category is
inherited from D as we now describe.
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Lemma 6 (Structure of D) The category D has three distinguished dynamic
allocation functors Id,δ+,δ− :D→D

Proof of Lemma 6: The dynamic allocation operator Id is the identity, while
δ− is simply coproduct with the distinction relation on the one element set.
The action of δ+ :D→D on objects is given by δ(n,dn)= (n+1,dn+1) where
dn+1 is the symmetric closure of

dn ∪ {(∗, i )|i ∈n}

The action on morphisms is as expected while functoriality is a simple cal-
culation. �

Thus both δ− and δ+ both add an extra element to the carrier of a distinction
relation to represent the bound variable. However, δ+ asks that, in addition,
this new element is made distinct from the other elements. The functor δ+

will be used for the binding associated with restriction to ensure that the ex-
truded name cannot be renamed to other name while the δ− functor is used
for bound input where no such restrictions are necessary. The superscripts
+,− are designed to convey the idea that while both δ+ and δ− both add in
an extra element, δ+ adds in extra distinctions. The presence of more than
one dynamic allocation operator is a direct consequence of our move to re-
lational presheaves as a semantic domain. We use the identity as a dynamic
allocation operator solely to avoid case analysis later on.

The structure exhibited in Lemma 6 lifts to structure of the category of D-
presheaves as follows. Note that the restriction to finite distinction relations
means that there are no size problems when talking about the category of
D-presheaves. Rather than invent new symbols for the lifted structure, we
shall use the same symbols but ensure the reader has enough information
to deduce which category we are working in.

Lemma 7 (Structure of SetD) The category SetD has products, coproducts,
a presheaf of names, three dynamic allocation functors Id,δ−,δ+ and a finite
powerset functor defined as follows:

• The presheaf of names N ∈ SetD with action N (n,dn)=n.
• As with all limits and colimits in functor categories, products and coprod-

ucts are computed pointwise. Thus (P×Q)(n,dn)= P (n,dn)×Q(n,dn) and
similarly for coproducts.

• Each dynamic allocation functor κ ∈ {Id,δ+,δ−} on D defines the
dynamic allocation operator _◦κ : SetD→ SetD.

• If P f is the finite powerset functor on Set, then P f ◦ _ : SetD → SetD de-
fines the finite power operator on D-presheaves.
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We can now give an initial algebra semantics for the π-calculus based upon
distinction relations.

4.3.2 π-calculus Syntax as an Initial Algebra

The category of presheafs SetD provides a suitable universe of types to
model syntax and semantics of π-calculus with an open interpretation. The
syntax of π-calculus given in Definition 1 is captured upto α-equivalence
by an endofunctor Σ : SetD→ SetD defined in Figure 4.3.

Σ X = K1 (Inaction)

+ N ×N ×X (Output Prefix)

+ N ×δ+X (Bound Output)

+ N ×δ−X (Input Prefix)

+ X ×X (Summation)

+ X ×X (Composition)

+ δ+X (Restriction)

+ N ×N ×X (Match)

+ X (Replication)

Figure 4.3: Endofunctor modeling π-calculus-terms

The functor Σ is constructed as expected as the sum of functors for each
specific syntactic category of the language. For example, the 0 process al-
ways adds one process, while free output prefixed processes consist of two
names and a process already constructed. Bound output on the other hand
consists of the name of the channel on which the previous local name was
to be transmitted, and the process with the extruded name declared to be
distinct from all other names by the use of δ+. Compare this situation with
the input prefix where the name expected along the input channel is not
extruded and hence not forced to be distinct from other names by using δ−.

The syntax of the π-calculus is the initial Σ-algebra which we write Σπ. That
Σ has an initial algebra follows from the fact that i) SetD has ω-colimits and
an initial object inherited from Set; and ii) sums and products preserve fil-
tered colimits while for any functor F , _◦F always preserves filtered colim-
its. That Σπ(X ) is the set of π-calculus terms upto α-equivalence with free
names from X is easily seen via the same kind of argument as in [FT01] to
establish the correctness of the higher order abstract syntax approach to
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the untyped λ-calculus. Notice that since Σπ is a D-presheaf, we can also
rename π-calculus terms. However, exactly which names can be equated
by such renamings is controlled by the stage or distinction relation where
the process lives. Recall that achieving this is the key step to tackling open
bisimulation.

4.4 Labelled Transition Systems

Having given an initial algebra semantics for the syntax of theπ-calculus, we
turn to a treatment of the open transition relation and hence open bisim-
ulation. Our approach is to define a behaviour functor such that an open
transition system is simply a coalgebra for the behaviour functor and open
bisimulation is then a coalgebriac bisimulation. Of course, we wish to use
the advantages of HOAS to work upto α-equivalence and so the first step is
to replace the prefixes of Definition 1 which contain bound variables, with
versions uptoα-equivalence. Thus we define the set Act= {a(), a(), ab,τ} and
note that if σ :N →N is any function over names, then there is the obvious
action on the set Act.

Next, we use these actions to define the notion of transition system. In the
HOAS framework processes are given in specific stages and hence the nodes
of the transition system must be pairs of stages and processes which inhabit
them.

Definition 8 (D-transition systems) A D-transition system consists of a
presheaf X : SetD and a graph such that

• The nodes are labelled by pairs (p,d) where p ∈ X (d)
• The edges are labelled by elements of the set Act such that if

• (p,d) a()−−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = δ−d and a ∈ d
• (p,d) a()−−→ (p ′d ′) then d ′ = δ+d and a ∈ d
• (p,d) ab−−→ (p ′d ′) then d ′ = d and a,b ∈ d
• (p,d) τ−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = d

• If (p,d) α−→ (p ′,κd) where κ ∈ {Id,δ−,δ+} and σ : d → d ′ then (pσ,d ′) ασ−−→
(p ′σ,κd ′).

The essence of the FOS approach is to represent transition systems such as
those in Definition 8 as coalgebras of a behaviour functor. We define the
behaviour functor as follows:

Definition 9 (Behaviour Functor) The functor B : SetD → SetD is defined
as follows

BP =P f (P +N ×N ×P +N ×δ+P +N ×δ−P )
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To understand the above definition, think of BP as the possible evolution of
a presheaf of processes P . Non-determinism means there are many possible
evolutions and hence the presence of the power type functor P f ◦_. Each of
these possible evolutions consists of the observable action and the resulting
process. The silent and free output actions are the first two possibilities —
notice that the resulting processes live in the same stage. For bound output,
we observe the channel along which the output is sent and the resulting pro-
cess has the name extruded and hence the stage is extended by the extruded
name which must be kept distinct from all others. Finally, for bound input
much the same is true except that in the resulting process the fresh name
need not be distinct from the other names.

Lemma 10 D-transition systems are in one-to-one correspondence with B-
coalgebras.

Proof of Lemma 10: The structure map of the coalgebra gives us exactly the
transition relation while the naturality of the coalgebra structure map cor-
responds exactly to the closure condition of open transitions under distinc-
tion preserving renamings. �

A B-coalgebraic bisimulation is defined as follows:

Definition 11 (Coalgebraic Bisimulation) A B-bisimulation over a
B-coalgebra X is given by a relation R over X such that there is a
B-coalgebra structure on R making the following diagrams commute.

X � R � X

B X
�

� BR

∃
�

...........
� B X

�

Lemma 12 The following data are equivalent:

• A B-bisimulation over a presheaf X :D � Set
• A family of symmetric relations

{Rd ⊂ X (d)×X (d)}d∈D

such that
• If σ : d → d ′ and p Rd q, then pσ Rd ′ qσ
• p Rd q implies if

• p τ−→ p ′ then there is a q ′ such that q τ−→ q ′ and p ′ Rd q ′

• p a()−−→ p ′ then there is a q ′ such that q a()−−→ q ′ and p ′ Rδ−d q ′

• p a()−−→ p ′ then there is a q ′ such that q a()−−→ q ′ and p ′ Rδ+d q ′.
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• p ab−−→ p ′ then there is a q ′ such that q ab−−→ q ′ and p ′ Rd q ′.

Lemma 12 gives an elegant characterisation of B-bisimulations as open
bisimulations but is this really the same notion of open bisimulation
as found in Definition 4. The conditions relating to bound names have
been implicitly implemented by making processes reside in a specific
distinction relation and by using the dynamic allocation operators δ− and
δ+. The only other issue is that Definition 2.4 is not immediately closed
under distinction preserving renaming but this is actually a well known
property [SW01].

4.4.1 Categorical rules

In this section we show how the operational rules of π-calculus given in Fig-
ure 4.2 are modelled via natural transformations of a certain form which im-
ply a compositional semantics with full abstraction property provided that
the behaviour functor is finitary and preserves weak pullbacks. That such
natural transformations give rise to a compositional and fully abstract se-
mantics goes back to the seminal paper [TP97]. More recent work [LPW00,
Pow03a] has recast the abstract theory more elegantly in terms of distribu-
tivity laws but, since our goal is to establish the existence of such distributiv-
ity laws, we stick with the original concrete format. Since the material here
is as one would expect, we treat only the following laws for the restriction
operator.

RES
P ab−−→ P ′

(νz)P ab−−→ (νz)P ′
if z 
∈ {a, b} OPEN

P x y−−→ P ′

(νy)P x(y)−−−→ P ′
if x 
= y

In general, we seek to model such operational laws as natural transforma-
tions which are natural in X

Σ(X ×BX )→BT X in SetD (4.1)

In the case of the two rules for restriction given above, we derive the correct
natural transformation from a natural transformation δ+(X ×BX ) → BT X
is generated by

δ+N ×δ+N ×δ+X ρ−→P f (N ×N ×T X +N ×δ+T X )

The definition of ρ can be given using the internal language defined
in [FMS96].
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ρ(a,b, q)=


(a′(), q ′), if a is old(a′) and if b = new(b′)
(a′b′, (νz)q ′), if a is old(a′) and b = old(b′)
 if a = new(a′)

Where old and new are the injections D � δ+D and 1 � δ+D .

Naturality can easily be checked.

Results in [TP97] show the semantics associated to the natural transfor-
mation modeling the operational rules induces compositional semantics
with full abstraction property ie two process with the same semantics are
B-bisimilar.

Lemma 13 Operational rules of Figure 4.2 modeled by natural transforma-
tion of type( 4.1) induces a compositional semantics having full abstraction
property.

Proof of Lemma 13: From [TP97], we need simply show that the behaviour
functor is finitary and preserves weak pullbacks. Most of the constructors
of the behaviour functor have already been proven finitary while the power
type operator P f ◦ _ is finitary since P f : Set � Set is finitary. The fact
that B preserves weak pullbacks follows from i) the fact that products and
coproducts do; the fact that P f does; iii) and that if K : D � D is any
functor then _◦K : SetD � SetD preserves weak pullbacks. This last claim
is elegantly proved using left Kan extensions along K to verify the property
directly. �

4.5 Conclusion

This paper has given a clean presentation of open bisimulation in the π-
calculus using the recently developed theories of higher order abstract syn-
tax and functorial operational semantics. Open bisimulation is more sophis-
ticated than early and late bisimulation which had previously been studied
in this framework because the extruded names must be recorded and kept
distinct from all other names under renaming. We solve this technical chal-
lenge in an elegant way by moving from presheaves over a subcategory of Set
to presheaves over a subcategory of Rel, namely the category of distinction
relations. The extra structure of such relational presheaves offers a choice
of dynamic allocation operators to model the different binding operators
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which arise in the language. By verifying the preconditions of the functorial
operational semantics framework, we then obtain a compositional and fully
abstract semantics for open bisimulation in the π-calculus.

There are a number of future directions we wish to take this research. Firstly
relational presheaves seem to offer the extra structure required to model
sophisticated bisimulations such as open bisimulations. The fusion calcu-
lus [PV98] is a variant of the π-calculus where the communication rule

COM
P u(x)−−−→ P ′, Q uy−−→Q ′,

P |Q τ−→ P ′{y/x} |Q ′

is replaced by the communication rule

COM
P ux−−→ P ′, Q uy−−→Q ′

P |Q {x=y}−−−−→ P ′ |Q ′ |x| = |y |

which can be thought of as an explicit substitution and with all the associ-
ated benefits of making substitution local etc. In such a calculus processes
are defined in a context which consists of not just a set of free names but also
an equivalence relation on the names which arise from the communica-
tion rule above. This suggests modeling the fusion calculus using presheaves
with stages given by finite equivalence relations. We already have sketched
the details and had hoped to include this work in this paper but alas time
ran out on us.

In the longer term there are a variety of directions we wish to go. On the theo-
retical side, it would be very interesting to extend these techniques to higher
order process calculi and much of the semantic infrastructure already exists
and is waiting to be used. We would also like to consider whether these tech-
niques can be extended to Milner’s bigraphs [JM03] which is a formalism
intended to abstract away from specific process calculi. Further, it would
be interesting to test the applicability of Power’s recent work on computing
with distributivity laws [Pow03a] to this setting.

A more practical direction to take this research is that of HD-
automata [MP98]. HD-automata seek to give an operational model of
History Dependent calculi by decorating the states of automata with
relevant information (free names of a processes) and establishing the
correspondence between the local information in different states. These
automata can be seen as concrete realisations of the more abstract
framework [PS01, FMP02]. By automatically distilling a concrete,
minimized representation of a process as a history dependent automata,
we can expect applications in model checking and verification along the
lines of [FGM+98].
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Abstract

We investigate a category theoretic model where both “variables”
and “names”, usually viewed as separate notions, are particular
cases of the more general notion of distinction. The key aspect of
this model is to consider functors over the category of irreflexive,
symmetric finite relations. The models previously proposed for
the notions of “variables” and “names” embed faithfully in the
new one, and initial algebra/final coalgebra constructions can be
transferred from the formers to the latter. Moreover, the new model
admits a definition of distinction-aware simultaneous substitutions.
As a substantial application example, we give the first semantic
interpretation of Miller-Tiu’s FOλ∇ logic.

5.1 Introduction

In recent years, many models for dynamically allocable entities, such as
(bound) variables, (fresh) names, reference, etc., have been proposed. Most
of (if not all) these models are based on some (sub)category of (pre)sheaves,
i.e., functors from a suitable index category to Set [18, 6, 10, 8, 5, 17]. The
basic idea is to stratify datatypes according to various “stages” representing
different degrees of information, such as number of allocated variables. A
simple example is that of set-valued functors over F, which is the category
of finite subsets C ⊂ A of a given enumerable set A of abstract symbols
(“variable names”) [6, 10]; here, the datatype of untyped λ-terms is the
functor Λ : F→ Set, ΛC = {t | FV (t )⊆C }. Morphisms between objects of the
index category describe how we can move from one stage to the others; in

∗Work supported by EU projects IST-2001-33100 PROFUNDIS and IST-510996 TYPES.
†Dept. of Mathematics and Computing Science, University of Udine, Via delle Scienze 206,
I-33100 Udine, Italy.
‡Dept. of Information Technology, Uppsala University, Box 337, S-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden.
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F, morphisms are any function σ : C → D , that is any variable renaming
possibly with unifications. Correspondingly, Λσ : ΛC → ΛD is the usual
(capture-avoiding) variable renaming −{σ} on terms.

Different index categories lead to different notions of “allocable entities”.
The notion of name, particularly important for process calculi, can be mod-
eled using the subcategory I of F of only injective functions. Thus, stages of
I can be still “enlarged” by morphisms (which corresponds to allocation of
new names), but they cannot be “contracted”, which means that two differ-
ent symbols can never coalesce to the same. Categories of set- and domain-
valued functors over I have been used for modeling π-calculus, ν-calculus,
etc. [18, 5].

According to this view, variables and names are quite different concepts, and
as such they are rendered by different index categories. This separation is a
drawback when we have to model calculi or logics where both aspects are
present and must be dealt with at once. Some examples are: the fusion cal-
culus, where names can be unified under some conditions; the open bisim-
ulation of π-calculus, which is defined by closure under all (also unifying)
distinction-preserving name substitutions; even, a (still unknown) algebraic
model for the Mobile Ambients is supposed to deal with both variables and
names (which are declared as different entities in capabilities); and finally,
the logic FOλ∇ [14], featuring a peculiar interplay between “global variables”
and “locally scoped constants”.

Why are F and I not sufficient to model these situations? The problem is that
these models force the behaviour of atoms a priori. Atoms will always act
as variables in F, as names in I. This is to be contrasted with the situations
above, where the behaviour of an atom is not known beforehand.

A way for circumventing this problem is to distinguish allocation of atoms,
from specifications of their behaviour. Behaviour of atoms is given a symmet-
ric, irreflexive relation, called distinction: two atoms are related if and only if
they cannot be unified, in any reachable stage. These relations can change
dynamically, after that atoms are introduced. Thus a stage is a finite set of
atoms, together with a distinction over it. These stages form the objects of a
new index category D, which subsumes both the idea of variables and that
of names.

The aim of this paper is to give a systematic presentation of the model of
set-valued functors over D, first introduced by Ghani, Yemane and Victor for
characterizing open bisimulation of π-calculus [9]. Following similar previ-
ous work about [6, 5], we focus on algebraic, coalgebraic and logical prop-
erties of this category, relating these results with the corresponding ones in
SetF and SetI.
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In Section 5.2, we present the category D, its properties and relations with F

and I. In Section 5.3 we study the structure of SetD, and its relations with SetF,
SetI. In particular, due to their importance for modeling process calculi, we
will study initial algebras and final coalgebras of polynomial functors over
SetD.

In Section 5.4, we give a general definition of the key notions of support and
apartness, and then apply and compare their instances in the cases of SetD,
SetF and SetI. An application of apartness is in Section 5.5, where we present
a monoidal definition of “apartness-preserving” simultaneous substitution.

In Section 5.6 we turn to the logical aspects of SetD: restricting to the subcat-
egory of pullback-preserving functors, we define a self-dual quantifier simi-
lar to Gabbay-Pitts’И. This quantifier, and the structure of SetD, will be put at
work in Section 5.7 in giving the first denotational semantics of Miller-Tiu’s
FOλ∇.

Final remarks and directions for future work are in Section 5.8.

5.2 Distinctions

Let us fix an infinite, countable set of atoms A. Atoms are abstract elements
with no structure, intended to act both as variables and as names symbols.

We denote finite subsets of A as n,m, . . . . Functions among these finite sets
are “atom substitutions”. The category of all these finite sets, and any maps
among them is F. The subcategory of F with only injective maps is I. Thus,
while a morphism in F may map different atoms to the same target, this
cannot happen in I. This corresponds to the difference between variables
and names, that is, the formers can be identified and replaced, while names
cannot. In fact, we can see a name essentially as an atom which must be
kept apart from the others. We can formalize this concept as follows:

Definition 1 (The category D) The category D of distinctions relations is the
full subcategory of Rel of irreflexive, symmetric binary relations over A with
a finite carrier set. (Here Rel is the category of relations and monotone func-
tions.)

A distinction relation (n,d) is thus a finite set n of atoms and a symmetric re-
lation d ⊆ n×n such that for all i ∈n : (i , i ) 
∈ d . In the following we will write
(n,d) as d (n), possibly dropping the superscript when clear from the con-
text. A morphisms f : d (n) → e(m) is any monotone function f : n →m, that
is a substitution of atoms for atoms which preserves the distinction relation
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(if (a,b) ∈ d then ( f (a), f (b)) ∈ e). In other words, substitutions cannot map
two related (i.e., definitely distinct) atoms to the same atom of a later stage,
while unrelated atoms can coalesce to a single one.

Structure of D.

The category D inherits from Rel products and coproducts. More explicitly,
products and coproducts can be defined on objects as follows:

d (m)
1 ×d (n)

2 �(m×n, {((i1, j1), (i2, j2)) | (i1, i2) ∈ d1 and ( j1, j2) ∈ d2})

d (m)
1 +d (n)

2 �(m+n,d1∪ {(l + i , l + j ) | (i , j ) ∈ d2}) (l � max(m)+1)

where m +n � m ∪ {l + i | i ∈ n}. Note that D has no terminal object, but
it has initial object (,). In fact, D inherits meets, joins and partial order
from ℘(A):

• d (n)∧e(m) = (d ∩e)(m∩n), and d (n)∨e(m) = (d ∪e)(m∪n)

• d (n) ≤ e(m) iff d ∧e = d , that is, iff d ⊆ e.

For each n, let us denote Dn the full subcategory of D whose objects
are all relations over n. Then, Dn is a complete Boolean algebra.
Let ⊥(n) � (n,) and �(n) � (n,n2 \ ∆n) be the empty and complete
distinction on n, respectively, where ∆ : F → Rel is the diagonal functor
defined as ∆n = (n, {(i , i ) | i ∈ n}). For d (n)

i (i ∈ J ) a set of distinctions

of Dn , we define
∨

i∈J d (n)
i � ⋃i∈J di as sets; similarly for meets. Finally,

¬d (n) = (n,n2 \ (d ∪∆n)), and as usual, d ⇒ e � (¬d)∨e.

D can be given another monoidal structure. Let us define ⊕ : D×D→D as

d (m)
1 ⊕d (n)

2 = (m+n,d1∪d2∪ {(i , j ), ( j , i ) | i ∈m, j ∈ n}).

Proposition 2 (D,⊕,⊥(0)) is a symmetric monoidal category.

By applying coproduct and tensor to⊥(1) we get two distinguished dynamic
allocation functors δ−,δ+ : D→ D, as δ− � ⊥(1)+ _ and δ+ � ⊥(1)⊕ _. More
explicitly, the action of δ+ on objects is δ+(d (n)) = d (n+1)

+1 where d+1 = d ∪
{(∗, i ), (i ,∗) | i ∈ n}. Thus both δ− and δ+ add an extra element to the carrier,
but, as the superscript + is intended to suggest, δ+ adds in extra distinctions.
The extra element can be used to represent a bound variable; δ+ asks that,
in addition, this new element is made distinct from the other elements. The
functor δ+ will be used for the binding associated with restriction to ensure
that the extruded name cannot be renamed to other name as in open se-
mantics of π-calculus, while the δ− functor is used for bound input where
no such restrictions are necessary.
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Embedding I and F in D.

Let De denote the full subcategory of D of empty distinctions ⊥(n) = (n,),
and Dc the full subcategory of complete distinctions �(n) = (n,n2 \∆n). No-
tice that all morphisms in Dc are mono morphisms of D—that is, injective
maps.

Let us consider the forgetful functor U : D→ F, dropping the distinction rela-
tion. The functor v : F→De mapping each n in F to⊥(n), and each f : n →m
to itself, is inverse of the restriction of U to De .

On the other hand, the restriction of U to Dc is a functor U : Dc → I, because
the only morphisms in Dc are the injective ones. The functor t : I→Dc map-
ping each n in I to �(n), and each f : n � m to itself, is inverse of U . Hence:

Proposition 3 De
∼= F, and Dc

∼= I.

Therefore, we can say that the category of D generalises both I and F. In fact,
it is easy to check that the forgetful functor U : D→ F is the right adjoint of
the inclusion functor v : F �→D.

Remark 1 While we are on this subject, we define the functor V : D → I

which singles out from each d the (atoms of the) largest complete distinc-
tion contained in d . More precisely, V is defined on objects as V (d (n)) =
max{m | �(m) ≤ d (n)} and on morphisms as the restriction. This defines a
functor: if f : d (n) → e(m) is a morphism, then it preserves distinctions, and
thus for i ∈V (d), since i is part of a complete subdistinction of d , it must be
mapped in a complete subdistinction of e, and hence f (i ) ∈V (e). However,
V is not an adjoint of t. �

We recall finally that F has finite products (and hence also De ), while I has
binary products only. Disjoint unions are finite coproducts in F, but not in I.
Actually, disjoint union � : I× I→ I is only a monoidal structure over I, which
quite clearly corresponds to the restriction of ⊕ to Dc :

Proposition 4 ⊕◦〈t,t〉 = t◦�, that is, for n,m ∈ I:�(n�m) =�(n)⊕�(m).

As a consequence, for Proposition 3, we have �=U ◦⊕◦ 〈t,t〉. On the other
hand, ⊕ restricted to De is not equivalent to the coproduct + in F.
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5.3 Presheaves over D

SetD is the category of functors from D to Set (often called presheaves (over
Dop )) and natural transformations. Note that the restriction to finite distinc-
tion relations means that there are no size problems when talking about the
category of presheaves. The structure of D lifts to SetD, which has:1

1. Products and coproducts, which are computed pointwise (as with all lim-
its and colimits in functor categories); e.g. (P ×Q)d (n) = Pd (n) ×Qd (n) . The
terminal object is the constant functor K1 = y(⊥()): K1(d)= 1.

2. A presheaf of atoms Atom ∈ SetD, Atom = y(⊥(1)) = y(�(1)). The action on
objects is Atom(d (n))= n.

3. Two dynamic allocation functors δ−,δ+ : SetD → SetD, induced by each
κ ∈ {δ+,δ−} on D as _◦κ : SetD→ SetD.

4. Let ℘ f be the finite (covariant) powerset functor on Set; then ℘ f ◦ _ :
SetD→ SetD is the finite powerset operator on D-presheaves.

5. Exponentials are defined as usual in functor categories:

(B A)d � SetD(A×D(d ,_),B)

(B A) f (m) � m ◦ (i dA× (_◦ f )) for f : d → e in D,m : A×D(d ,_)−→B

In particular, exponentials of representable functors have a nice definition:

Proposition 5 For all d ∈D, B in SetD: B y(d) ∼=Bd+_.

PROOF: (B y(d))e= SetD(y(d)×y(e),B) by definition of exponential
∼= SetD(y(d +e),B) since y preserves coproducts
∼=Bd+e by Yoneda Lemma. �

This

allows us to point out a strict relation between Atom and δ−:

Proposition 6 (_)Atom ∼= δ−, and hence _×Atom� δ−.

PROOF: Since Atom= y(⊥(1)), by Proposition 5 we have that F Atom ∼= F⊥(1)+_ =
Fδ−(_) = δ−(F ). The second part is an obvious consequence, because in CCC’s
it is always _×B � (_)B . �

The categories SetF and SetI can be embedded into SetD. Let us consider
first the functors v : F �→D and U : D→ F.

Proposition 7 The functor v : F �→ D induces an essential geometric mor-
phism v : SetF → SetD, that is two adjunctions v! � v∗ � v∗, where v!

∼= _ ◦U ,

1We shall use the same symbols for the lifted structure, but ensuring the reader has enough
information to deduce which category we are working in.
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v∗ = _◦v, and v∗(F )(d (n))= Fn if d (n) =⊥(n), 1 otherwise.

SetF

v!
∼=_◦U

��

v∗ �� SetD
v∗=_◦v�� where v∗(F )(d (n))=

{
Fn if d (n) =⊥(n)

1 otherwise

PROOF: The existence of the essential geometric morphism, and that the
inverse image is _◦v, is a direct application of [12, VII.2, Theorem 2].

Let us prove that the direct image v∗ has the definition above. By [12, VII.2,
Theorem 2], we know that

v∗ =HomFop (•Dop
v ,_) (5.1)

where •Dop
v : Dop×F→ Set is the bifunctor defined on objects as •Dop

v (d ,n)=
Dop (v(n),d) = D(d ,⊥(n)). By expanding the equation (5.1), we have that for
all F : F→ Set and d (m) in D:

v∗(F )(d (m))= SetF(D(d ,v(_)),F ) : Set (5.2)

Now, an element of the set SetF(D(d ,v(_)),F ) is a natural transformation φ :
D(d ,v(_))−→ F , that is a family of functions φn : D(d ,⊥(n))→ Fn .

If d is not an empty distinction, then the set D(d ,⊥(n)) is always empty, be-
cause there is no monotone map from d 
= ⊥(m) to⊥(n). Therefore φn can be
only ? :→ Fn , and hence SetF(D(d ,v(_)),F )= {? :K −→ F }= 1.

If d is the empty distinction ⊥(m), then D(d ,⊥(n)) = D(⊥(m),⊥(n)) = F(m,n)
by Proposition 3. Hence we can write equation (5.2) as

v∗(F )(⊥(m))= SetF(F(m,_),F )= Fm

by Yoneda lemma, hence the thesis.

Let us prove that v!
∼= _◦U . Again by [12, VII.2, Theorem 2], we have

v! = _⊗Fop vD
op• (5.3)

where vD
op• : Fop ×D→ Set is the bifunctor defined on objects as

vD
op•(n,d (m))=Dop (d ,v(n))=D(⊥(n),d).

By expanding the equation (5.3), we can give the following more elementary
definition of v! on objects F : F→ Set, d (m) : D:

v!(F )(d)= F ⊗Fop D(v(_),d)= (�n∈NFn ×D(v(n),d))/∼
= (�n∈NFn ×F(n,m))/∼ =

(�n∈NFn ×mn)
/∼
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since D(v(n),d) = D(⊥(n),d) = F(n,m), and where ∼ is the equivalence rela-
tion on pairs defined as follows: for n,n′ ∈N, f : n → n′, g : n′ →m, a ∈ Fn :

Fn′ ×mn′ � (a[ f ], g )∼ (a, g ◦ f ) ∈ Fn ×mn

By definition of ∼, any pair (a, f ) ∈ Fn ×mn is equivalent to (a[ f ], i d) ∈
Fm ×mm . On the other hand, each a ∈ Fm identifies uniquely an equiva-
lence class [(a, i d)]∼. Therefore, each equivalence class v!(F )(d) can be given
a unique canonic representantive a ∈ Fm . This means that there is a bijective
equivalence between v!(F )(d) and Fm , and hence v!(F )∼= F ◦U .

Alternative proof of v!
∼= _ ◦U : v! can be defined as the left Kan extension

along y : Fop �→ SetF of the functor T : Fop → SetD, T (n)=D(⊥(n),_)= y◦vop :

Fop � � y ��

vop

����
��

��
��

�
T

��

SetF

v!=Lany(T )����
��

��
��

Dop � � y �� SetD

Hence:

v!(F )= (Lany(T ))(F )=
∫m∈F

SetF(y(m),F ) ·D(⊥(m),_)

=
∫m∈F

Fm ·F(m,U (_))=
(∫m∈F

Fm ·F(m,_)

)
◦U = F ◦U

�

Proposition 8 v : SetF→ SetD is an embedding, that is: v∗ ◦v∗ ∼= I d.

PROOF: For F : F→ Set, we have to prove that v∗(F ) ◦ v ∼= F . For n ∈ F, we
have v∗(F )v(n) = v∗(F )⊥(n) = Fn by definition. Analogously, it is easy to prove
that for f : n →m in F, it is v∗(F )(t( f ))= v∗(F )( f )= F f . �

As a consequence, by [12, VII.4, Lemma 1] we have also v∗ ◦ v!
∼= I d , and

hence both v∗ and v! are full and faithful.

A similar result holds also for t : I �→D, although the adjoints have not a neat
description as in the previous case.

Proposition 9 t induces an essential geometric morphism t : SetI → SetD,
that is two adjunctions t! � t∗ � t∗,

SetI

t!

��

t∗ �� SetD
i∗=_◦t��

where for all G : I→ Set, and d ∈ D, it is t∗(G)(d) = SetI(D(d ,t(_)),G) and
t!(G)(d)=GV (d)×D(�(V (d)),d) .
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PROOF: The definition of t∗ is a direct application of [12, VII.2, Theorem 2].
Let us prove the definition of t!. We know that

t! = _⊗Iop tD
op• (5.4)

where tD
op• : Iop ×D→ Set is the bifunctor defined on objects as

tD
op•(n,d (m))=Dop (d ,t(n))=D(�(n),d).

By expanding the equation (5.4), we can give the following more elementary
definition of t! on objects G : I→ Set, d (m) : D:

t!(G)(d)=G⊗Iop D(t(_),d)= (�n∈NGn ×D(�(n),d)
)

/∼

where ∼ is the equivalence relation on pairs defined as follows: for n,n′ ∈N,
f : n � n′, g :�(n′) → d (m), a ∈Gn :

Gn′ ×D(�(n′),d) � (a[ f ], g )∼ (a, g ◦ f ) ∈Gn ×D(�(n),d)

Now, notice that for any h ∈D(�(n),d (m)) is a function h : n � m which can
be factorized as h = g ◦i n, where i n : n �→V (d) is the inclusion (and thus i n :
�(n) →�(V (d))) and g :�(V (d)) → d is a suitable monomorphism g : V (d) �
m. Therefore, for any pair (a,h) ∈Gn ×D(�(n),d) there is an equivalent one
(a[i n], g ) ∈GV (d)×D(�(V (d)),d), hence the thesis. �

Proposition 10 t : SetI→ SetD is an embedding, that is: t∗ ◦ t∗ ∼= I d.

PROOF: For F : I→ Set, we have to prove that t∗(F )◦ t∼= F . For n ∈ I, we have
t∗(F )t(n)

∼= Fn , since t∗(F )t(n) = SetI(D(�(n),t(_)),F )∼= SetI(I(n,_),F )∼= Fn .

It is similarly easy to prove that on morphisms, the action of t∗(F )◦ t is iso-
morphic to that of F . Let f : n → m in I; then, t∗(F )(t( f )) maps a natural
transformation φ : I(n,_) → F to the natural transformation φ : I(m,_) → F
whose components are ψk =φk (_◦ f )= F f ◦φk , hence the thesis. � This
means that also t∗ ◦ t!

∼= I d , and hence both t∗ and t! are full and faithful.

Algebras and coalgebras of polynomial functors.

It is well-known that any polynomial functor over Set (i.e., defined only by
constant functors, finite products/coproducts and finite powersets) has ini-
tial algebra. This result has been generalized to SetF [6, 10] in order to deal
with signatures with variable bindings; in this case, polynomials can con-
tain also V ar , the functor of variables, and a dynamic allocation functor
δF : SetF → SetF. For instance, the datatype of λ-terms up-to α-conversion
can be defined as the initial algebra of the functor

ΣΛ(X )=V ar +X ×X +δF(X ) (5.5)
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that is, for all n ∈ F: ΣΛ(X )n = n + Xn × Xn + Xn+1. A parallel generaliza-
tion for dealing with name generation use the category SetI (and its variants)
[10, 8, 5], which provides the functor of names N and a dynamic allocation
functor δI : SetI → SetI. The datatype of λ-terms where all bound variables
are “fresh”2 is defined as the initial algebra of the functor

ΣΛ(X )=N +X ×X +δI(X ) (5.6)

that is, for all n ∈ I: ΣΛ(X )n = n+Xn ×Xn +Xn+1.

The domain for late semantics of π-calculus [5] can be defined as the final
coalgebra of the functor B : SetI→ SetI

BP �℘ f (

input︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×P N +

output︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×N ×P+

bound output︷ ︸︸ ︷
N ×δIP +

τ︷︸︸︷
P ) (5.7)

(BP )X =℘ f (X × (PX )X ×PX�1+X ×X ×PX +X ×PX�1+PX ).

In SetD, we can generalize a step further. We say that a functor F : SetD →
SetD is polynomial if it be defined by using only Atom, constant functors,
finite products/coproducts, dynamic allocations δ+ and δ− and finite pow-
ersets.

There is a precise relation among initial algebras of polynomial functors on
SetF and SetD. Let us recall a general result (see e.g. [10]):

Proposition 11 Let C,D be two categories and f : C −→ D, T : C −→ C and
T ′ : D −→ D be three functors such that T ′ ◦ f ∼= f ◦T for some natural iso-
morphism φ : T ′ ◦ f −→ f ◦T .

1. If f has a right adjoint f ∗, and (A,α : T A→ A) is an initial T -algebra in
C, then ( f (A), f (α)◦φA : T ′( f (A))→ f (A)) is an initial T ′-algebra in D.

2. If f has a left adjoint f ∗, and (A,α : A→ T A) is a final T -coalgebra in C,
then ( f (A),φ−1

A ◦ f (α) : f (A)→ T ′( f (A))) is a final T ′-coalgebra in D.

PROOF:

1. The adjoint pair f � f ∗ can be lifted to a pair of adjoint functors between
the categories of T - and T ′- algebras. Since any functor with a right ad-
joint preserves colimits and the initial object is a colimit, then the initial
object of the former category is preserved in the latter.

2. Like in the previous case, the adjoint f ∗ � f can be lifted to the categories
of coalgebras, and functors with a left adjoint preserve limits. �

For a polynomial functor T : SetD → SetD, let us denote T̄ : SetF → SetF the
functor obtained by replacing Atom with V ar and δ+, δ− with δF in T .

2This is what Barendregt called “hygienic convention”.
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Theorem 12 The polynomial functor T : SetD → SetD has initial algebra,
which is (isomorphic to) F ◦U , where (F,α) is the initial T̄ -algebra in SetF.

PROOF: The functor T̄ has initial algebra (see e.g. [6, 10]); let us denote it
by (F,α). In order to prove the result, we apply Proposition 11(1), where f :
C −→D is the functor v! = _ ◦U : SetF → SetD of Proposition 7, whose right
adjoint is v∗. Then v!(F )= F ◦U . We have only to prove that T ◦v!

∼= v!◦T̄ . It is
easy to see that this holds for products, coproducts, constant functors and
finite powersets. It is also trivial to see that Atom∼=V ar ◦U .

It remains to prove that κ ◦ v!
∼= v! ◦ δF, for κ = δ+,δ−. For F a functor in

SetF, we prove that there is a natural isomorphism φ : κ(v!(F ))= κ(F ◦U )−→
v!(δF(F )) = δF(F ) ◦U . This is trivial, because for d (n) a distinction in D, it is
κ(F ◦U )d = (F ◦U )κd = FU (κd) = Fn+1 = δF(F )n = (δF(F )◦U )d . �
Therefore, initial algebras of polynomial functors in SetD are exactly initial
algebras of the corresponding functors in SetF. This means that SetD can
be used in place of SetF for defining datatypes with variable binding, as in
e.g. [9].

There is a similar connection between SetI and SetD, about final coalgebras.

Lemma 13 δ+ ◦ t∗ ∼= t∗ ◦δI.

PROOF: Let F : I→ Set be a functor, and d (n) ∈D; we have to prove that

SetI(D(δ+d ,t(_)),F )∼= SetI(D(d ,t(_)),δIF )

natural in d and F .

For φ : D(δ+d ,t(_)) −→ F , the corresponding natural transforma-
tion ψ : D(d ,t(_)) −→ δIF has components ψn � φn+1 ◦ δ+. More
explicitly, for f : d → �(n), we have δ+( f ) : δ+d → �(n+1), thus
φn+1(δ+( f )) ∈ Fn+1 = (δI(F ))n .

On the other hand, for ψ : D(d ,t(_)) −→ δIF , the components of the corre-
sponding natural transformation φ : D(δ+d ,t(_)) −→ F are defined as fol-
lows. Trivially, φ0 =? :  → F0, because D(δ+d ,�(0)) = . Let us consider
n 
= 0, and f : δ+d →�(n), we have to define ψn( f ) ∈ Fn . Now, let n =m+1,
where the element in 1 is the image along f of the element added by δ+

to d . The restrict of f to d is a morphism f|d : d → �(m). Thus, we define
φn( f ) �ψm( f|d ).

It is easy to check that these two mappings are inverse of each other. �

Lemma 14 δ− ◦ t∗ ∼= t∗ ◦ (_)N .
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PROOF: t∗(F N )d = SetI(D(d ,t(_)),F y(1)) by definition
∼= SetI(D(d ,t(_))×y(1),F ) since we are in a CCC

= SetI(D(d ,t(_))×D(�(1),t(_)),F )
∼= SetI(D(d +�(1),t(_)),F ) D(_,e) preserves

products

= SetI(D(δ−d ,t(_)),F ) by definition

= t∗(F )δ−d = δ−(t∗(F ))d �

Let T : SetI→ SetI be a polynomial functor. Let us denote by T̃ : SetD→ SetD

the functor obtained by replacing in (the polynomial of) T , every occurrence
of N with t∗(N ), δ with δ+, (_)N with δ−. Then, we have the following:

Theorem 15 The functor T̃ : SetD → SetD has final coalgebra, which is (iso-
morphic to) t∗(F ), where (F,β) is the final T -coalgebra in SetI.

PROOF: Follows from previous lemmas and Proposition 11(2). �

Therefore, in SetD we can define coalgebrically all the objects definable by
polynomial functors in SetI, like that for late bisimulation [5]. Moreover,
SetD provides other constructors, such as Atom, which do not have a
natural counterpart in SetI. An example of application of these distinctive
constructors, following [9], is the characterization of open semantics of
π-calculus as the final coalgebra of the functor Bo : SetD→ SetD:

BoP �℘ f (

input︷ ︸︸ ︷
Atom×δ−P+

output︷ ︸︸ ︷
Atom×Atom×P+

bound output︷ ︸︸ ︷
Atom×δ+P+

τ︷︸︸︷
P ) (5.8)

Notice that, although similar in shape, Bo is not the lifting of the functor B
of strong late bisimulation in SetI (Equation 5.7), nor can be defined on SetI.
More precisely, open bisimulation is closed under all name substitutions
keeping apart extruded names. Thus, names are actually atoms, which can
be unified if the distinctions allow so. A bound output adds a new atom to
the distinction, which must be kept apart from any other previously known
atom—hence the usage of δ+. On the other hand, an input action introduces
an atom which can be unified with any other name—hence the usage of δ−.

5.4 Support and apartness

A key feature of categories for modeling names, such as SetI and similar
functor categories, is to provide some notion of support of terms/elements,
and of non-interference, or “apartness” [18, 8]. In this section, we first intro-
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duce a general definition of support and apartness, and then we examine
these notions in the case of SetD, and related categories.

5.4.1 Support

Definition 16 (support) Let C be a category, F : C→ Set be a functor. Let C
be an object of C, and a ∈ FC . A subobject i : D � C of C supports a (at C ) if
there exists a (not necessarily unique) b ∈ FD such that a = Fi (b).

A support is called proper iff it is a proper subobject.

We denote by SuppF,C (a) the set of subobjects of C supporting a. The intu-
ition is that D supports a ∈ FC if D is “enough” for defining a. It is clear that
the definition does not depend on the particular subobject representative.
As a consequence, a is affected by what happens to elements in D only:

Proposition 17 For all D ∈ SuppF,C (a), and for all h,k : C →C ′: if h|D = k|D
then Fh(a)= Fk (a).

Notice that in general, the converse of Proposition 17 does not hold.

Remark 2 When C = F, I, the supports of a ∈ Fn can be seen as
approximations at stage n of the free variables/names of a—that is, the
free variables/names which are observable from n. For instance, let us
consider t ∈ Λn , where Λ is the algebraic definition of untyped λ-calculus
in equation 5.5. It is easy to prove by induction on t that for all m ⊆ n:
m ∈ SuppΛ,n(t ) ⇐⇒ FV (t )⊆m.

Supports are viewed as “approximations” because elements may have
not any proper support, at any stage. For example, consider the presheaf
Stream : F→ Set constantly equal to the set of all infinite lists of variables.
The stream s = (x1, x2, x3, . . . ), which has infinite free variables, belongs to
Streamn for all n, but also SuppStream,n(s)= {n}. �

SuppF,C (a) is a poset, inheriting its order from Sub(a), and C itself is always
its top, but it may be that there are no proper supports, as shown in the re-
mark above. Even in the case that an element has some finite (even proper)
support, still it may be that it does not have a least support. (Consider, e.g.,
G : F→ Set such that Gn = for |n| < 2, and = {x} otherwise; then x ∈G{x,y,z}

is supported by {x, y} and {x, z} but not by {x} alone.) However, we can prove
the following

Proposition 18 Let C have pullbacks, F : C→ Set be pullback-preserving, C
be in C, and x ∈ FC . If both C1,C2 support x at C , then C1∧C2 supports x.
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PROOF: C1∧C2 is the pullback of the inclusions j1 : C1 � C , j2 : C2 � C ;
hence, by hypothesis the square in the diagram below is a pullback in Set:

1

y2

��

y1

��

y

��
FC1∧C2

Fi2

��

Fi1 �� FC1

F j1

��
FC2

F j2 �� FC

Let y1 ∈ FC1 and y2 ∈ FC2 be the witnesses of x at stages C1, C2 by the defini-
tion of support. Due to the pullback there exists a (unique) y ∈ FC1∧C2 such
that F j1◦i1 (b)= F j2◦i2 (b)= a, hence the thesis. �

Remark 3 In the case that C = I, pullback-preserving functors correspond
to sheaves with respect to the atomic topology, that is the Schanuel topos
[12]. This subcategory of SetI has been extensively used in previous work
for modeling names and nominal calculi; see [10, 4] among others, and ul-
timately also the FM techniques by Gabbay and Pitts [8, 16], since the cate-
gory of nominal sets with finite support is equivalent to the Schanuel topos
[8, Section 7].

We will use pullback-preserving functors over D in Section 5.6 below. �

Along the same line of Definition 16, we can introduce an abstract general
notion of “closed element”:

Definition 19 Let C be a category with initial object 0. For A : C → Set, an
element a ∈ AC is closed if 0 ∈ SuppA,C (a).

Closed elements are not affected by any action on atoms whatsoever:

Proposition 20 Let C be a category with initial object 0. For all A : C→ Set,
C ∈ C, a ∈ AC , if a is closed then for all h,k : C →D in C: Ah(a)= Ak (a).

PROOF: Follows from Proposition 17, noticing that h|0 = k|0 always. �

In the rest of the paper, we focus on the case when C is one of F, I, D, which
do have pullbacks and initial object (, and⊥() respectively). As one may
expect, the support in D is a conservative generalization of those in F and I:

Proposition 21 1. Let n,m ∈ F, and F : F → Set. For all a ∈ Fn:
m ∈ SuppF,n(a) ⇐⇒ v(m) ∈ Suppv!(F ),v(n)(a). 3

3Recall that v!(F )v(n)
∼= Fn , and hence it is consistent to consider a ∈ v!(F )v(n).
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2. Let n,m ∈ I, and F : I→ Set. For all a ∈ Fn: m ∈ SuppF,n(a) ⇐⇒ t(m) ∈
Suppt∗(F ),t(n)(a).

5.4.2 Apartness

We can now give the following general key definition, generalizing that used
sometimes in SetI (see e.g. [18]).

Definition 22 (Apartness) Let C be a category with pullbacks and initial ob-
ject. For A,B : C → Set, the functor A #C B : C → Set (“A apart from B”) is
defined on objects as follows:

(A #C B)C = {(a,b) ∈ AC ×BC | for all f : C →D :

there exist s1 ∈ SuppA,D (A f (a)), s2 ∈ SuppB ,D (B f (b)) s.t. s1∧ s2 = 0} (5.9)

For f : C →D , it is (A #C B) f � A f ×B f .

As a syntactic shorthand, we will write pairs (a,b) ∈ (A #C B)c as a # b. In the
following, we will drop the index C when clear from the context.

Let us now apply this definition to the three categories SetI, SetF, and SetD.

C = F

In this case we have that a # b iff at least one of a,b is closed, i.e., it is sup-
ported by the empty set: if both a and b have only non-empty supports, then
some variable can be always unified by a suitable morphism. So the defini-
tion above simplifies as follows:

(A #F B)n = {(a,b) ∈ An ×Bn |  ∈ SuppA,n(a) or  ∈ SuppB ,n(b)} (5.10)

C = I

In this case, names are subject only to injective renamings, and therefore
can be never unified. So it is sufficient to look at the present stage, that is,
the definition above simplifies as follows:

(A #I B)n = {(a,b) ∈ An ×Bn |
there exist n1 ∈ SuppA,n(a),n2 ∈ SuppB ,n(b) s.t. n1∩n2 =} (5.11)

which corresponds to say that a # b iff a,b do not share any free name.
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C =D

This case subsumes both previous cases: informally, (a,b) ∈ (A # B)d means
that if i is an atom appearing free in a, then any j occurring free in b can
never be unified with i , that is (i , j ) ∈ d :

(A #D B)d (n) = {(a,b) ∈ Ad ×Bd |
there exist s1 ∈ SuppA,d (a), s2 ∈ SuppB ,d (b) s.t. s1⊕ s2 ≤ d} (5.12)

Actually, all these tensors arise from the monoidal structures ⊕ and � of the
categories I and D, via the following general construction due to Day [3]:

Proposition 23 Let (C,�, I ) be a (symmetric) monoidal category. Then,
(SetC ,�C ,y(I )) is a (symmetric) closed monoidal category, where

(A�C B)C =
∫C1

AC1 ×
∫C2

BC2 ×C(C1 �C2,C ) (5.13)

Theorem 24 The monoidal structure (D,⊕,⊥()) induces, via equation 5.13,
the monoidal structure (SetD,#D,y(⊥(0))=K1 = 1) of equation 5.12.

PROOF: Let A,B : D→ Set, and d (n) ∈D; by applying Proposition 23 and since
products preserves coends, we have

(A�D B)d =
�d1,d2

Ad1 ×Bd2 ×D(d1⊕d2,d)

=
( ∐

d1,d2∈D
Ad1 ×Bd2 ×D(d1⊕d2,d)

)
/≈

(5.14)

where the equivalence ≈ is defined on triples as follows

(a,b, f : d1⊕d2 → d)≈ (a′,b′, g : d ′1⊕d ′2 → d)

⇐⇒ A f ◦i nl (a)= Ag◦i nl (a′) and B f ◦i nr (b)=Bg◦i nr (b′)

For each class [(a,b, f : d1⊕d2 → d)] ∈ (A �D B)d we can associate a unique
pair (A f ◦i nl (a),B f ◦i nr (b)) ∈ (A #DB)d ; the definition does not depend on the
particular representative we choose.

On the converse, let us consider a pair (a,b) ∈ (A #D B)d ; this means that

• there exists f1 : s1 � d , a′ ∈ As1 such that a = A f1 (a′)
• there exists f2 : s2 � d , b′ ∈Bs2 such that b =B f2 (b′)

and such that [ f1, f2] : s1 ⊕ s2 � d . We can associate this pair (a,b) to the
equivalence class of the triple (a′,b′, [ f1, f2]) in the coend 5.14. The class de-
fined in this way does not depend on the particular a′ and b′ we choose.
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It is easy to check that these two mappings are inverse of each other. �

A similar constructions applies also to SetI, as observed e.g. in [18]:

Proposition 25 The monoidal structure (I,�,0) induces, via equation 5.13,
the monoidal structure (SetI,#I,y(0)= 1) of equation 5.11.

Using Theorem 24, we can show that #F is a particular case of #D:

Proposition 26 #F = v∗ ◦#D ◦〈v∗,v∗〉.

PROOF: Let us prove that for F,G : F→ Set, it is (v∗(F )#Dv∗(G))⊥(n)
∼= (F #FG)n .

By applying Theorem 24, we have

(v∗(F ) #D v∗(G))⊥(n) =
 ∐

d
(n1)
1 ,d

(n2)
2 ∈D

v∗(F )d1 ×v∗(G)d2 ×D(d1⊕d2,⊥(n))


/≈

=
 ∐

d
(n1)
1 ,d

(n2)
2 ∈D

Fn1 ×Gn2 ×D(d1⊕d2,⊥(n))


/≈

Let us consider the set D(d1⊕d2,⊥(n)). If d1⊕d2 = ⊥(m) for some m, then
D(d1⊕d2,⊥(n))= F(m,n). Otherwise, D(d1⊕d2,⊥(n))=.

Now, the only way for having d1⊕d2 =⊥(m) is that both d1 and d2 are empty
relations⊥(n1),⊥(n2), and at least one of them has no atoms at all (otherwise
the⊕would add a distinction in any case). Therefore, the equivalence above
can be continued as follows:

. . .=
(( ∐

n1∈F
Fn1 ×G×F(n1,n)

)
+
( ∐

n2∈F
F×Gn2 ×F(n2,n)

))
/≈

This means that the triples are either of the form (a ∈ F,b ∈Gn2 , f : n2 → n),
or of the form (a ∈ Fn1 ,b ∈G, f : n1 → n). The first is equivalent to the pair
(F?(a),G f (b)), the second to the pair (F f (a),G?(b)), both in (F #FG)n . �

The next corollary is a consequence of Theorem 24 and Proposition 23:

Corollary 27 The functor A #_ : SetD→ SetD has a right adjoint [A]_, defined
on objects by ([A]B)d = SetD(A,Bd⊕_).

PROOF: By the general construction in [3], the right adjoint of A �_ is [A]_,
defined as ([A]B)d =

∫
e(m) Set(Ae ,Bd⊕e ), which yields the thesis. �

Remark 4 Let us consider the counit ev A,B : A # [A]B −→ B of this adjunc-
tion. For d ∈ D, the component evd : (A # [A]B)d −→ Bd maps an element
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a ∈ Ad and a natural transformation φ : A → Bd⊕_, apart from each other, to
an element in Bd , which can be described as follows. Let s1, s2 ∈ Sub(d) sup-
porting φ and a, respectively, and such that s1⊕ s2 ≤ d . By the definition of
support, let φ′ : A → Bs1⊕_ and a′ ∈ As2 be the witnesses of φ and a at s1 and
s2, respectively. Then, φ′s2

(a′) ∈ Bs1⊕s2 , which can be mapped to an element
in Bd by the inclusion s1⊕ s2 ≤ d . �

Finally, for A =Atom we have the counterpart of Proposition 6:

Proposition 28 [Atom]_∼= δ+, and hence _ # Atom� δ+.

PROOF: Since Atom = y(⊥(1)), we have ([Atom]B)d = SetD(y(⊥(1)),Bd⊕_) =
Bd⊕⊥(1) = (δ+(B))d by Yoneda. �

5.5 Substitution monoidal structure of SetD

Let us define a tensor product • : SetD×SetD→ SetD as follows:

for A,B ∈ SetD : A •B �
∫e∈D

Ae ·B e

that is, for d ∈D : (A •B)d =
∫e∈D

Ae × (B e )d

where, for e(n) in D, B e : D→ Set is the functor defined by

(B e )d = {(b1, . . . ,bn) ∈ (Bd )n | if (i , j ) ∈ e then (bi ,b j ) ∈ (B # B)d }

(B e ) f = (B f )n for f : d (m) → d ′(m′)

Unfolding the coend, we obtain the following explicit description of A •B :

(A •B)d =
(∐

e∈D
Ae × (B e )d

)
/≈

where ≈ is the equivalence relation defined by

(a;bρ(1), . . . ,bρ(n))≈ (Aρ(a);b1, . . . ,bn′) for ρ : e(n) → e ′(n′).

Actually, B (_) can seen as a functor B (_) : Dop → SetD, adding the “reindexing”
action on morphisms: for ρ : e(n) → e ′(n′), define B f : B e ′ −→ B e as the nat-

ural transformation with components B f
d : (B e ′)d −→ (B e )d , B f

d (b1, . . . ,bn′)=
(b f (1), . . . ,b f (n)). It is easy to check that B f is well defined: if (i , j ) ∈ e ′(n′), then
( f (i ), f ( j )) ∈ e(n) and hence (b f (i ),b f ( j )) ∈ (B # B)d . The functor B (_) is a gen-

eralization of Cartesian extension; for instance, B⊥
(2) =B ×B , B�

(2) =B # B .
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We can give now a more abstract definition of _•B : SetD→ SetD, for all B ∈
SetD. In fact, _•B arises as the left Kan extension of the functor B (_):

1
⊥(1)

��

B 		�
��

��
��

� Dop

B (_)

��

� � y ��
Lan∼=

SetD

_•B




SetD

〈B ,_〉

��
(5.15)

where 〈B ,_〉 is the right adjoint of _•B , defined as 〈B , A〉d = SetD(B d , A).

Proposition 29 (SetD,•,Atom) is a (non-symmetric) monoidal category.

PROOF: Since Atom = y(⊥(1)), the equivalence A •Atom ∼= A follows from
Diagram 5.15. The equivalence Atom• A ∼= A is a simple calculation:

(Atom• A)d =
∫e(m)

Atome(m) × (Ae(m)
)d =

(∐
e(m)

m× (Ae(m)
)d

)
/≈
∼= Ad

where the last equivalence holds because the class of a tuple (i ; a1, . . . , am) ∈
m× (Ae(m)

)d corresponds uniquely to ai ∈ Ad .

We prove now associativity of •:

((A •B)•C )d =
∫e

(A •B)e × (C e )d by definition,

=
∫e (∫e ′

Ae ′ × (B e ′)e

)
× (C e )d by definition,

=
∫e∫e ′

Ae ′ × (B e ′)e × (C e )d product preserves coends,

=
∫e ′

Ae ′ ×
∫e

(B e ′)e × (C e )d by Fubini result,

=
∫e ′

Ae ′ × ((B e ′)•C )d by definition,

∼=
∫e ′

Ae ′ × ((B •C )e ′)d

= (A • (B •C ))d �

Monoids in SetD satisfy the usual properties of clones. In particular, the
multiplicationσ : A•A→ A of a monoid (A,σ, v) can be seen as a distinction-
preserving simultaneous substitution: for every d (n) ∈D, σd maps (the class
of) (a; a1, . . . , am) ∈ Ae× (Ae )d to an element in Ad , making sure that distinct
atoms are “replaced by” elements which are apart (if (i , j ) ∈ e, then (ai , a j ) ∈
(A # A)d ).

As in [6, 17], the monoidal structure of SetD can be used for characterizing
presheaves coherent with apartness-preserving substitution; in particular,
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presheaves generated by binding signatures with constructors for distinc-
tions, such as the signature of D-Fusion [2]. Details will appear elsewhere.

5.6 Self-dual quantifier

As for any topos, SetD can be used for modeling (higher-order) intuitionistic
logic. However, like in SetI, the Schanuel topos, and FM-set theory, the extra
structure given by apartness product brings in other, peculiar logical con-
structors. In this section we define a self-dual quantifier, in a suitable sub-
category of SetD. We begin with a standard construction of categorical logic.
For A,B ∈ SetD, let us consider the morphism θ : A # B �→ A×B

π→ B , given
by inclusion in the cartesian product. We can define the inverse image of θ,
θ∗ : Sub(B)→ Sub(A #B): for U ∈ Sub(A), the subobject θ∗(U ) ∈ Sub(A #B) is
the pullback of U � B along θ: θ∗(U )d = {(x, y) ∈ (A # B)d | y ∈Ud }.

By general and well-known results [15, 12], θ∗ has both left and right ad-
joints, denoted by ∃θ,∀θ : Sub(A # B)→ Sub(B), respectively. (If # is replaced
by ×, these are the usual existential and universal quantifiers ∃,∀ : Sub(A×
B)→ Sub(B).) Our aim is to prove that, under some conditions, it is ∃θ =∀θ.

The condition is suggested by the following result, stating that if a property
of a “well-behaved” type holds for a fresh atom, then it holds for all fresh
atoms:

Proposition 30 Let B : D→ Set be a pullback preserving functor, and let U a
subobject of Atom#B. Let d ∈D, and (a, x) ∈Ud . Then for all b ∈ Atomd such
that b # x: (b, x) ∈Ud .

PROOF: It suffices to define f : d → d in D such that (Atom#B) f (a, x)= (b, x);
that is, we have to find an f : d → d such that f (a) = b and B f (x) = x. By
functoriality of U , this means that U f (a, x)= (b,B f (x)) ∈Ud .

Since (a, x) ∈U , it is a#x; hence, let s1, r1 be the two subdistinctions support-
ing a and x at d , such that s1⊕r1 ≤ d (equation 5.12). Similarly, for b#x, let s2,
r2 be the two subdistinctions supporting b and x at d , such that s2⊕ r2 ≤ d .
Both r1 and r2 support x; hence, by Proposition 18, also r1∧ r2 supports x.
Thus we can define the map f : d → d as f (a) = b, f (b) = a, and f (i ) = i
otherwise. f is well defined, and moreover f|r1∧r2 = i d|r1∧r2 because both
a,b 
∈ Im(r1∧ r2) (a 
∈ Im(r1) and b 
∈ Im(r2)). By Proposition 17, this means
that B f (x)= x, hence the thesis. �

Then, we have to restrict our attention to a particular class of subobjects:

Definition 31 Let A : D → Set be an object of SetD. A subobject U ≤ A is
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closed if for all d ∈D, f : d → e, x ∈ Ad : if A f (x) ∈Ue then x ∈Ud .

The lattice of closed subobjects of A is denoted by ClSub(A).

However, pullback-preserving subobjects of pullback-preserving functors
are automatically closed, so this requirement is implied by the first one:

Proposition 32 Let A : D→ Set be a pullback preserving functor, and U ≤ A
be a subobject of A. If also U is pullback preserving, then it is closed.

PROOF: Let f : d → e be a morphism in D, and x ∈ Ad such that A f (x) ∈Ue .
Take any object d ′ and g1, g2 : d → d ′ such that d is the pullback of g1 along
g2:

d

f

��

f �� e

g1

��
e

g2 �� d ′

1

U f (x)

��

U f (x)



y

		
Ud

U f

��

U f �� Ue

Ug1

��
Ue

Ug2 �� Ud ′

Then, the square of the diagram on the right is a pullback, and hence there
exists a unique y ∈Ud such that U f (y) = A f (x). It must be y = x, because
there must be exactly one x satisfying a similar pullback diagram for A. �

Let us denote by D the full subcategory of SetD of pullback preserving func-
tors. By above, for all A ∈D, the lattice Sub(A) of pullback-preserving subob-
jects is ClSub(A), but we will keep writing ClSub(A) for avoiding confusions.

For “well-behaved” types, θ∗ restricts to closed subobjects:

Proposition 33 For all A,B ∈D and U ∈ClSub(A) : θ∗(U ) ∈ClSub(A # B).

Its left and right adjoints ∃θ,∀θ : ClSub(A #B)→ClSub(A) have the following
explicit descriptions: for U ≤ A # B :

∃θ(U )d = {y ∈Bd | there exist f : d → e, x ∈ Ae ,

such that x # B f (y) and (x,B f (y)) ∈Ue }

∀θ(U )d = {y ∈Bd | for all f : d → e, x ∈ Ae , if x # B f (y) then (x,B f (y)) ∈Ue }

Proposition 34 For all B in D: θ∗ ◦∃θ = i dClSub(Atom#B)

PROOF: For U ∈ ClSub(Atom # B), we have to prove that θ∗(∃θ(U )) =U . In-
clusion ⊇ is trivial. Let us prove ⊆. If (a, y) ∈ θ∗(∃θ(U ))d , then a # y , and by
definition of ∃θ there exist f : d → e, b ∈Atome such that (b,B f (y)) ∈Ue (and
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hence b # B f (y)). But also f (a) # B f (y), and therefore by Proposition 30, this
means that also ( f (a),B f (y)) ∈Ue . By closure of U , it must be (a, y) ∈Ud . �

Proposition 35 Let B ∈D, and U ∈ClSub(B); then, for all x ∈Ud , there exist
f : d → e and a ∈Atome such that a # B f (x).

PROOF: We can “lift” this result from the subcategory of pullback preserving
functors of SetI, i.e. the Schanuel topos, where this property is known to hold
[8]. It is easy to check that if F : D→ Set is pullback-preserving, then also
F ◦ t : I → Set is pullback preserving. As a consequence, if x ∈ Ud (n) , then
x ∈U�(n) = (U ◦t)n , and hence there exist f : n � m, a ∈Nm =Atom�(m) such
that a #I (B ◦ t) f (x), and thus a # B f (x). �

Proposition 36 For all B in D: ∃θ ◦θ∗ = i dClSub(B).

PROOF: Let U ∈ClSub(B) be a closed subobject. For any d ∈D, we have

∃θ(θ∗(U ))d = {x ∈Bd | there exist f : d → e, a ∈Atome ,

s.t. a # B f (x) and (a,B f (x)) ∈ θ∗(U )e }

= {x ∈Bd | there exist f : d → e, a ∈Atome , s.t. a # B f (x) and B f (x) ∈Ue }

= {x ∈Ud | there exist f : d → e, a ∈Atome , s.t. a # B f (x)}

For Proposition 35 above, this is exactly equal to Ud , hence the thesis. �

Corollary 37 For A ∈D, the inverse image θ∗ : ClSub(A)→ ClSub(Atom # A)
is an isomorphism, and hence θ∗ � ∃θ =∀θ � θ∗

Let us denote by И : ClSub(Atom # A) → ClSub(A) any of ∃θ and ∀θ. There
is a close connection between this quantifier and Gabbay-Pitts’ (hence the
notation); in fact, both quantifiers enjoy the following inclusions:

Proposition 38 Let i : A#B �→ A×B be the inclusion map, and i∗ : ClSub(A×
B)→ ClSub(A # B) its inverse image. Then: ∀ ≤И◦ i∗ ≤ ∃, that is, for all U ∈
ClSub(A×B): ∀U ≤И(i∗(U ))≤∃U .

PROOF: A direct check. �

5.7 A model for FOλ∇

In this section we apply the structure of D for giving a semantic interpre-
tation of the logic FOλ∇ [14]. FOλ∇ is a proof theory of generic judgments.
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Terms and typing judgments Σ! t : τ of FOλ∇ are as usual for simply typed
λ-calculus, signatures Σ are sets x1:τ1, . . . , xm :τm . Sequents have the form

Σ : σ1 �B1, . . . ,σn �Bn −→σ0 �B0

where Σ is the global signature, and each σi is a local signature. A judgment
σi �Bi is called generic; each Bi can use variables of the global signatureΣ or
in the local signature σi (formally: Σ,σi !Bi : o). See [14] for further details.

Variable symbols in FOλ∇ play two different roles. Those declared in global
signatures act as variables of λ-calculus; instead, variables of local signa-
tures act as “locally scoped constants”, much like restricted names of π-
calculus. A model of FOλ∇ must account for both aspects at once, and this
is the reason for neither SetF nor SetI (and their subcategories) can suffice.
We can give an interpretation of both aspects in D, taking advantage of its
structure which subsumes those of SetF and SetI: as we will see, the dynamic
allocation functor δ−, the apartness tensor (right adjoint to δ+) and the И
quantifier will come into play.

The interpretation of types and terms is standard: each type τ is interpreted
as a functor "τ# in D; the interpretation is extended to global signatures
using the cartesian product. A well-typed term Σ ! t : γ is interpreted as a
morphism (i.e., a natural transformation) "t# : "Σ# −→ �γ� in D. Notice that
here, “local” signatures do not have any special rôle, so that terms are simply
typed λ-terms without any peculiar “freshness” or “scoping” constructor.4

On the other hand, in the interpretation of generic judgments we consider
variables in local signatures as distinguished atoms. A declaration y appear-
ing in a local signature σ, is intended as a “fresh, local” atom.

Remark 5 A correct model for FOλ∇ would require a distinguished functor
of atoms for each type (which can occur in local signatures) of the term lan-
guage. Although it is technically possible to develop a typed version of the
theory of SetD (along the lines of [13] for SetF), it does not add anything sub-
stantial to our presentation; so in the following we assume variables of local
signatures, or bound by∇, can be only of one type (denoted by α). Hence, lo-
cal signatures σ are of the form (y1:α, . . . , yn :α), or better (y1, . . . , yn) leaving
α’s implicit. �

The distinguished type of propositions, o, is interpreted as the classifier of
(closed) subobjects: "o#d =ClSub(y(d))=ClSub(D(d ,_)). A generic judgment
(y1, . . . , yn) � B in Σ (i.e., Σ, y1 : α, . . . yn : α ! B : o) is interpreted as a closed
subobject

�
(y1, . . . , yn)�B

�
"Σ# ≤ "Σ#. More precisely, "σ�B#A ∈ ClSub(A) is

4As Miller and Tiu say, this is a precise choice in the design of FOλ∇, motivated by the fact
that standard unification algorithms still work unchanged.
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defined first by induction on the length of the local context σ, and then by
structural induction on B . Local declarations and the ∇ quantifier are ren-
dered by the functor И : ClSub(A # Atom)→ ClSub(A) above. Some interest-
ing cases:�

(y,σ)�B
�

A �И("σ�B#A#Atom) "�B1∧B2#A � "�B1#A∧"�B2#A�
�∇y.B

�
A �И("�B#A#Atom)

�
�∀γx.B

�
A �∀("�B#A×"γ#)

It is easy to prove by induction on σ that

Proposition 39
�

(σ, y)�B
�

A =
�
σ�∇y.B

�
A.

Finally, a sequent Σ :B1, . . . ,Bn −→B0 is valid if
∧n

i=1 "Bi #"Σ# ≤ "B0#"Σ#. A rule
S1...Sn

S is sound if, whenever all S1, . . . ,Sn are valid, also S is valid.

Using this interpretation, one can check that the rules of FOλ∇ are sound.
In particular, the rules ∇L and ∇R are trivial consequence of above. The
verification of ∀R, and ∃L requires some work. Here, we have to give a cat-
egorical account of a particular encoding technique, called raising, used to
“gain access” to local constants from “outside” their scope. E.g.:

Σ,h:σ→ γ : Γ−→σ�B [(h σ)/x]

Σ : Γ−→σ�∀γx.B
∀R

A simpler (i.e., monadic) application of raising occurs, in the following
equivalence, which is provable in FOλ∇:

∇x∀γy.B ≡∀α→γh∇x.B [(h x)/y] where Σ, x : α, y : γ!B : o (5.16)

We show first how to represent (monadic) raising as in the equation 5.16;
interestingly, it is here where the δ− comes into play. Referring to equation
5.16, let us denote A = "Σ# and C = �γ�. By the definition above, the inter-
pretation of B is a subobject of (A # Atom)×C , while B [(h x)/y] corresponds
to a subobject of (A×C Atom) # Atom. Now, notice that C Atom = δ−C (Propo-
sition 6); thus, h : α→ γ is actually a term "h# ∈ δ−C , that is a term which
can make use of a locally declared variable. We can define the raising mor-
phism

r : (A×δ−C ) # Atom→ (A # Atom)×C

(x,h, a) %→ (x, a,h(a))

The inverse image of r is r∗ : ClSub((A#Atom)×C )→ClSub((A×δ−C )#Atom),
defined by the following pullback:

r∗(U )
��

��

�� U
��

��
(A×δ−C ) # Atom

r �� (A # Atom)×C

This morphism r∗ is the categorical counterpart of the syntactic raising:
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Proposition 40 Let Σ, x:α, y :γ ! B : o. Let us denote A = "Σ#, C = �γ�. Then,
r∗(
�

y �B
�

C )= �y �B [(h y)/x]
�

A×δ−C .

Then, quite obviously, the equation 5.16 states that И ◦∀γ = ∀α→γ ◦И ◦ r∗,
that is, the following diagram commutes:

ClSub((A # Atom)×C )
r∗ ��

∀γ

��

ClSub((A×δ−C ) # Atom)
И �� ClSub(A×δ−C )

∀α→γ

��
ClSub(A # Atom)

И �� ClSub(A)

which can be checked by calculation. The raising morphism can be easily
generalized to the polyadic case (recall that B�

(n) =B # · · ·# B , n times):

r : (A×δ−nC ) # Atom�(n) → (A # Atom�(n)
)×C

(x,h, a1, . . . , an) %→ (x, a1, . . . , an ,h(a1, . . . , an))

Then, the soundness of the rule ∀R is equivalent to the following:

Proposition 41 Let A,C ∈D be functors, and n ∈N. Let π : A×δ−nC → A be
the projection, and r : (A×δ−nC ) # Atom�(n) −→ (A # Atom�(n)

)×C the raising
morphism. For all G ∈ClSub(A), and U ∈ClSub((A#Atom�(n)

)×C ), if π∗(G)≤
Иn(r∗(U )) then G ≤Иn(∀γ(U )).

5.8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied a new model for dynamically allocable enti-
ties, based on the notion of distinction. Previous models for variables and for
names can be embedded faithfully in this model, and also results about ini-
tial algebras/final coalgebras and simultaneous substitutions are extended
to the more general setting. In a suitable subcategory of the model, it is pos-
sible to define also a self-dual quantifier, similar to Gabbay-Pitts’ “И”. This
rich structure has allowed us to define the first denotational model for the
logic FOλ∇.

Future work.

The rich structure of SetD can be useful also for modeling process calculi
featuring both variables and names at once, like e.g. ambients. Actually, the
intuition behind distinctions is also at the base of the D-Fusion calculus [2];
in fact, we think that the two binders λ,ν of D-Fusion can be modeled pre-
cisely by δ− and δ+ in SetD, respectively. Details will appear elsewhere.
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FOλ∇ is not complete with respect to the model presented in this paper: the
И quantifier enjoys properties which are not derivable in FOλ∇ (e.g.,∀x.B ⊃
∇x.B and∇x.B ⊃∃x.B). One main reason is that FOλ∇ does not admit weak-
ening on local signature; for instance, the sequent Σ : σ�B −→ (σ, y)�B is
not derivable. This has been already noticed by Gabbay and Cheney, in their
interpretation of FOλ∇ into Fresh Logic [7], another first-order logic with a
self-dual quantifier. Actually, we think that the И quantifier of D is closer to
the И quantifier of Fresh Logic, than to the ∇ of FOλ∇. For this reason, it
should be possible to model Fresh Logic in D quite easily—another future
work.

On the other hand, the construction of a complete model for FOλ∇ is still an
open problem. Ulrich Schöpp has suggested to use a tripos over SetB, where
B is the subcategory of F of bijective maps.
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Abstract

We propose a coalgebraic model of the Fusion calculus based
on HD-automata. The main advantage of the approach is that the
partition refinement algorithm designed for HD-automata is easily
adapted to handle Fusion calculus processes. Hence, the transition
systems of Fusion calculus processes can be minimised according to
the notion of observational semantics of the calculus. As a beneficial
side effect, this also provides a bisimulation checker for Fusion
calculus.

6.1 Introduction

Nominal calculi, process calculi with primitive mechanisms for local name
generation, name exchange and scoping rules, have been successfully
applied to specify and verify properties of global computing systems.
Names provide a suitable abstraction to describe a variety of different
computational phenomena such as mobility, localities, distributed object
systems, security keys, session identifiers and so on. For instance, the
π-calculus has been exploited for modelling and verifying a finite instance
of the Handover protocol of the Public Land Mobile Network [19]. Several
properties of cryptographic protocols have been naturally expressed
through spi-calculus specifications [1]. Nominal calculi also provide a basic
programming model that has been incorporated in novel programming
languages (see e.g. [6, 2]) and workflow languages for Web Service
coordination [4, 15].

∗Work supported by the PROFUNDIS FET-GC project.
†Dipartimento di Informatica, Università di Pisa, Italy.
‡Dept. of Information Technology, Uppsala University, Sweden
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Verification via semantic equivalence provides a well established framework
to reason about the behaviour of systems specified using nominal calculi. In
this approach, checking behavioural properties is reduced to the problem of
contrasting two system abstractions in order to determine whether their be-
haviours coincide with respect to a suitable notion of semantic equivalence.
However, in the case of nominal calculi verification via semantic equiva-
lence is intrinsically difficult. Indeed, when an unbound number of new
names can be generated during execution, models of nominal calculi (e.g.
labelled transition systems) tend to be infinite even in the simplest cases
unless explicit mechanisms are introduced to deal with names.

Symbolic semantics [14, 3, 16] is a well established approach to finite state
verification of nominal calculi. Symbolic semantics takes a syntax-based
approach and generalises standard operational semantics by keeping track
of equalities among names: transitions are derived in the context of such
constraints. The main advantage of the symbolic semantics is that it yields
a smaller transition system. The idea of symbolic semantics has been
exploited to provide a convenient characterisation of open bisimilarity [24]
and in the design of the corresponding bisimulation checker, the Mobility
WorkBench (MWB) [26].

An alternative class of models for nominal calculi are the so-called syntax-
free models where names are explicitly dealt with regardless of the syntactic
structure of the calculi. Indexed LTSs [5] and History Dependent automata
(HD-automata in brief) [17, 21, 18] are examples of syntax-free models of
nominal calculi developed following the approach based on name permu-
tations. HD-automata have an added value with respect to indexed LTS be-
cause they are equipped with powerful verification techniques. Here we fo-
cus on HD-automata, which encompass the main features of nominal cal-
culi, namely creation and deallocation of names, and accounts for a com-
pact representation of process behaviour by collapsing states differing only
for the renaming of local names. Basically, the “history” of the names ap-
pearing in the computation is explicitly represented so that it is possible to
reconstruct the associations that have led to a given state. Clearly, if a state
is reached in two different computations, different histories are assigned to
its names [17, 21]. In [18], states of HD-automata have been equipped with
name symmetries which further reduces the size of the automata and guar-
antee the existence of the minimal realization. The computation of the min-
imal automata is derived by exploiting a coalgebraic presentation of the par-
tition refinement algorithm [7]. The minimisation algorithm for the early se-
mantics of π-calculus has been implemented in the Mihda toolkit [9]. Since
Mihda does not rely on a symbolic semantics, the number of states of the
minimal HD-automaton is unnecessarily large due to the existence of differ-
ent input transitions for different instantiations of the input variable. Hence,
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the integration of symbolic techniques and syntax-free models would pro-
vide more powerful verification methods. Notice that minimisation algo-
rithms for syntax-based models have been already developed (e.g., for the
open semantics of the π-calculus[22]).

In this paper we introduce a novel symbolic semantics for the Fusion cal-
culus [20]. The Fusion calculus is a nominal calculus which extends the π-
calculus with the capability of fusing names. When two names are fused
then they can be used interchangeably. The Fusion calculus has been intro-
duced as a simplification and generalisation of the π-calculus. Apart from
the theoretical interest Fusion calculus seem to arise naturally in the imple-
mentation of distributed systems, e.g. workflow languages for service coor-
dination [23].

The main technical contribution of this paper is the development of a coal-
gebraic framework for the Fusion calculus equipped with the symbolic se-
mantics. We remark that this is the first coalgebraic semantics for Fusion
calculus. Moreover, our results allows the minimisation algorithm for finite
HD-automata to be smoothly extended to the Fusion calculus. The coal-
gebraic semantics behaves in accordance with the symbolic semantics of
Fusion calculus, e.g. bisimilar processes are mapped together by the mor-
phisms yielding the minimal HD-automaton. Finally, this provides an algo-
rithm for checking hyperbisimulation of finitary Fusion calculus agents.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 6.2 we describe HD-automata
as a coalgebra over a category of named sets and the minimisation proce-
dure for the HD-automata and, in Section 6.3, we provide a brief overview
of Fusion calculus together with a new symbolic semantics. This will be fol-
lowed by the HD-automata for Fusion calculus and how minimisation works
for Fusion calculus HD-automata in Section 6.4, and we conclude in Sec-
tion 6.5 with some conclusion, related work and some ideas for future work.

6.2 History Dependent Automata

Verification of concurrent and mobile systems specified using nominal
calculi is intrinsically difficult since the state space can easily become ex-
tremely large or even infinite. History Dependent automata (HD-automata
in brief) [21, 17, 18, 7] are an operational model for nominal calculi
designed to address finite state verification. HD-automata can be seen as
automata enriched by equipping states and transition with names. This
permits to model name creation/deallocation or name extrusion which are
typical linguistic mechanisms of nominal calculi.
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A noteworthy fact is that names in states of HD-automata have local mean-
ing, hence a compact representation of agent behaviour can be achieved by
collapsing states that differ only for renaming of local names. Following [9],
we provide a formal definition of HD-automata which basically differs from
definitions of [9] in avoiding usage of dependent types. Indeed, the presen-
tation in [9] aims at showing how the formal definition of the partition re-
finement algorithm for HD-automata guides and corresponds to its imple-
mentation Mihda [8]. Here, we build named sets on top of permutation alge-
bras, namely we give a more abstract definition which focuses on the main
mathematical ingredients necessary to describe the coalgebraic model and
the related minimisation algorithm for Fusion calculus without taking into
account implementation details.

Before giving the formal definitions, it is worth to collect some notations.

We consider a set N� made of a countable set of names N and a
distinguished element � 
∈ N . We let Aut(N ) be the set of bijective
endofunctions on N , i.e., the permutations of N . Given a permutation
ρ such that dom(ρ) ⊂ N (where dom(ρ) is the domain of ρ), ρ is the
automorphism on N� obtained by extending ρ on N� so that ρ(x) = x
for any x ∈ N� \ dom(ρ). The application of a function on names γ to an
element e is written as eγ and, when e is a set, it stands for the point-wise
application of γ to the elements of e.

Definition 1 (Permutation algebras) A permutation algebra is an algebra
〈S,O〉, where S is the carrier of the algebra and the set of operations O con-
tains unary operators {ρ̂ | ρ ∈Aut(N )} such that the following axioms hold.

∀x ∈ S. xî d = x, ∀x ∈ S∀ρ1,ρ2 ∈Aut(N ). x!ρ1;ρ2 = (xρ̂1)ρ̂2.

Given a finite set of names N , sym(N ) is the set defined as sym(N ) = {ρ ∈
Aut(N ) | ∀x 
∈N .ρ(x)= x}. Notice that sym(N ) is a subgroup of Aut(N ).

Following [18], we can see the Fusion calculus as a permutation algebra: the
carrier is the set of processes of Fusion calculus (up to structural congru-
ence) and the operations are name permutations interpreted as substitu-
tions.

We introduce the notions of named sets and named functions which form
the category NS of named sets, in terms of permutation algebras. Then we
study the structure of NS.

Definition 2 (Named sets) A named set (ns) is a pair 〈Q,g〉where;

1. Q is a permutation algebra;
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2. g : Q → ⋃N∈℘fin(N ){sym(N )} assigns to any q ∈ Q a group of permuta-
tions g(q) over a finite set of names such that q = qρ̂, for any ρ ∈ g(q).
The names of q , written as |q|, are defined as the domain of the permuta-
tions ρ ∈ g(q) while ||q|| is the cardinality of |q|.

We let D , E , F range over nss and, given D = 〈Q,g〉, we write QD (resp. gD ) to
denote Q (resp. g).

Definition 3 (Isomorphism of named sets) Two nss D and E are
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism between D and E , namely a
bijective function s : QD →QE such that, for any d ∈QD there is a bijective
correspondence n : |d |→ |s(d)| such that gD (d)= gE (s(d));n.

Therefore, we consider nss up-to isomorphism so that two nss are consid-
ered equal whenever they have the same “structure” despite of having dif-
ferent underlying sets and different names associated to each element. It
only matters the number of names and the symmetry associated to each el-
ement, namely, names are local to elements of nss.

Named functions basically are functions that preserve the structure of nss.

Definition 4 (Named functions) Given two named sets D and E , a named
function (nf) H : D → E is a pair 〈h,Σ〉 where h : QD → QE and Σ : QD →
℘fin(QE ×N�

N ) are such that, for all q ∈QD and (e,σ) ∈Σ(q),

1. σ is injective, σ(|e|)⊆ |q|∪ {�} and σ(x)= x, for any x ∈N \ |e|;
2. σ;gD (q) ⊆ Σ2(q), where Σ2(q) = ⋃(e,σ)∈Σ(q){σ} and the permutations in

gD (q) are all meant to act as the identity on �;
3. gE (h(q));σ=Σ2(q).

Named functions are ranged over by H , K and J . We write hH and ΣH for
denoting the first and the second components of H . The intuition behind
conditions 1, 2 and 3 naturally emerges when nfs are exploited to describe
the transitions out of a certain state. Intuitively, elements in hH (q) are the
transitions out of q and ΣH (q) contains the mappings of names of target
states of those transitions to names of q . Condition 1 ensures that any name
in |q| has a unique “meaning” along each transition in hH (q) (injectivity of
σ) and establishes that names in target states are either mapped on names
of the source state or to �, the distinguished name representing the gener-
ation of a new name along a transition. Condition 2 states that the group
of the starting state q does not generate transitions which are not in ΣH (q).
Finally, condition 3 states that any permutation is in the symmetry of hH (q)
iff, when applied to any σ mapping names of the transitions to those of q , it
yields a map in ΣH (q).
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Definition 5 (Composition of named functions) The composition
H ;K of two nfs H : D → E and K : E → F is 〈hH ;hK ,ΣH ;ΣK 〉 where
ΣH ;ΣK : QD →℘fin(QF ×N�

N ) is such that

ΣH ;ΣK : q %→ ⋃
(e,σ)∈ΣH (q)

{( f ,σ;σ′) | ( f ,σ′) ∈ΣK (hH (q))}.

Proposition 6 In Definition 5, H ;K is a nf. Composition of nfs is associative
and has identities.

PROOF: The proof proceeds as the corresponding proof in [10]. �

Definition 7 (Category of named sets) The category NS has nss as objects
and nfs as morphisms.

The basic characteristics of NS are collected in Proposition 8.

Proposition 8 (Structure of NS) The category NS has an initial object, a ter-
minal object, and finite powerset functor defined as follows:

1. the initial object is given by⊥= 〈,〉;
2. the terminal object is given by I = 〈{∗},∗ %→〉;
3. the powerset functor on NS is obtained by lifting the covariant powerset

functor ℘fin(_) on Set, namely ℘fin(D)= 〈℘fin(DQ ),g〉, where, given Q ⊆QD ,
g(Q)= {ρ | ρ is a permutation over

⋃
q∈Q |q|}∧Qρ =Q.

Definition 9 (Pairing of named sets) Given two nss D and E , the pairing
D⊗E of D and E is defined as D⊗E = 〈QD ×QE ,g〉where

• g : QD×QE →⋃N ,M∈℘fin(N ) {sym(N )+ sym(M)} is such that g(d ,e)= {ρ1+
ρ2 | ρ1 ∈ gD (d)∧ρ2 ∈ gE (e)}.

Formally, D⊗E is not a ns because the range of gD⊗E is not the union of sym-
metries over a finite set of names. However, observing that for any (d ,e) ∈
QD ×QE , g(d ,e) is a symmetry on |d | + |e|, we can find a ns whose group
function maps (d ,e) to a symmetry over as many names as in |d | + |e| and
whose permutations correspond bijectively to the permutations in g(d ,e).
Notice that, since nss are considered up-to isomorphism, it does not matter
which set of names is chosen for any pair (d ,e).

Definition 10 (HD-automata) Fixed a ns of labels L, a HD-automaton over
L is a coalgebra for TL(D)=℘fin(L⊗D).

We emphasise that nfs provide the formal mean to describe a generic step
of the iterative minimisation algorithm. Intuitively, nfs map states of the au-
tomaton in equivalence classes containing those states considered equiva-
lent.
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Definition 11 (Kernel of named functions) The kernel of a nf H : E → F
(written as ker H) is the ns D such that:

1. QD = kerhH considered as permutation algebra where for all A ∈ QD

and ρ ∈Aut(N ), Aρ is the element-wise application of ρ to A;
2. the group of A ∈ kerhH is gF (hH (a)), for a ∈ A.

In [7, 9] the normalisation functor for the early semantics of π-calculus
has been introduced. In this context, the concept of redundancy relies on
the concept of active names because of the presence of freshly generated
names. We generalise this concept by means of redundant transitions.
Generally, redundant transitions are transitions describing behaviours that
can be matched by other transitions in the bisimulation game. Redundant
transitions occur when HD-automata are built out of a nominal calculus.
During this phase, it is not possible to decide which are the redundant
transitions1. Therefore, all the transitions are taken when HD-automata are
built and redundant ones are removed during the minimisation. This is
achieved by means of normalisation which basically gets rid of redundant
transitions.

Definition 12 (Normalisation functor) A normalisation functor N is any
functor such that N (D) is isomorphic to a subset of D .

The minimisation algorithm on a TL coalgebra (D,K : D → TL(D)) is speci-
fied by the equations 6.1 and 6.2 below.

H(0)
def= 〈q %→⊥, q %→〉, where dom(H(0))=D (6.1)

H(i+1)
def= K ; N (T (H(i ))), (6.2)

where N is a normalisation functor and T : NS→ NS is the functor defined
as

T (D)=
{

TL(D) D ∈ obj(NS)

〈h,Σ〉 D = 〈hD ,ΣD〉 ∈NS(E ,F ) for E ,F ∈ obj(NS)

where, given B ∈℘fin(L⊗E),

h(B) = {〈l ,hD (q)〉 | 〈l , q〉 ∈B}

Σ(B) = {〈l ,hD (q),σ;σ′〉 | 〈l , q,σ′〉 ∈B ∧〈l , q ′,σ′〉 ∈ΣD (q)}.

All the states of automaton K are initially considered equivalent, indeed,
ker H0 gives rise to a single equivalence class containing the whole dom(K ).
At the generic (i+1)-th iteration, as specified in (6.2), the image through H(i )

1In general, to decide redundancy is as difficult as deciding bisimilarity.
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of the i -th iteration is composed with K as stated by the definition of func-
tor T , then the normalisation functor removes the redundant transitions.
The algorithm builds the minimal realisation H̄ of (finite) HD-automata by
constructing (an approximation of) the final coalgebra morphism. The ker-
nel of H̄ yields the equivalence classes where equivalent states are grouped
in the same class.

The proof of the convergence of the algorithm is based on the observation
that T is a monotonic functor over finite chains. In order to establish this,
we must give a way of saying when two nfs are the same.

Definition 13 (Equivalence of named functions) Two nfs H : D → E
and K : D ′ → E ′ are equivalent when ker H is isomorphic to kerK
via the bijections n and s (see Definition 3) and for all q ∈ D ,
gE (hH (q));n = gE ′(hK (s(q))).

Definition 14 (Order of named functions) Let H : D → E and K : D → F be
two nfs, H is less than or equal to K (written as H 'K ) if, and only if,

• Qker H is coarser than QkerK and ∀A ∈ Qker H .∀B ∈ QkerK . B ⊆ A ⇒
gker H (A)⊆ gkerK (B).

• ∀A ∈Qker H .∀B ∈QkerK . ∀q ∈ A∩B.ΣH (q)⊆ΣK (q).

Proposition 15 Relation ' is a preorder and H ' K ∧ K ' H implies
H and K equivalent.

PROOF: The first condition of Definition 14 and H ' K ∧K ' H imply that
ker H is isomorphic to kerK . It remains to prove that the hypothesis implies
the last condition of Definition 13. Assume that there is q ∈ dom(H) such
that gcod(H)(hH (q)) 
= gcod(K )(hK (q)). Then, for all σ ∈ΣH (q),

gcod(H)(hH (q));σ 
= gcod(K )(hK (q));σ. (6.3)

By Definition 14, ΣH (q) = ΣK (q) since H ' K ∧ K ' H . Moreover,
conditions on nfs (Definition 4) imply that gcod(H)(hH (q));σ = ΣhH (q) and
gcod(K )(hK (q));σ=ΣhK (q) that contradicts (6.3). �

Monotonicity is preserved by composition of named functions:

Lemma 16 Let H and K be two nfs such that H 'K . For any ns J , if cod(J )=
dom(H)= dom(K ) then J ; H ' J ;K .

Finally, we can prove the convergence of the iterative algorithm:

Theorem 17 (Convergence) If the normalisation functor N is monotone on
nfs then the iterative algorithm described by (6.1) and (6.2) converges on finite
state HD-automata.
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PROOF: By construction, ℘fin(_) is monotone, hence T is monotone because
it is the composition of two monotone functors. By monotonicity of T and
Lemma 16, map M : H %→ K ;T (H) is monotone and finite. Finally, all nfs
chains having finite domain are finite, hence, the algorithm in (6.1) and (6.2)
converges to the maximal fix-point of M. � The proof of
Theorem 17 mimics that in [9]. The only difference is that the theorem in [9]
is proved only for the case of the early semantics of π-calculus, while here,
the result is extended to the general case of finite HD-automata, with the
only additional assumption that the normalisation functor is monotone.

6.3 Syntax and Semantics of the Fusion calculus

We briefly recollect the syntax and operational semantics of the Fusion
calculus referring the reader to [20] for further details. In Section 6.3.1 we
present a new canonical symbolic semantics.

Definition 18 (Fusion calculus syntax) The free actions ranged over by α,
fusion action ranged over by ϕ, actions ranged over by γ, and the agents
ranged over by P,Q, . . ., are defined by

α ::= ux̃
∣∣ ux̃

γ ::= α
∣∣ ϕ

P ::= 0
∣∣ γ .Q

∣∣ Q+R
∣∣ Q |R∣∣ (x)Q

∣∣ [x = y]Q
∣∣ A〈x̃〉,

where x, y , u, v . . . range over N and represent communication channels,
which are also the values transmitted. An input action ux̃ means “input ob-
jects along the port u and replace x̃ with these objects”. Note that input does
not entail binding. The output action ux̃ means “output the objects x̃ along
the port u”. A fusion action {x̃ = ỹ} represents an obligation to make x̃ and ỹ
equal everywhere, limited by the scope of the names involved.

A Fusion calculus process is either the void process 0, or a process prefixed
by an action γ .P that is ready to perform γ and continue as P , or non-
deterministic choice P +Q, or the parallel composition of two processes
Q | R, or a process with a restricted name (x)Q, or a process preceded by
a check for the equality of names [x = y]Q, or else the invocation of a pro-
cess definition A〈x̃〉, where A is a process identifier and we assume that for

each process identifier there is a single defining equation A〈x̃〉def=P such that
all the names in fn(P ) appear in x̃.

Definition 19 (Fusion calculus semantics) The labelled transition system
of Fusion calculus is the least relation satisfying the inference rules in
Table 6.1.
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PREF
−

α .P α−→ P
SUM

P γ−→ P ′

P +Q γ−→ P ′
P γ−→ P ′

P |Q γ−→ P ′ |Q
PAR

COM
P ux̃−−→ P ′, Q uỹ−−→Q ′, |x̃| = |ỹ |

P |Q {x̃=ỹ}−−−−→ P ′ |Q ′
P ϕ−→ P ′, zϕx, z 
= x

(z)P ϕ\z−−→ P ′{x/z}
SCOPE

PASS
P γ−→ P ′, z 
∈n(γ)

(z)P γ−→ (z)P ′
P (ỹ)a x̃−−−−→ P ′, z ∈ x̃− ỹ , a 
∈ {z, z}

(z)P (z ỹ)a x̃−−−−−→ P ′
OPEN

MATCH
P γ−→ P ′

[x = x]P γ−→ P ′
P ≡ P ′ P γ−→Q Q ≡Q ′

P ′ γ−→Q ′ STRUCT

Table 6.1: Transition rules for the Fusion calculus

Use of the SCOPE rule entails a substitution of the scoped name z for a
nondeterministically chosen name x related to it by ϕ. For the purpose
of the equivalence defined below it will not matter which such x replaces
z. The only rule dealing with bound actions is OPEN. Using structural
congruence, pulling the relevant scope to top level, we can still infer
e.g. P | (x)ayx .Q (x)ayx−−−−→ P | Q using PREF and OPEN (provided x 
∈ fn(P ),
otherwise an alpha-conversion is necessary).

Lemma 20 If P γ−→ P ′, then Pσ
γσ−−→ P ′σ, for any substitution σ.

Definition 21 (Hyperbisimulation [20]) A fusion bisimulation is a binary
symmetric relation S between agents such that (P,Q) ∈S implies:
If P γ−→ P ′ with bn(γ)∩fn(Q)=, then Q γ−→Q ′ and (P ′σγ,Q ′σγ) ∈S . Agents
P and Q are fusion bisimilar, written P .∼ Q, if (P,Q) ∈ S for some fusion
bisimulation S . A hyperbisimulation is a substitution closed fusion bisimu-
lation.

The interesting point in this definition is the treatment of fusion actions.
Indeed, if γ is a fusion action, it only makes sense to relate P ′ and Q ′ when
a substitution σγ, induced by γ, has been performed. For instance, a fusion
{x = y} induces a substitution σ{x=y}, i.e. {y/x} or {x/y}.

Theorem 22 [20] Hyperequivalence is the largest congruence in fusion
bisimilarity.
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6.3.1 Canonical Symbolic Semantics of Fusion calculus

Having briefly presented Fusion calculus syntax together with its concrete
semantics, we provide a new symbolic semantics of Fusion calculus which
lend itself to coalgebraic modelling through HD-automata. The canonical
symbolic semantics for the Fusion calculus is defined along the lines of
symbolic semantics for the π-calculus [24, 22]. Symbolic semantics are
often used to give efficient characterisations of bisimulation equivalences
for value-passing calculi.

In Table 6.2 we present the symbolic transition system where structurally
equivalent agents are considered the same. Like in [24] a symbolic transition
is of the form P M ,γ%−−→ Q, where M is the enabling condition of the action
γ in the sense that M represents the equalities a minimal substitution σM

must make true in order for PσM to perform the corresponding action in
the original labelled transition system. σM is the substitutive effect of M : an
idempotent substitution s.t. σM (x) = σM (y) iff M ⇒ x = y . We generalise
substitutive effects to actions, where σα is the identity substitution.

In Table 6.2 we write M N for denoting the concatenation of M and N . Fol-
lowing Pistore and Sangiorgi’s work [22], our transition rules apply substitu-
tions to the continuation of a transition: like [22], a substitution σM , mak-
ing the condition for the transition true, and in addition a substitution σγ,
the substitutive effect of the action, is applied to the right-hand side of the
transition. The motivation for this is to make the definition of bisimulation
simpler and more in line with the algorithms used in the HD framework (see
Section 6.4). We show later in this section that bisimulation using the sym-
bolic semantics coincides with the original non-symbolic version.

Using canonical substitutions gives us pleasant properties like the following:

Lemma 23 If P M ,γ%−−→ P ′, then:

1. γ= γσM

2. P ′ = P ′σM = P ′σγ = P ′σMσγ

The definition of symbolic hyperbisimulation is similar to that of symbolic
open bisimulation [24, 22], but does not have the complication of distinc-
tions.

Definition 24 (Symbolic hyperbisimulation) A binary symmetric process
relation S is a symbolic hyperbisimulation if (P,Q) ∈S implies:

If P M ,γ%−−→ P ′ with bn(γ)∩ fn(Q)= then Q N ,γ′%−−−→Q ′ such that

M ⇒N , γ= γ′σM , (note γ= γσM )

and (P ′,Q ′σM ) ∈S (note P ′ = P ′σM ).
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PREF
−

α .P ,α%−−→ Pσα

P M ,γ%−−→ P ′

P +Q M ,γ%−−→ P ′
SUM

SCOPE
P M ,ϕ%−−−→ P ′, zϕx, z 
= x, z 
∈n(M)

(z)P M ,ϕ\z%−−−−→ P ′{x/z}

P M ,γ%−−→ P ′

P |Q M ,γ%−−→ P ′ |QσMσγ

PAR

PASS
P M ,γ%−−→ P ′, z 
∈n(M ,γ)

(z)P M ,γ%−−→ (z)P ′
P M ,γ%−−→ P ′ M ′ =M [x = y]

[x = y]P M ′,γσ[x=y]%−−−−−−−→ P ′σM ′
MATCH

OPEN
P M ,(ỹ)a x̃%−−−−−→ P ′, z ∈ x̃− ỹ , a 
∈ {z, z}, z 
∈n(M)

(z)P M ,(z ỹ)a x̃%−−−−−−→ P ′

COM
P M ,ux̃%−−−→ P ′, Q N ,v ỹ%−−−→Q ′, |x̃| = |ỹ |, L =M N [u = v], ϕ= {x̃ = ỹ}σL

P |Q L,ϕ%−−→ (P ′ |Q ′)σLσϕ

Table 6.2: Canonical symbolic transition system for the Fusion calculus

P is symbolically hyperequivalent to Q, written P (Q, if (P,Q) ∈ S for some
symbolic hyperbisimulation S .

Since the symbolic semantics applies the substitutive effects, we can leave
most of that out of the bisimulation definition. It is still necessary to apply
substitution corresponding to the stronger condition, σM , to the label and
continuation of the transition of Q. (Note that Q ′σM =Q ′σMσγ.)

In the remainder of this section we establish the correspondence between
symbolic hyperequivalence (Definition 24) and the standard hyperequiva-
lence (Definition 21) by proving Theorem 29: P ∼Q iff P (Q.

Lemma 25

1. σσRσ = σRρ, for any substitution σ and some ρ, where R is an equiva-
lence relation.

2. If M ⇒N then for any substitution σ, Mσ = Nσρ, for some substitution
ρ.

3. σRσSσR =σSσR , where R and S are equivalence relations.

Lemma 26

1. If P M ,γ%−−→ P ′, then Pσ
Mσ,γσ%−−−−→ P ′σσMσσγσ.

2. if Pσ
N ,γ′%−−−→ P ′, then P M ,γ%−−→ P ′′ with Mσ ⇔ N , γσ = γ′, and P ′ =

P ′′σσNσγ′ .

PROOF: By transition induction, using Lemma 25. �
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Lemma 27 P (Q implies Pσ(Qσ, for any substitution σ.

PROOF: Straightforward diagram chasing, using Lemmas 25 and 26. �

Lemma 28

1. If P M ,γ%−−→ P ′, then PσM
γ−→ P ′′ s.t. P ′ = P ′′σγ;

2. if M ⇒N and PσM
γ−→ P ′, then P N ,γ′%−−−→ P ′′ such that γ= γ′σM and P ′σγ

= P ′′σM .

PROOF: Again by transition induction, using Lemmas 25 and 20. �

Theorem 29 P ∼Q iff P (Q

Proof of⇒: by showing S = {(P,Q) : P ∼Q} is a symbolic hyperbisimulation,
using Lemmas 28 and 25. �

Proof of ⇐: We already have closure under substitution (Lemma 27), and
show that S = {(P,Q) : P (Q} is a fusion bisimulation using Lemmas 28 and
25. �

6.4 From Fusion calculus to HD-automata

This section describes how agents of Fusion calculus can be mapped onto
HD-automata and what normalisation means for the HD-automata for Fu-
sion calculus. We first introduce labels and transitions and then define the
normalisation functor for Fusion calculus. Let us remark that the mono-
tonicity of this functor guarantees the convergence of the minimisation al-
gorithm on finite HD-automata that correspond to Fusion calculus agents.
We conclude the section with an informal discussion on the correspondence
between hyperequivalence and minimisation. In order to keep the coalge-
braic presentation as simple as possible, we limit to a monadic version of
Fusion calculus where tuples in communication actions carry a single name.

Though not increasing the expressiveness of the calculus, polyadicity
would obscure the main picture of the coalgebraic presentation with
cumbersome technical details. (A mapping of the polyadic Fusion calculus
to HD-automata is given in [25].)

The labels of the canonical symbolic semantics of Fusion calculus consists
of enabling conditions and actions; both of them can be represented as nss.
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Let M be the ns 〈{•},g〉where g= {idx,y ,exchx,y }, namely, g contains the iden-
tity and the exchanging permutation on the two names in M i.e, |•| = {x, y}.

Definition 30 (Matching named set) A matching named set is a ns of the
form M = M⊗ . . .⊗︸ ︷︷ ︸

n≥0

M , also written as M n (recall, that pairing treats names

in a component as distinguished from those in other components; Mi is the
i -th component of M).

Given a name substitution σ ∈N�
N , the interpretation of M in σ is [[M]]σ and

is defined as

σ(x1)=σ(y1)∧·· ·∧σ(xn)=σ(yn),

where, for any i = 1, . . . ,n, {xi , yi } are the names in Mi .

As notation, M 0 is the ns 〈{•},• %→〉 namely, the singleton ns where |•| =.
Basically, enabling conditions are represented by tupling matching nss each
representing a fusion of two names. The interpretation of M under σ is the
statement constraining the names xi and yi of any component Mi to be iden-
tified once they are interpreted through σ. Notice that the interpretation of
M 0 under any substitution always holds and, indeed, it represents the trivial
condition [x = x]. (Any substitution σ such that [[M]]σ holds true is said to be
compatible with M.)

Definition 31 (Labels for Fusion calculus) Let M be a matching ns and Lab
be the set {tau, in, out, fuse}. The nss of labels for Fusion calculus are the
nss M⊗〈Lab,g〉where g : Lab→N� is such that

||tau|| = 0

||fuse|| = 2∧g(fuse) has the identity and the exchanging permutations

||in||, ||out|| ≤ 2∧g(in), g(out) have only the identity permutation.

M is called the enabling part and g is called the action part of labels for Fu-
sion calculus.

Hereafter, L stands for the ns of labels for Fusion calculus and K : D →
TL(D) is an HD-automaton. (Roughly, L represents labels of transitions of
the canonical symbolic semantics of Fusion calculus.)

Let P be a Fusion calculus agent, K [P ] denotes the coalgebraic specifica-
tion of the HD-automaton associated to P , namely a TL-coalgebra such that
dom(K [P ])=D[P ] and cod(K [P ])= TN S(D[P ]).
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Let QD[P ] denote the set of Fusion calculus processes reachable from P ,
namely

QD[P ]
def= {P } ∪ ⋃

P
M ,γ%−−→P ′

{P ′}∪QD[P ′].

It is trivial to equip QD[P ] with a named set structure. Indeed, for any q ∈
QD[P ], the group component gD[P ](q) is the identity on fn(q).

Function hK [P ] associates, to each state, its outgoing transitions and is de-
fined as

hK [P ](q)= {〈l , q ′,σ〉 | q M ,γ%−−→ q ′ ∧ l corresponds to M ,γ}

where, for any 〈l , q ′,σ〉 ∈ hK [P ](q) σ maps the names in fn(q ′) that corre-
spond to those in fn(q) and names generated in the transition to � (and
similarly for the names of l ). Recall, indeed, that the names in q ′ and l are
local, hence, even though they are syntactically equal in the Fusion calculus
transition system, they must be considered different in HD-automata states.

The HD-automaton obtained by this definition is a TL-coalgebra by
construction. Observe that infinite HD-automata can be obtained using
the construction above, however, there are interesting classes of Fusion
calculus agents that generate finite HD-automata: this is the case of finitary
agents. The degree of parallelism deg(P ) of a Fusion calculus agent P is
defined as follows:

deg(0) = 0 deg(α .P ) = 1

deg((x)P ) = deg(P ) deg(P |Q) = deg(P )+deg(Q)

deg([x = y]P ) = deg(P ) deg(P +Q) = max(deg(P ),deg(Q))

deg(A〈y1, . . . , yn〉)= deg(P [y1,...,yn /x1,...,xn ]), if A(x1, . . . , xn)
def=P

Agent P is finitary if max{deg(P ′)
∣∣ P M1,γ1%−−−−→ ·· · Mi ,γi%−−−→ P ′}<∞. In [18, 21] the

following result has been proved:

Theorem 32 (Theorem 47 of [18]) Let P be a finitary agent. Then the HD-
automaton K [P ] is finite.

The class of finitary agents is expressive enough for non-trivial specifica-
tion, as witnessed by e.g. the Handover protocol [19] in π-calculus, which
can trivially be specified also in the finitary Fusion calculus.

Let us now define the normalisation functor for Fusion calculus.

Definition 33 (Redundancy of labels) Let 〈l , q,σ〉 and 〈l ′, q,σ′〉 be two hdt
of K . Assuming that the matching ns of l (resp. l ′) is M (resp. M′), l is redun-
dant wrt l ′ iff l and l ′ have the same action part and [[M ]]σ logically implies
[[M ′]]σ′ but not vice versa.
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Definition 34 (Redundant transitions) Let q ∈ QD be a state of K , an hdt
〈l1, q1,σ1〉 is redundant (abbreviated as rhdt) for q if there is 〈l2, q1,σ2〉 in
ΣK (q) such that l1 is redundant wrt l2 and, for a substitution σ accomplish-
ing with the interpretation of the enabling part of l1, σ2;σ=σ1.

The intuition is that t = 〈l1, q1,σ1〉 is dominated by another transition t ′ =
〈l2, q1,σ2〉 reaching the same target state as t and with the same label but
having

• enabling conditions weaker than those of t and,
• under the conditions of t , the names associated to the label of t ′ are the

same as those of t .

Definition 35 (Normalisation functor for Fusion calculus) The
normalisation functor for Fusion calculus denoted by N : NS → NS, is
defined as follows:

N(D)=
{
〈h,Σ〉 D = 〈hD ,ΣD〉 ∈NS(℘fin(L⊗E),℘fin(L⊗F )) for E ,F ∈ obj(NS)

D otherwise.

where, for B ∈℘fin(L⊗E),

h(B) = {〈l , q〉 | 
 ∃〈l , q,σ〉 rhdt in Σ(B)}

Σ(B) = {〈l , q,σ〉 ∈B | 〈l , q,σ〉 not rhdt in }

Basically, N filters those transitions out of a given state q that are redundant
because of the presence of another transition having weaker conditions on
names.

Proposition 36 The functor N is monotonic on nfs.

Theorem 37 The minimisation algorithm described in Section 6.2 converges
on finite HD-automata for Fusion calculus.

PROOF: By the monotonicity of T and N and Theorem 17. Let us remark
that normalisation through NH is based on Definition 24 of symbolic hy-
perbisimulation. Indeed, redundancy conditions for Fusion calculus simply
are the conditions in Definition 24 relating the enabling part and the action
part of bisimilar transitions. Hence, a tight relationship can be established
between Fusion calculus hyperbisimulation and the outcome of the min-
imisation algorithm.

Theorem 38 (Minimisation and hyperbisimulation) Two finitary Fusion
calculus processes are hyperbisimilar iff they have the same minimal
realisation.
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PROOF: (Sketch.) On the one hand, given two bisimilar Fusion calculus
agents P and Q, if corresponding HD-automata K [P ] and K [Q] are
finite, their minimal realisations, say K̄ [P ] and K̄ [Q], achieved by the
minimisation algorithm are equivalent. Namely, ker K̄ [P ] = ker K̄ [Q] which
implies that their corresponding classes have the same symmetries. On
the other hand, if K [P ] and K [Q] are finite and they both have the same
minimal realisation, say K̄ , then P and Q are bisimilar. Basically, this is due
to the fact that the transitions out of a state in K [P ] (resp. K [Q]) have a
corresponding transition in the behaviour of P (resp. Q). By construction
of K̄ all the possible transitions of P have a matching non rhdt in H̄ , hence
can be matched by Q as well and vice versa. �

6.5 Conclusions

Related work. This work is related to the work of Ferrari et al [7, 8, 9], and
Cattani and Sewell [5] which both follow syntax-independent model ap-
proach to the operational semantics of process calculi. The former goes fur-
ther to introduce a minimisation procedure of transition systems for nom-
inal calculi in a coalgebraic setting but only treated an early semantics of
π-calculus. Another related work worth noting is the work of Fiore and Sta-
ton [11], and Gadducci et al [12] where they provide a formal comparison of
several operational semantics of nominal calculi.

In this paper we take the approach of Ferrari et al [7, 8, 9] further in order
to give the same functionality for the Fusion calculus. Hyperbisimulation in
Fusion calculus is more sophisticated than early bisimulation of π-calculus
which was studied in the above mentioned work because of the closure un-
der all substitution required by hyperbisimulation. We solve these techni-
cal challenges by providing a new symbolic semantics of Fusion calculus
and conservatively extending HD-automata. The presentation of the min-
imisation algorithm given in Section 6.2 differs from those [7, 9] because
we neatly distinguish between two phases. The first phase takes the ini-
tial HD-automaton to the current iteration of the algorithm, while the sec-
ond phase applies a suitable normalisation functor for removing redundant
transitions.

In the future we wish to take this research further and to deal with open
semantics of π-calculus. Open semantics of π-calculus is complicated be-
cause extruded names need to be recorded and kept distinct from all other
names under renaming. On the theoretical side, it would be interesting to
study how this work is related to a presheaf model of open semantics of π-
calculus as in [13] and other approaches as in [11, 12].
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Abstract

HD-automata are a syntax-independent operational model intro-
duced for dealing with history-dependent formalisms. This kind of
enriched automata, where states, transitions, and labels are equipped
with names and symmetries, have been successfully applied for mod-
elling early and late bisimulation in π-calculus and hyperbisimula-
tion in Fusion calculus. However, current HD-automata are not ade-
quate for modelling open bisimulation, because in HD-automata two
names cannot be unified, while open bisimulation is closed under all
possible name substitution respecting name distinctions.

In this paper we tackle the problem by integrating in the definition
of named sets, the basic building blocks of HD-automata, a notion of
distinction: names can coalesce if the distinction allows to. Then, we
use HD-automata over named sets with distinctions for modelling the
open bisimulation of π-calculus. Finally, we discuss the relationship
between named sets with distinctions and their HD-automata, with
the categorical counterparts based on presheaf categories.

7.1 Introduction

Over the last years several kinds of operational models of name passing cal-
culi have been suggested; to mention some, coalgebras over presheaf cate-
gory [8], indexed labeled transition systems [3, 7], and HD-automata [16, 6].
HD-automata are notable for their simplicity and very suited for implemen-
tation in automated verification of properties of name passing calculi.
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†Dept. of Computer Science, University of Leicester, UK. et52@mcs.le.ac.uk
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The main aim of HD-automata is to give finite representations of otherwise
infinite LTSs; similarly to ordinary automata, they consist of states and
labeled transitions, however, states and transitions of HD-automata are
equipped with names which are no longer treated as syntactic components
of labels, but become an explicit part of the operational model. This allows
to model the typical mechanisms of name passing calculi, such as creation
and extrusion of names. Moreover, it allows for compact representation of
agent behaviour by collapsing states that differ only for renaming of local
names. In [16] HD-automata has been successfully used to model early and
late semantics of π-calculus and in [6] hyperbisimulation of fusion calculi.

In spite of these successes, HD-automata are not easily applicable to model
open bisimulation of π-calculus [22]. Open bisimulation is of great impor-
tance in the theory of concurrency, because it is a congruence (differently
from early and late bisimulations) and, although its definition may seem
complicated, it has an “efficient” characterisation exploited in automated
tools [22, 24].

The complexity comes from the fact that open bisimulation is closed
under all possible substitutions of names, respecting the “freshness” of
names coming from scope extrusions; this means that substitutions can
unify names which are not defined as distinct names. Thus, the intended
meaning of names in open bisimulation is rather different from that of
late and early bisimulations (and ultimately of standard HD-automata): in
late/early, different names are considered as different constants, and hence
can never be unified; on the other hand, in open names are rather “abstract
variables (ranging over constants) subject to separateness conditions”.
Given these different interpretations of names, it is not surprising that
current HD-automata, which have been defined with late and early
bisimulations in mind, cannot cope with open bisimulation.

In this paper, we propose a variant of HD-automata for handling open
bisimulation, and such that the previous HD-automata can be seen as
special case. The key point of our construction is that the definition of
named sets, the basic building blocks of HD-automata, must be changed
to account for the different meaning of names in open bisimulation
(Section 7.3). More precisely, in our definition an element of a named sets is
equipped with a set of names, a distinction relation over these names, and a
group of permutations respecting the distinction. Also functions between
named sets must preserve distinctions, but it is important to notice that
names can coalesce if the distinction allows to. Traditional named sets can
be seen as a particular case of these named sets with distinctions, just by
considering complete distinctions, i.e., those declaring that names can
never be unified.
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Then, we develop a theory of HD-automata over named sets with distinc-
tions, which we apply in Section 7.4 for modelling the open bisimulation of
π-calculus. In this case, we present also a normalization aglgorithm which
allows to verify whether two finitary processes are open bisimilar.

Finally, in Section 7.5 we discuss the relationship between named sets with
distinctions and their HD-automata, with the categorical counterparts
based on presheaf categories. Conclusions and final remarks are in
Section 7.6.

7.2 The π-calculus

In this section we recall the syntax and semantics of the π-calculus and
the definition of open bisimulation. As this is standard material, we refer
to standard literature for most of the technical details, e.g. [14, 13, 23].

We assume a coutable set of namesN ranged over by x, y and z. SetN repre-
sents the set of communication channels and the values sent and received;
later, it will also be used for representing names of elements of named sets
and, therefore, local names of states of HD-automata.

Definition 1 (The π-calculus) The set of π-calculus processes, ranged over
by P,Q,R are defined as follows

P ::= 0 | α .Q | Q+R | Q |R | (νy)Q | [x = y]Q | A〈x1, . . . , xr 〉
α ::= x(y) | x y | τ

Input prefix and restriction bind y in Q: free and bound names are as usual
and are denoted by fn(_) and bn(_), respectively, n(_)= fn(_)∪bn(_).

Each process identifier A has rank r and a unique definition A(y1, . . . , yr )
def=

Q (with yi all distinct and fn(Q)⊆ {y1 . . . yr }); moreover, we assume that each
process identifier in Q is in the scope of a prefix (guarded recursion).

Processes of π-calculus can perform input, output of silent actions. Process
0 stands for the deadlocked process; α .Q can perform the action α and then
continue as Q; Q+R is the nondeterministic choice between Q and R; Q |R
is the process Q and R running in parallel; (νx)Q is the process Q where x
is restricted; [x = y]Q is the process Q if the names x and y are equal and
otherwise is 0. Finally, A〈x1, . . . , xn〉 is the (recursive) call of processes.

Prefixes generate the observable behaviour that processes exhibit as they
evolve. Observations vary depending upon the bisimulation one wants to
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PREF α .P
,α%−−→ P RES

P
µ%−→ P ′

(νz)P
µ%−→ (νz)P ′

if z 
∈n(µ)

SUM
P

µ%−→ P ′

P +Q
µ%−→ P ′

PAR
P

µ%−→ P ′

P |Q µ%−→ P ′ |Q
if bn(α) 
∈ fn(Q)

MATCH
P

M ,α%−−−→ P ′

[x = y]P
N ,α%−−→ P ′

where N �
{

M [x = y] if x 
= y and x, y 
∈ bn(α)

M if x = y

COM
P

M ,x(z)%−−−−→ P ′, Q
N ,y z ′%−−−→Q ′

P |Q L,τ%−−→ P ′{z ′/z} |Q ′ where L �
{

M N [x = y] if x 
= y

M N otherwise

CLOSE
P

M ,x(z)%−−−−→ P ′, Q
N ,y(z)%−−−−→Q ′

P |Q L,τ%−−→ (νz)(P ′ |Q ′)
where L �

{
M N [x = y] if x 
= y

M N otherwise

OPEN
P

M ,x y%−−−→ P ′

(νy)P
M ,x(y)%−−−−→ P ′

if y 
∈n(M)∪ {x}

REC
Q{x1/y1, . . . , xr /yr }

µ%−→Q ′

A〈x1, . . . , xr 〉 µ%−→Q ′ if A(y1, . . . , yr )
def= Q

Figure 7.1: Open Transition rules for π-calculus

study. For open bisimulation, the possible observables are i ) x(y) represent-
ing the input along x of a name; i i ) x y representing the output of a name y
on channel x; i i i ) x(y) (bound output) representing the output of a private
name y on channel x; and i v) τ representing a silent action. In the actions
above, we call x the subject of the action, and y the object. Binders induce the
obvious notion ofα-equivalence on processes. Processes are usually consid-
ered up to structral congruence which is the smallest congruence relation
over process that includes α-equivalence, and the symmetric monoid laws
for + and | see [19] for complete presentation of structural congruence.

The symbolic semantics adopted here mimicks the one defined in [21, 22]

where transitions take the form P
M ,α%−−−→ P ′ where the enabling condition M

is a sequence of name matching required to fire action α. In Figure 7.1 we
report the complete transition systems. We simply comments on rules COM

and CLOSE and refere the reader to [22] for details1. Rule COM and CLOSE per-
mit synchronising between input and output actions having distinct sub-
jects. However, notice that the enabling conditions of both rules require that
the subjects should be fused in order to fire the synchronisation.

Open bisimulation, originally defined in [22], is finer than the early and late

1 The only difference withd respect to [22] is that, as in [21], we use recursion instead of
iteration.
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bisimulations [15]; unlike early and late bisimulation, open bisimulation is
a congruence and, although its definition may seem more complex at first
sight, it has an “efficient” characterisation exploited in automated tools [22,
24].

We use a symbolic version of open bisimulation whose equivalence with
concrete version can found at [22]. This definition is based on the notion
of distinction relations, or simply distinctions. A distinction is a finite sym-
metric irreflexive binary relation over names. More precisely, a distinction
relation is a pair (n,d) where n is a finite set of names, and d is a symmetric
relation d ⊆ n ×n such that for all x ∈ n, (x, x) 
∈ d . In the following, (n,d)
is written as d (n) (possibly dropping the superscript when unimportant or
clear from the context) and n(d (n))= {x ∈N | ∃y ∈N . (x, y) ∈ d} denote the
names occurring in d (n) (or simply, the names of d (n)). The set of distinctions
on N is denoted by D(N ).

Definition 2 (Symbolic Open Bisimulation [21]) Let {∼d }d∈D(N ) be an in-
dexed relation of symmetric process relations. The {∼d }d∈D(N ) is an open

bisimulation if, whenever P
M ,α%−−−→ P ′, with bn(α)∩ (fn(Q)∪n(d)) = and M

respects d , there are N ,β, and Q ′ such that Q
N ,β%−−→Q ′ and

• M �N
• α=βσM , and
• P ′ ∼d ′ Q ′

σM
,

where d ′ = dσM ∪ ({y}× fn(P,Q)) if α= x(y), otherwise d ′ = d .

We work with transition system d ! P
M ,α−−−→ d ′ ! P ′ on constrained process

d ! P , namely processes equipped with distinctions on (a superset of) their
free names. The distinction relation is intended to record what names are
distinct from the rest. We consider transitions obtained by the following in-
ference rule

P
M ,α−−−→ P ′, σM respects d

d ! P
M ,ασM−−−−−→ d ′σM ! P ′σM

where d ′ is computed from d as in Definition 2 and the substitutive effect of
M is applied to the action of the transition and the residual of the process
(σM is an idempotent substitution s.t. σM (x)=σM (y) iff M ⇒ x = y).

7.3 Named Sets and Named Functions With Distinctions

This section introduces named sets with distinctions and the corresponding
named functions, which extend the definitions introduced in [17, 4, 5].
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Named sets are enriched set where elements are equipped with
names, which become first-class citizens in the operational model of
HD-automata. On the top of named sets with distinctions we build a new
version of HD-automata suitable for a faithful representation of the open
semantics of π-calculus. Following [17], we define HD-automata in terms
of permutation algebras (defined below) which basically specify how name
permutations act on the elements equipped with names.

We use bijective substitutions (automorphisms) on N , namely permuta-
tions, which form a group where the operation is the function composition
and the identity is the identity function on N . For a permutation ρ, the ker-

nel of ρ is the set of names that are permuted by ρ, namely kerρ
def= {x ∈

N | ρ(x) 
= x}. We say that ρ is a finite kernel permutation if kerρ is finite.
In the following, Aut (N ) denotes the (enumerable) group of finite kernel
permutations and SubGrp(Aut (N )) is the set of subgroups of Aut (N ).

Definition 3 (Permutation algebras) If 〈G , ·, i d〉 is a group, a set Q is a G-
set if there exists • : G ×Q →Q, called group action, such that the following
axioms hold:

∀ρ,ρ′ ∈G .∀q ∈Q. ρ • (ρ′ •q)= (ρ ·ρ′)•q, ∀q ∈Q. i d •q = q.

A permutation algebra is a G-set for a subgroup G of Aut (N ).

A permutation algebra specifies how to apply name permutations to the el-
ements of its carrier set (through the interpretation of the group action).

The set ofπ-calculus processes up to structural congruence is a permutation
algebra, indeed, • can be interpreted as the capture-avoiding application of
substitutions to π-calculus terms and · is the usual function composition.

Named sets with distinctions (conservatively) extend traditional named
sets. The definitions of named sets [17, 4, 5] simply associate a group
of name permutations with their elements. Here, dns have in addition
distinctions associated to their elements, i.e., relations yielding the
constraints that names must satisfy.

Definition 4 (Named sets with distinctions) A named set with distinctions
(dns) is a triple 〈Q,d,g〉where

• Q is a permutation algebra with respect to G ∈ SubGrp(Aut(N ));
• d : Q →D(N ) maps an element q ∈Q to a distinction d (n) ∈D(N );
• g : Q → SubGrp(Aut(N )) maps elements q ∈Q to a subgroup g(q) of G

such that, if d(q)= d (n) and ρ ∈ g(q):

kerρ ⊆ n

for all x, y ∈ n : (x, y) ∈ d(q) ⇐⇒ (ρ(x),ρ(y)) ∈ d(q).
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For q ∈Q, if d(q)= d (n), then n is the set of names of q , denoted as |q|.

Basically, a dns is an enriched set where elements have names associated
with them, elements of dnss are meant to represent terms with names.
Therefore, an element q of a dns is equipped with a group of permutations
g(q) that corresponds to equivalent syntactic representations of q .

According to Definition 4, permutations of q , must respect its name distinc-
tions. For instance, suppose that (x, y) ∈ d(q) while (z, y) 
∈ d(q); then g(q)
cannot contain a permutation ρ such that ρ(z)= y or ρ(z)= x.

Notice that a traditional named set is a dns where, for any element, the as-
sociated distinction is(n) for any n ∈℘fin(N ) which is trivially respected by
any permutation.

We let E , F , G range over dnss and, given a dns E = (Q,d,g), we write QE , dE ,
gE for denoting Q, d and g, respectively.

As done for ordinary named set, we define named functions as mappings be-
tween dnss that preserve their structure. The typical representation of fresh
names in HD-automata is through a distinguished element2, say � 
∈ N ;
more precisely, we let N� denote the set N ∪ {N�}.

Definition 5 (Named functions) Given two dnss E and F , a named function
(nf) H : E → F is a pair (h,Σ) where h : QE →QF is a function, and Σ : QE →
℘(N�

N ) is such that, for all q ∈QE and σ ∈Σ(q),

1. σ is injective, σ(|h(q)|)⊆ |q |∪ {∗} and σ is the identity outside |h(q)|;
2. ∀σ ∈Σ(q). ∀x, y ∈ |h(q)|. (σ(x),σ(y)) ∈ dE (q)⇒ (x, y) ∈ dF (h(q));
3. σ;gE (q)⊆Σ(q), (permutations are extended as the identity on N�);
4. gF (h(q));σ=Σ(q).

Named functions are ranged over by H , K and J . We write hH and ΣH for
denoting the first and the second components of H . According to its defi-
nition, a nf H maps elements of a ns E to elements in F through the map-
ping hH . However, names must be taken into account, therefore, the com-
ponentΣH records “the history” of names when mapping q ∈ E to hH (q) ∈ F .
Such history is represented by means of a bunch of injective functions that
send names in hH (q) back either to names of q or to N� representing to a
freshly generated name in hH (q)). Condition 2 states that nfs preserve dis-
tinctions, namely it ensures that names distinguished in q remain distin-
guished in hH (q), (if they have a counterimage there). Notice that this con-
dition does not prevent dF (hH (q)) to contain additional distinction pairs in
|hH (q)|× |hH (q)|.

2 In [17], a different construction is exploited.
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One might wonder why ΣH (q) is a set of mappings instead of a single func-
tion. The reason is that elements of nss are equipped with permutations that
do not alter their meaning. Namely, for any ρ ∈ SubGrp(q), qρ is equivalent
(under a given equivalence) to q (and similarly for hH (q)); the history ΣH

must be independent (or functional) with respect to the possible equivalent
representations of q or of hH (q). Condition 3 and 4 in Definition 5 are de-
signed on this purpose. The former imposes that (opportunely) composing
σ ∈Σ(q) with any equivalent representation of q yields a suitable history for
the names; while the latter states that the representation of hH (q) does not
influence the history of names.

Actually, we can show that dnss and nfs are the objects and morphisms of
a category, denoted by DNSet. This allows us to define HD-automata as a
coalgebra for a suitable endofunctor of DNSet.

First we need to define morphisms composition.

Definition 6 (Composition of named functions) The composition
H ;K of two nfs H : E → F and K : F → G is 〈hH ;hK ,ΣH ;ΣK 〉 where
ΣH ;ΣK : QE →℘fin(N�

N ) is such that

ΣH ;ΣK : q %→ ⋃
σ∈ΣH (q)

{σ;σ′[� %→�]|σ′ ∈ΣK (hH (q))}.

Proposition 7 In Definition 6, H ;K is a nf. Composition of nfs is associative
and has identities.

PROOF: The existence of identities is trivial. The proof of associativity of
composition easily follows from associativity of composition of functions.
�

Definition 8 (The category DNSet) The category DNSet has dnss as
objects and nfs as morphisms.

Proposition 9 (Structure of DNSet) The category DNSet has initial and fi-
nal objects, and finite powerset functor defined as follows:

1. the initial object is given by 〈, %→(0), %→〉;
2. terminal objects are given by I = 〈{q}, q %→(0), q %→〉;
3. the powerset functor is ℘fin(E)= 〈P f (EQ ),d,g〉where,

• P f is the covariant finite powerset on Set,
• d({q1, . . . , q j })= dE (q1)∪. . .∪dE (q j ), where the union of two distinctions

is defined as d (n)∪e(m) � d ∪e(n∪m).
• g({q1, . . . , q j })= {ρ ∈ gE (q1)∪ . . .∪gE (q j ) | ρ respects d({q1, . . . , q j })}.

The initial object is the empty dns, the final object is any singleton
dns whose distinction is (0) and permutation group is , finally, the
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powerset functor is obtained by lifting the covariant powerset functor P
on Set. Notice that the distinction of a finite subset of QE are obtained by
considering the union of the distinctions of its elements.

Definition 10 (Pairing of dnss) The pairing E⊗F of two dnss E and F is de-

fined as E⊗F
def= 〈QE ×QF ,d,g〉, where d(q, q ′)= dE (q)∪dF (q ′) and g(q, q ′)=

{ρ ∈ gE (q)∪gF (q ′) | ρ respects d(q, q ′)}.

Definition 11 (HD-automata) Fixed a dns of labels L, a HD-automaton
over L is a coalgebra for TL(E)=℘fin(L⊗E).

The minimisation algorithm on HD-automata (i.e., on a TL-coalgebras) K is
borrowed from [6] and is specified by the equations 7.1 and 7.2 below.

H(0)
def= 〈q %→⊥, q %→(0), q %→〉, (7.1)

H(i+1)
def= K ; N (T (H(i ))), (7.2)

where T :DNSet→DNSet is the functor specified as

T (E)=
{

TL(E) E ∈ obj(DNSet)

〈h,Σ〉 E = 〈hE ,ΣE 〉 ∈DNSet(E ,F ) for E ,F ∈ obj(DNSet)

where, given B ∈℘fin(L⊗E),

h(B) = {〈l ,hE (q)〉 | 〈l , q〉 ∈B}

Σ(B) = {〈l ,hE (q),σ;σ′〉 | 〈l , q,σ′〉 ∈B ∧〈l , q ′,σ′〉 ∈ΣE (q)}.

and N is a normalisation functor explained below. All the states of a
HD-automaton are initially considered equivalent. Equation (7.2) specifies
a generic iteration where K is composed with the nf at the i -th iteration
after it has been applied to functors T and N . The algorithm builds
the minimal realisation H̄ of (finite) HD-automata by constructing (an
approximation of) the final coalgebra morphism.

The normalisation functor removes the redundant transitions. Generally,
redundant transitions are transitions describing behaviours that can be
matched by “more general” transitions in the bisimulation game, where
the meaning of “more general” depends on the behavioural equivalence
at hand. For instance, in [4, 5] redundancy for the early semantics of
π-calculus has been stated in terms of active names We generalise
this concept by means of redundant transitions which occur when
HD-automata are built out of a nominal calculus. During this phase, it is
not possible to decide which are the redundant transitions3. Therefore,

3In general, to decide redundancy is as difficult as deciding bisimilarity.
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all the transitions are taken when HD-automata are built and redundant
ones are removed during the minimisation. This is achieved by means of a
normalisation functor which basically gets rid of redundant transitions.

Definition 12 (Normalisation functor) A normalisation functor N is any
functor such that N (E) is isomorphic to a subset of E .

The proof of the convergence of the algorithm is given in [6].

7.4 From Open π-calculus to HD-automata

This section describes how agents of π-calculus can be mapped onto HD-
automata and what normalisation means for the HD-automata for open
π-calculus. We first introduce labels and transitions and then define the nor-
malisation functor for open π-calculus.

The labels of the canonical symbolic semantics of π-calculus consists of en-
abling conditions and actions; both of them can be represented as dnss.

Definition 13 (Matching dns) Consider the function _̂ inductively defined
on matchings sequences as follows:

$[x = y]
def= 〈{-},- %→({x,y}),- %→ {id,exchx,y }〉%M [x = y]
def= 〈{-},- %→(n),- %→G〉

where n = n(M [x = y]), G = {ρi | ∃ρ′ ∈ gM̂ (-) \ {id}. ρ = ρ′ ↓ [x = y]∧ i ≥ 0∧
Mρ��M } and ↓: Aut (N )→ Aut (N ) is defined as

ρ ↓ [x = y]=


ρ, x, y ∈ kerρ

ρ;exchx,y , x, y 
∈ kerρ

ρ; [x %→ y]; [y %→ ρ(x)], x ∈ kerρ∧ y 
∈ kerρ

ρ; [y %→ x]; [x %→ ρ(y)], y ∈ kerρ∧x 
∈ kerρ.

A matching dns is a dns as described above and is ranged over by M.

Basically, matching dnss represent enabling conditions of open π-calculus
transitions. Despite of the involved mathematical definition of the group of
M̂ , the intuition behind it is simple. Since any two names identified by M
can be exchanged, G contains those permutations that yield logically equiv-
alent representations of M .
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Definition 14 (Labels for π-calculus) The dns of actions for π-calculus on
n ∈℘fin(N ) is Lπ = 〈L,d, l %→ {id}〉where L = {x y, x y, x(y), x(y) | x, y ∈N }∪ {τ}
and d : L→D(N ) is defined as

d(l )=
{
(n), l 
∈ {x(y), x(y) | x, y ∈N }

{(y,u) | u ∈n}(n), otherwise

The dns of labels of π-calculus is the pairing of matching sequence dnss
and Lπ, it is denoted by Lab and is ranged over by λ. We let bn((M , x(y))) =
bn((M , x(y)))= {y} while bn(λ)=, otherwise.

Roughly, Lab equips labels of (the symbolic semantics of) π-calculus with
a dns structure. Notice that L contains both bound input actions and free
input actions, respectively denoted by x(y) and x y . This is necessary for HD-
automata because the names in arrival states of input transitions must be
associate either to N� (in which case the transition is a bound input) or to a
name of the source state (which correspond to free input transitions).

Let us denote with Pπ the set of constrained processes of π-calculus. It is
trivial to equip Pπ with a dns structure by defining d : Pπ → D(N ) as the
constant mapping d : d ! P %→ d and g : Pπ→ SubGrp(N ) as g : q %→ {id}.

The set of reachable processes from d ! P ∈ Pπ, ∂(d ! P ), is defined as fol-
lows:

∂(d ! P )
def= {d ! P } ∪ ⋃

d!P
M ,α−−−→d!′Q

∂(d !′ Q).

The HD-automaton associated to d ! P is denoted as Kd!P and is the TL-
coalgebra such that dom(Kd!P )= ∂(d ! P ) and cod(Kd!P )= TN S(∂(d ! P )).
Function hKd!P associates a reachable state of d ! P its outgoing transitions:

hKd!P (e !Q)=
{(λ,e ′ !Q ′) | λ is not input ∧e !Q

λ−→ e ′ !Q ′}
∪

{((M , x y),e ′ !Q ′) | e !Q
M ,x(z)−−−−→ e ′ !Q ′ ∧ y ∈ fn(Q)}

∪
{((M , x(y)),e ′′ !Q ′) | e !Q

M ,x(y)−−−−−→ e ′ !Q ′ ∧e ′′ = e ′ ∪ {(y, z) | z ∈ fn(Q)}}

where transitions in the first set are straitforwardly translated while input
transitions require to consider input of known names (second set) from
bound input transitions, where y is supposed to be a new name.
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The mapping ΣKd!P associates to any e !Q ∈ ∂(d ! P ) the set⋃
(λ,e′ !Q ′) ∈

hKd!P
(e !Q)

{σ ∈N�
N | bn(λ)=⇒σ= id∨bn(λ)= {y}⇒σ= id; y %→N�}.

The HD-automaton obtained by this definition is a TL-coalgebra by con-
struction. Observe that infinite HD-automata might be obtained using the
construction above, however, for interesting classes of π-calculus processes,
e.g., finitary processes4, the construction yields finite HD-automata [17, 20].

The normalisation functor for the symbolic open bisimulation of π-calculus
relies on the definition of reduntant transition given for constrained pro-

cesses in [21]. The idea is that a transition d ! P
M ,α−−−→ e ! Q is redundant,

when there exists a transition d ! P
N ,β−−→ e ′ !Q ′ such that

• M 
��N ,
• α=βσM and
• e !Q and e ′σM !Q ′σM are open bisimilar.

In words, N is a condition weaker than M such than α can be recovered
by instantiating β with the further identifications in M and the processes
reached by the transitions are still bisimilar under the conditions in M .

Definition 15 (Normalisation functor) The normalisation functor for the
open bisimilarity of π-calculus is denoted by N : DNSet→ DNSet and, on
nfs of the form 〈h,Σ〉 ∈ DNSet(℘fin(Lπ⊗E),℘fin(Lπ⊗F )) it yields 〈h′,Σ′〉
where h′ : B %→ {(λ, q) | (λ, q) non redundant in B} and Σ′(B) is defined as⋃

(λ,q)∈h′(B)
{σ ∈Σ(B) | bn(λ)=⇒σ= id∨bn(λ)= {y}⇒σ= id; y %→�}.

On the other arrows and on objects of DNSet, N is the identity.

Basically, N filters those transitions out of a given state q that are redundant
because of the presence of another transition having weaker conditions on
names.

Proposition 16 The functor N is monotonic on nfs.

Theorem 17 The minimisation algorithm converges on finite HD-automata
for π-calculus.

4 Finitary processes are those processes that have a bounded degree of parallelism. The class
of finitary agents is expressive enough for non-trivial specification, as witnessed by e.g. the
Handover protocol [18] in π-calculus, which can trivially be specified also in the finitary
π-calculus.
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PROOF: The proof follows by the monotonicity of T and N and following the
proof of Theorem 1 in [6]. Let us remark that normalisation through N is
strictly related to symbolic open bisimulation, indeed it expactly applies re-
dundancy conditions given in [21]. Hence, a tight relationship can be estab-
lished between symbolic open hyperbisimulation and the outcome of the
minimisation algorithm.

Theorem 18 (Minimisation and open bisimulation) Two finitary
π-calculus processes are symbolic open bisimilar iff they have the same
minimal realisation.

Theorem 18 re-casts the results for early bisimulation ofπ-calculus [4, 5] and
for hyperbisimulation of Fusion calculus [6] and the proof can be obtained
mimicking the proofs therein.

7.5 Presheaf categories and HD-automata

In this section we give a more abstract presentation of the operational se-
mantics of open π-calculus, following the pattern in [7] for late and early
π-calculus.

First, we have to recall some constructions and results from [1, 12]. The main
insight of the model of open bisimulation given in [1] is that the domains
must be staged according to the knowledge represented by distinction rela-
tions; thus the index category must be a category of distinctions. In fact, it is
easy to see that distinctions are the objects of a small category:

Definition 19 (The category D) The category D of distinctions relations is
the full subcategory of Rel of irreflexive, symmetric binary relations over N
with a finite carrier set.

Here Rel is the category of relations and monotone functions, hence a mor-
phisms f : d (n) → e(m) is any function f : n →m (i.e., a name substitution)
which preserves the distinction relation (if (x, y) ∈ d then ( f (x), f (y)) ∈ e). In
other words, substitutions cannot map two related (i.e., definitely distinct)
names to the same name of a later stage, while unrelated names can coa-
lesce.

Structure of D.

The category D has products, coproducts and pullbacks. Note that D has no
terminal object, but it has initial object (,). In fact, D inherits meets, joins
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and partial order from ℘(N ):

• d (n)∧e(m) = (d ∩e)(m∩n), and d (n)∨e(m) = (d ∪e)(m∪n)

• d (n) ≤ e(m) iff d ∧e = d , that is, iff d ⊆ e.

For each n, let us denote Dn the full subcategory of D whose objects are all
relations over n. Then, Dn is a complete Boolean algebra. Let ⊥(n) � (n,)
and �(n) � (n,n2 \∆n) be the empty and complete distinction on n, respec-
tively, where ∆ : F→ Rel is the diagonal functor defined as ∆n = (n, {(i , i ) |
i ∈ n}).

D can be given another monoidal structure. Let us define ⊕ : D×D→D as

d (m)
1 ⊕d (n)

2 = (m+n,d1∪d2∪ {(i , j ), ( j , i ) | i ∈m, j ∈ n}).

Then, it is easy to see that (D,⊕,⊥(0)) is a symmetric monoidal category.

By applying coproduct and tensor to⊥(1) we get two distinguished dynamic
allocation functors δ−,δ+ : D→ D, as δ− � ⊥(1)+ _ and δ+ � ⊥(1)⊕ _. More
explicitly, the action of δ+ on objects is δ+(d (n)) = d (n+1)

+1 where d+1 = d ∪
{(∗, i ), (i ,∗) | i ∈ n}. Thus both δ− and δ+ add an extra element to the carrier,
but, as the superscript + is intended to suggest, δ+ adds in extra distinctions.

Functors over D

SetD is the category of functors from D to Set (often called presheaves (over
Dop )) and natural transformations. The structure ofD lifts to SetD, which has
the necessary type constructors for representing the behaviour of an open
semantics in π-calculus:5

1. Products and coproducts, which are computed pointwise (as with all lim-
its and colimits in functor categories); e.g. (P ×Q)d (n) = Pd (n) ×Qd (n) . The
terminal object is the constant functor K1 = y(⊥()): K1(d)= 1.

2. A presheaf of atoms Atom ∈ SetD, Atom= y(⊥(1))= y(�(1)). The action on
objects is Atom(d (n))= n.

3. Two dynamic allocation functors δ−,δ+ : SetD → SetD, induced by each
κ ∈ {δ+,δ−} on D as _◦κ : SetD→ SetD.

4. Let ℘ f be the finite (covariant) powerset functor on Set; then ℘ f ◦ _ :
SetD→ SetD is the finite powerset operator on D-presheaves.

5. Exponentials are defined as usual in functor categories:

(B A)d � SetD(A×D(d ,_),B)

(B A) f (m) � m ◦ (i dA× (_◦ f )) for f : d → e in D,m : A×D(d ,_)−→B

5We shall use the same symbols for the lifted structure, but ensuring the reader has enough
information to deduce which category we are working in.
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Using these constructions, we can define the behaviour functor Bo : SetD→
SetD suitable for open bisimulation in π-calculus as follows:

BoP =P f (P +N ×N ×P +N ×δ+P +N ×δ−P )

A coalgebra (P,k : P
.−→BoP ) for P ∈ SetD induces transition relation over the

state space given by the elements of
∫

P . We can describe these transition
systems as follows:

Definition 20 (D-transition systems) A D-transition system consists of a
presheaf P : SetD and a graph such that for a set Act = {a(), a(), ab, τ} with

obvious action for σ :N −→N .

• The nodes are labelled by pairs (p,d) where p ∈ Pd

• The edges are labelled by elements of the set Act such that if

• (p,d)
a()−−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = δ−d and a ∈ d

• (p,d)
a()−−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = δ+d and a ∈ d

• (p,d)
ab−−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = d and a,b ∈ d

• (p,d)
τ−→ (p ′,d ′) then d ′ = d

• If (p,d)
α−→ (p ′,κd) where κ ∈ {I d ,δ−,δ+} and σ : d → d ′

then (Pσ(p),d ′) Actσ(α)−−−−−→ (Pσ(p ′),κd ′).

• conversely: given σ : d → d ′, if (Pσ(p),d ′) α′−→ (p ′,κd ′) where

κ ∈ {I d ,δ−,δ+}, then there exist q such that (p,d)
α−→ (q,κd) and

α′ = Actσ(α), p ′ = Pσ(q).

Proposition 21 D-transition systems are in one-to-one correspondence with
Bo-coalgebras.

PROOF: The structure map of the coalgebra gives us exactly the transition
relation while the naturality of the coalgebra structure map corresponds ex-
actly to the closure condition of open transitions under distinction preserv-
ing renamings.

Pullback-preserving functors

In order to relate the category of DNSet with presheaves over D, we need
to restrict our attention to “well-behaving” presheaves, that is presheaves
whose elements have finite support. Let us recall a general definition of sup-
port and a result from [12]:

Definition 22 (support) Let C be a category, F : C→ Set a functor, C an ob-
ject of C, and a ∈ FC . A subobject i : D � C of C supports a (at C ) if there
exists a (not necessarily unique) b ∈ FD such that a = Fi (b).
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Proposition 23 Let C have pullbacks, F : C→ Set be pullback-preserving, C
be in C, and x ∈ FC . If both C1,C2 support x, then C1∧C2 supports x.

As a corollary of this proposition, if the objects of C are finite objects (as in
the case of D), there must be a minimum stage supporting x; let us denote
this object as supp((x)).

In virtue of these results, we restrict our attention to the full subcategory of
SetD of pullback preserving functors; we denote this category by D.

Clearly, functor Bo restricts to D, thus leading to a class of Bo coalgebras
whose carrier is a pullback-preserving functor. Similarly, the definition of
SetD-transition systems restricts naturally to the subcategory D, yielding
a new notion of labelled transition system which we call D-LTS. Also, the
correspondence of Proposition 21 restricts to these subclasses of coalgebras
and LTS.

The next theorem will constitute a step towards relating coalgebra over a
functor of D and HD-automata.

Theorem 24 The category of DNSet is essentially equivalent to D.

PROOF: To a dns (X ,d,g), we associate a functor P : D→ Set defined as

Pd = {(x, s) | x ∈ X , s ∈D(d(x),d)}/∼

where (x, s) ∼ (x, s′) iff s ◦π = s′ ◦π′ for some π,π′ ∈ g(x). It is easy to check
that this P is pullback-preserving, and hence an object of D.

Conversely, given a presheaf P in D, we can define a named set with distinc-
tions (X ,d,g) where

• X = (
∫

P )/≈ = (Σd∈DPd )/≈, where (d , x)≈ (d ′, x ′) iff there exist s : d → d ′′,
s′ : d ′ → d ′′ such that Ps(x)= Ps′(x ′).

• for (d , x) ∈ X , let us define d((d , x)) as the minimal distinction supporting
x, which exists because P is pullback preserving.

• for (d , x) ∈ X , we define the subgroup g((d , x)) = {π ∈ Aut (d((d , x))) |
im(π|d )= d and Pπ|d (x)= x}

The resulting named set (X ,d,g) is mapped, by the construction defined
above, to a presheaf Q which is isomorphic to P . �

Now, notice that a HD-automata P for open semantics is given by a graph
whose states, labels, and transitions are drawn from a named set subject to
the following conditions:

1. Only one transition per source, label, target.
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2. Input is parametric on the data.
3. A bound output transition tansits into a bigger state.

Thus, following the proof given by Fiore and Staton in [7] in the case of
Sh(Iop ) and traditional HD-automata, we can see that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between HD-automata with state in P and D-LTS.

7.6 Conclusions and Related work

In this paper we have presented HD-automata with distinctions, based on
named sets with distinctions. These notions extend the traditional ones of
HD-automata with symmetries and named sets. HD-automata with distinc-
tions and are suitable for a faithful representation of the open semantics
of π-calculus. We have indeed applied our constructions for mapping sym-
bolic open semantics of π-calculus to HD-automata with distinctions. Fi-
nally, we also have established a connection between named sets with dis-
tinctions and pullback-preserving functors over the index category of dis-
tinctions.

Related work.

Symbolic semantics [10, 2, 11] is a well established approach both for
theoretical investigation and for verification of nominal calculi. For
instance, symbolic approaches been exploited to provide a convenient
characterisation of open bisimilarity [22] and in the design of the
corresponding bisimulation checker, e.g., Mobility WorkBench [24]. The
main advantage of the symbolic semantics is that it yields transition
systems which are smaller than the correspondig “concret” transition
systems. Usually, symbolic semantics takes a syntax-based approach and
generalises standard operational semantics by keeping track of equalities
among names: transitions are derived in the context of such constraints.

An alternative class of models for nominal calculi are the so-called syntax-
free models where names are explicitly dealt with regardless of the syntactic
structure of the calculi. Indexed LTSs [3] are examples of syntax-free models
of nominal calculi developed following the approach based on name per-
mutations.

HD-automata [20, 17] have an added value with respect to indexed LTS be-
cause they are equipped with powerful verification techniques. In [20, 17],
states of HD-automata have been equipped with name symmetries which
further reduces the size of the automata and guarantee the existence of the
minimal realization. HD-automata serves as an operational model of his-
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tory dependent formalism and in particular for nominal calculi, the leading
example being π-calculus. All these formalism have common property that
they may generate a resource and refere it at later computation stage [16].
For π-calculus this means that an agent generate a new name and refere to
it at a latter stage.

The computation of the minimal HD-automata presented in this paper is
derived by exploiting a coalgebraic presentation of the partition refinement
algorithm [4], furtherly refined in [6]. The minimisation algorithm for
the early semantics of π-calculus has been implemented in the Mihda
toolkit [5]. Hence, the integration of symbolic techniques and syntax-free
models would provide more powerful verification methods. Notice that
minimisation algorithms for syntax-based models have been already
developed (e.g., for the open semantics of the π-calculus[21]).

In [16] HD-automata has been successfully used to model early and late se-
mantics of π-calculus and in [6] hyperbisimulation of fusion calculi. Open
bisimulation in π-calculus on the other hand, is more complicated than
early and late bisimulation, because open bisimulation is closed under all
distinction preserving renaming. HD-automata introduced in [16] can not
cope with this problem as they have no means of representing distinction
on names. The solution we offer is based on understanding that the extend
the state of HD-automata from a named set to a named relation. The clo-
sure under all distinction preserving renaming are already handled in the
symbolic semantics as in [6]. This is to be contrasted with Pistore [20] where
he introduce negative transition.

A related work worth mentioning is the coalgebraic model of open bisimu-
lation by Ghani et al. [9], where they model open bisimulation using coal-
gebras over presheafs over D. Another related work is [3], where the notion
of F-LTS is introduced. An extensive study of indexed LTS, such as I-LTS, i -
LTS, B-LTS, is carried out in [7], where a correspondence between i -LTS and
(standard) HD-automata is shown. However, none of these LTSs deal with
open bisimulation.
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